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Summary 
Heterogenous interfacial electron transfer processes are of fundamental and applied 
importance to electrochemists and are extensively studied by a wide range of 
electrochemical techniques. This thesis focuses on the development of analysis strategies 
and electrochemical methodologies for more detailed quantitative investigations of 
electron transfer kinetics at a plethora of electrode materials, with an emphasis on carbon-
based materials. Of interest are the techniques of Fourier-transformed large amplitude 
alternating current voltammetry (FTACV) and scanning electrochemical microscopy 
(SECM). 
The complementary electrochemical techniques of FTACV and SECM are used for 
measurements of fast electron transfer to reveal the impact of the complex heterogeneous 
surface of degenerately-doped polycrystalline boron-doped diamond electrode surfaces 
compared to conventional electrode materials such as platinum and gold. This part of the 
work highlights the importance of understanding the influence of measurement technique 
and further demonstrates how electron transfer at semi-metallic electrodes differ from 
conventional metallic electrodes.   
The oxidation of a ferrocene-derivative at highly oriented pyrolytic graphite is used 
to demonstrate the effects of reversible reactant adsorption on the SECM response. The 
high surface area-to-solution volume ratio of nanogap SECM measurements depicts the 
importance of understanding the impact of such surface effects. Precise quantitative kinetic 
analysis requires understanding of the mass transport between the SECM probe and 
electrode surface. Finite element method modelling was used to extensively investigate the 
effects of electrode reactant processes and the results of the models shed light on important 
factors that need to be accounted for in quantitative analysis of nanogap voltammetric 
measurements.  
FTACV is further developed as a tool for kinetic selectivity at heterogeneous 
electrode surfaces. This is achieved by taking advantage of the harmonic-dependent 
measurement timescale of FTACV to deconvolute a dual-heterogeneity electrochemical 
response into its individual components. Protocols are developed for this application and 
demonstrated experimentally using the ruthenium hexamine and ferrocene methanol redox 
couples.
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
 
This thesis is concerned with the development of analysis and modelling strategies for 
advanced electrochemical methods and their application for electron transfer kinetics 
measurements. Of specific interest is the application of Fourier-transformed large 
amplitude alternating current voltammetry and scanning electrochemical microscopy for 
fast kinetic measurements and the numerical methods and protocols used to understand and 
quantify the systems studied.  
This chapter introduces the fundamentals of electrochemistry as well as the 
experimental and numerical techniques used in subsequent chapters. The importance of 
carbon electrode materials in electrochemistry and studies of fundamental electron transfer 
kinetics at highly oriented pyrolytic graphite and polycrystalline boron-doped diamond 
electrodes are also reviewed. Finally, a brief summary of the project aims is outlined.  
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1.1. Equilibrium Electrochemistry 
Electrochemistry is concerned with the study of electroactive molecules at an 
electrode/electrolyte interface. Consider the following redox couple: 
ox
red
(aq) (aq) (m)Red Ox
n k
k
ne   (Eq. 1.1) 
where Ox and Red are the soluble oxidised and reduced forms of an electroactive species 
and n is the number of electrons transferred per redox event. kox and kred are the first-order 
heterogeneous oxidation and reduction rate constants, respectively, and are described in 
detail in Section 1.2. This electrochemical process involves the transfer of charge across 
the interfacial region of an electrode (usually metallic (m)), and a solution phase (aq) 
species. For this process, the Nernst equation is used to relate the potential at the electrode 
and concentration of the electroactive species.  
Under equilibrium conditions, the potential established at the electrode is known as 
the equilibrium potential, Eeq, and is given by: 
0' ox
eq
red
[Ox]
ln
[Red]
RT
E E
nF


  
    
   
 (Eq. 1.2) 
where E0’ is the formal electrode potential of the redox couple of interest, [Ox] and [Red] 
are the concentrations of species Ox and Red at the electrode surface, which under 
equilibrium conditions, is the same as the bulk concentration. γ is the activity coefficient, 
usually assumed to be unity in dilute solutions.1 R is the gas constant (8.314 J K-1 mol-1), T 
is the absolute temperature of the solution and F is the Faraday constant (96485 C mol-1).1  
 
1.2. Dynamic Electrochemistry 
Dynamic electrochemistry is the study of charge transfer processes occurring at 
electrode/electrolyte interfaces under non-equilibrium conditions. Two types of processes 
can occur at this interface, i.e. non-faradaic and faradaic. A non-faradic process occurs 
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when a change at the interface results in a current flow without facilitating charge transfer. 
The most common non-faradaic process is capacitive charging from the electrical double 
layer (Section 1.2.3) and requires consideration when interpreting electrochemical 
measurements.  
Faradaic current flows when a potential is applied to an electrode to promote 
oxidation or reduction of a redox species in solution. The magnitude of current, I, generated 
is related to the flux, J, of the species in solution, by the following: 
I nFAJ  (Eq. 1.3) 
where n is the number of electrons transferred per redox event and A is the area of the 
electrode.  
Numerous factors are known to influence the dynamics of an electrochemical 
reaction and the rate of the charge transfer processes. These are the electrode potential, 
mass transport of the electroactive species to the electrode surface, the reactivity of the 
molecule of interest, the activity of the electrode material and the structure of the interfacial 
region where the electron transfer occurs. Figure 1.1 shows a schematic of the basic 
processes that occur during dynamic electrochemistry of a redox species in solution, which 
is the type of process considered in this work. Although each step can be more complicated, 
ultimately the rate of the electrochemical reaction depends on the slowest step.   
 
Figure 1.1. A schematic representation of processes involved in basic dynamic electrochemistry. 
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1.2.1. Mass Transport 
Mass transport is the term used to describe the movement of material in the solution phase 
and can be split into diffusion, migration and convection processes. The sum of all three of 
these processes dictates the total mass transport rate. The overall partial differential 
equation used to describe mass transport is the Nernst-Plank equation:1 
, , ,i i d i m i cJ J J J    (Eq. 1.4) 
 i
i i i i i s
z F
D c D c c
RT
        (Eq. 1.5) 
Ji, Ji.d, Ji.m and Ji.c represent the total, diffusive, migrative and convective flux elements of 
species i, Di is the diffusion coefficient of species i, ci is the concentration of species i, zi is 
the charge on species i, ϕ is an electric potential and vs represents the velocity of the 
solution.  
 
1.2.1.1. Diffusion 
Diffusion is the net flux that occurs due to Brownian motion of molecules (neutral and 
charged) and is described by Fick’s first (Eq. 1.6) and second (Eq. 1.7) laws of diffusion.  
.i d i iJ D c     (Eq. 1.6) 
2i
i i
C
D c
t

 

  (Eq. 1.7) 
  is the Laplace operator in the form of 
  
 
  x y z
  for the Cartesian coordinate and 
1

  
 
  r r x
  for a cylindrical coordinate.  
The first law describes flux in terms of a concentration gradient, towards an 
electrode, at a specific time. It has a negative sign because molecules move from a higher 
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to lower concentration region. The second law describes variations in concentration with 
time and is the equation solved to predict current at an electrode.   
The size of an electrode determines the diffusion profile that is established at the 
electrode surface. When a concentration gradient develops at a large electrode, species will 
diffuse to the electrode in a planar diffusion field (Figure 1.2(a)). When the electrode is 
sufficiently smaller, there is a significant contribution from radial diffusion, ultimately 
leading to a hemispherical diffusion field, and a greater flux density (Figure 1.2(b)).  
 
Figure 1.2 Diffusion profile for a (a) macroelectrode (linear) and (b) microelectrode 
(hemispherical).  
 
1.2.1.2. Migration 
Migration describes the movement of charged species in an electric field gradient,  , with 
ϕ being the potential of the field. This exerts an electrostatic force onto the charged species 
pushing it towards or away from an electrode surface. Migrative flux is described by: 
,
i
i m i i
z F
J D c
RT
   (Eq. 1.8) 
where i
i
z F
D
RT
 is a coefficient often referred to as the mobility of ion and can be denoted 
as μi.  
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Migration can be minimised experimentally by adding supporting electrolyte 
(typically ≥ 0.1 M for mM levels of charged analyte). This reduces the range of the potential 
gradient to a region very close (i.e. < 1 nm) to the electrode interface, so that the electron 
transfer process experiences the full potential driving force at the electrode/solution 
interface. The addition of supporting electrolyte also functions to reduce ohmic drop (iRu) 
effects. 
    
1.2.1.3. Convection 
Convection refers to the flux caused by a mechanical force, either natural or forced and is 
described by the Navier-Stokes equation: 
, si c iJ c (Eq. 1.9) 
Natural convection could arise from thermal gradients or density changes across a 
solution while forced convection controlled by hydrodynamic systems are based on 
electrodes that move with respect to the electrolyte solution, such as the rotating disk 
electrodes,2–5 or systems where the electrolyte solutions flow over a static electrode, such 
as in channel6–12 or micro-jet13–15 electrodes.  
 
1.2.2. Electron Transfer  
1.2.2.1. ET at Metal Electrodes 
Electron transfer (ET) occurs at the electrode/electrolyte interface when 
thermodynamically favourable. In a metallic electrode material, the overlap of atomic 
orbitals allows for electrons to move freely within the crystal lattice. These electrons 
occupy a continuum of energy levels with a maximum state known as the Fermi level, EF, 
tuneable by applying an electrical potential. If this level is lower than the highest occupied 
molecular orbital (HOMO) or higher than the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital 
(LUMO) of the redox species in the electrolyte than oxidation and reduction processes, 
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respectively, become thermodynamically viable as depicted in Figure 1.3.1 The Fermi level 
density of states (DOS) of the electrode material plays an important role in the ET 
process.16 Platinum and gold, which are typical metallic electrodes used in 
electrochemistry, have DOS values ~ 1023 cm
-3 eV-1.17  
 
Figure 1.3 A metal electrode in contact with a solution containing a redox species undergoing (a) 
oxidation and (b) reduction. 
 
For non-spontaneous electron transfer processes to occur, as studied in dynamic 
electrochemistry, an overpotential, η, must be applied to the electrode surface. This 
describes the extent to which the reaction is driven beyond the formal electrode potential, 
E0’, of the redox couple of interest.  
0'
applE E   (Eq. 1.10) 
In the case where the electron transfer kinetics is so fast that the response is 
governed by mass transport, we can assume Nernstian behaviour at the electrode surface 
such that Eq. 2 can be adapted to describe the local concentration of the redox species at 
the electrode surface: 
0'
appl
[ ]
ln
[ ]
RT Ox
E E
nF Red
  
    
      (Eq. 1.11) 
When Nernstian behaviour does not hold and the electrode is kinetically-limited, 
the Butler-Volmer relationship is often used to describe the potential-dependence of 
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electron transfer at the electrode/electrolyte interface. The first-order heterogeneous 
oxidation and reduction rate constants, kox and kred, respectively, from Eq. 1.1, are given by 
 0ox exp 1k k f      (Eq. 1.12) 
 0red expk k f    (Eq. 1.13) 
where k0 is the standard rate constant, α is the transfer coefficient and 
nF
f
RT
  is a 
collection of constants. 
The transfer coefficient, also known as the symmetry coefficient, is used to describe 
how closely the transition state is to the reduced form of the redox couple. α takes a value 
between 0 and 1 but experimentally it is typically found between 0.3 and 0.7. The standard 
rate constant, k0, is a characteristic property of the redox couple used to quantify the rate 
of the electron transfer reaction.  
More complex electron transfer models18–21 have also been developed but are 
beyond the scope of this thesis.   
 
1.2.2.2. ET at Semiconductor Electrodes 
Semiconductor materials used in electrochemistry are usually based on extrinsic semi-
conductor materials where the electronic properties of an insulting material are tuned by 
doping. Doping involves the incorporation of different elements into a crystalline insulator 
to generate charge carriers. The energy spectrum in ideal crystalline materials consists of 
allowed energy levels and no energy levels (band gaps). As shown in Figure 1.4(a), for an 
intrinsic semiconductor, the upper unfilled band is called the conduction band and the 
lower filled band is called the valence band. The energy levels in a semiconductor are 
characterised by the conduction band edge, EC, the valence band edge, EV, and the Fermi 
level, EF, which is located at the mid-point of the band gap, Eg.  
The simplest example of an extrinsic (doped) semiconductor involves the 
introduction of a group V element (e.g., P) or a group III element (e.g., Al) into a group IV 
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element (e.g., Si). The addition of P into the Si lattice structure introduces an energy level, 
ED, close to the conduction band edge which facilitates the movement of electrons into the 
conduction band. This is known as a n-type semiconductor (Figure 1.4(b)). The addition of 
Al into the Si lattice, introduces a vacant energy level, ED, close to the valence band edge 
which allows promotions of electrons from the valence band leading to the formation of 
holes in the valence band. This is known as a p-type semiconductor (Figure 1.4(c)). 
 
Figure 1.4 Schematic showing the band structure of an (a) intrinsic, (b) n-type and (c) p-type 
semiconductors. 
 
The electron transfer at semiconductors can be described by the Marcus-Gerischer 
model22–26 which states that the current depends on the overlap integral between the 
occupied/unoccupied states at the valence and conduction band edges and the 
unoccupied/occupied states of the redox system as shown in Eq. 1.14.  
(aq) (solid) (aq) (solid)Red (vacant state) Ox (occupied state)   (Eq. 1.14) 
Eq. 1.15 and Eq. 1.16 describe the oxidative and reductive components of the microscopic 
current of electron transfer: 
0
ox red red el el red vac( ) DOS ( )ni e N W E E dE   


         (Eq. 1.15) 
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0
red ox ox el el ox occ( ) DOS ( )ni e N W E E dE   


         (Eq. 1.16) 
where e0 is the electric charge on an electron, Ni are the number of reactants, σi is reaction 
cross section of the reaction partners at the interface, vn is the averaged frequency of the 
nuclear nodes, κel is the adiabaticity coefficient and DOS(E) is the density of vacant or 
occupied electronic states. Wox and Wred are the distribution functions for the oxidised and 
reduced species, respectively. The distribution of energy level of a redox couple can be 
described in terms of a Gaussian distribution function: 
2
F,redox
ox
B
( )
exp
4
E E
W
k T


  
  
   (Eq. 1.17) 
2
F,redox
red
B
( )
exp
4
E E
W
k T


  
  
   (Eq. 1.18) 
where, λ is the solvent reorganisation energy and EF,redox is the redox potential on an 
absolute scale. An illustrative representative of the Marcus-Gerischer formulisation is 
shown in Figure 1.5. 
   
Figure 1.5 Illustrative representation of the overlap of electronic states for an electrode with those 
of the redox species as described in the Marcus-Gerischer theory. (a) At equilibrium, the Fermi 
level of the electrode is aligned with that of the redox couple. Both cathodic (reductive) and 
anodic (oxidative) current components are equal. (b) At a negative overpotential, -η, applied 
between the bulk of the solution and the electrode, the Fermi level of the electrode rises resulting 
in an increased cathodic current component and a reduced anodic current component. (c) At a 
positive overpotential, + η, applied to the electrode relative to the bulk solution, the Fermi level of 
the electrode is lower and facilitates an increased anodic current component and a reduced 
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cathodic current component. The overall current is the sum of the area under the curves on the 
current axis.  
 
1.2.2.3. ET at Semi-metal Electrodes 
Semi-metals are materials which behave as a metal in some instances but like a 
semiconductor in others.17,22,27–30 The band structure of a semi-metal is like that of a 
semiconductor, but where the top of the valence band overlaps with the bottom of the 
conduction band such that there is no band gap but rather, negligible DOS at the Fermi 
level. Graphite is an example of a semi-metal due to a slight overlap of the valence and 
conduction bands.22,31,32 Investigations of the structural-dependency of electron transfer 
can be traced back to earlier studies of heterogeneous electron transfer kinetics on highly 
ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG).33–41 Boron-doped diamond is another example of a 
semi-metal material where the extent of overlap between the valence and dopant band 
depends on the amount of boron incorporation.17,42,43 The implications of the electronic 
band structure on the electrochemistry at these examples are further discussed in Section 
1.5.  
 
1.2.3. Electrical Double Layer 
Various successive models have been proposed to describe how the charge density at the 
electrode interface is compensated by the analyte in solution phase. A typical model is 
presented in Figure 1.6. The inner Helmholtz plane (IHP) and the outer Helmholtz plane 
(OHP) represent the plane at the centre of specifically adsorbed ions into the electrode and 
the plane of closest approach of solvated ions, respectively,  
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Figure 1.6 The electrical double layer at the electrode/electrolyte interface of a positively charged 
electrode. 
 
The thickness of the diffuse layer is given by the Debye-Hückel length, κ-1, which 
is the measure of a charge carrier's net electrostatic effect in solution. 
1 1/20
2 2
A 0
( )
2 i
kT
N cz e

    (Eq. 1.19) 
where ε is the relative dielectric permittivity of the solvent, ε0 is the permittivity of vacuum,  
NA is the Avogadro constant, z is the ion charge and e0 is the elementary charge.    
The term double layer refers to the simplified model where the balancing charges 
are described as two sets of charges in parallel and is typically represented in an equivalent 
circuit as a parallel plate capacitor. The current that flows due to the compositional change 
of the double layer is termed the charging current, Ic. For a capacitor: 
c dl
E
I C
t



(Eq. 1.20) 
where Cdl is the double layer capacitance and 
E
t


is the scan rate of an electrochemical 
measurement. Ic temporally limits the sensitivity of the electrochemical measurement. 
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1.3. Electrochemical Methods 
1.3.1. Voltammetry 
In an electrochemical cell, a potential is applied to the working electrode (WE) with respect 
to a quasi-reference counter electrode (QRCE). This setup is adequate for small currents 
(< 1 μA). For currents larger (>1 μA) in aqueous solution, a three-electrode setup in which 
a third electrode, known as the counter electrode (CE) (or auxiliary electrode), is used to 
facilitate the passage of electrical current through the solution.1 
 
1.3.1.1. Cyclic Voltammetry at Macroelectrodes 
Cyclic voltammetry (CV) employs a linear potential scan between two potential values, E1 
and E2 at a steady scan rate, v, as shown in Figure 1.7(a). E1 is normally a potential at which 
there is no electrochemical activity and E2 is a potential where the reaction is mass transport 
controlled.  CV is the most widely used technique for the characterisation of redox species 
and can provide quantitative information about the number of oxidation states and their 
stability,44–47 as well as, surface adsorption mechanisms48–51 and coupled chemical 
reactions.52–54 Furthermore, multiple potential cycles can also be employed to study film 
formation, for example.55–58 Current-voltage curves obtained from a cyclic voltammetry 
experiment are characteristic of the reaction mechanism and kinetic conditions. Figure 
1.7(b) shows a typical CV current-voltage plot for a simple oxidation reaction at a 
macroelectrode (~mm dimensions) where planar diffusion conditions prevail. 
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Figure 1.7 (a) Time-dependent potential waveform employed in cyclic voltammetry. (b) Typical 
current-potential plot of a cyclic voltammogram under planar diffusion conditions.  
 
During the forward sweep of the potential scan, the reduced species is consumed 
(oxidised) at the electrode surface and an oxidation current is observed. On the reverse 
potential scan, the reduced species is regenerated at the electrode resulting in a reduction 
current. The change of sign in the current is directly related to the inversion of the 
concentration gradient of the reduced species at the electrode surface. The peaks in the 
voltammogram occur at the potential at which mass transport can no longer keep up with 
the electrode kinetics and so a depletion occurs. A key feature of cyclic voltammetry is the 
current peak height, ip, which is given by the Randles-Sevcik equation: 
5 3/2 1/2 1/2
p 2.69 10i n AD cv   at 298 K (Eq. 1.21) 
Hence, a fully reversible (fast ET mechanism) voltammogram will have the 
following characteristics: 
(1) 
1
p
/2i v
 
(2) 
p p,ox p,redE E E     59/n mV at 298 K 
(3) p,ox p,red/ 1i i    
The shape of voltammograms alter when the rate of mass transport overcomes the 
rate of electron transfer, i.e. increasing v or decreasing k0. This results in peak broadening 
and increased separation of the oxidation and reduction peaks, ΔEp, as shown in Figure 1.8.  
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Figure 1.8 Cyclic voltammograms which are kinetically limited. The currents are normalised to 
demonstrate the effects of changing the potential scan rate or the electron transfer rate constant.   
 
1.3.1.2. Voltammetric behaviour of Ultramicroelectrodes  
Ultramicroelectrodes (UMEs) are electrodes that have micrometre-dimension (typically ≤ 
25 μm). UMEs come in many shapes, e.g. disk,59–62 spherical,63–65 band9,66,67 or 
cylindrical68,69 and in some cases, constructed down to a few nm in size. UMEs offer 
advantages over larger (macro-) electrodes, such as high mass transport rates due to 
hemispherical diffusion where the mass transport layer is larger than the electrode size,1 
low ohmic drop (iRu drop) due to the small currents generated, and low double-layer 
charging and capacitances due to the small surface area.59,70,71 
In electrochemical scanning probe microscopy, specifically scanning 
electrochemical microscopy (SECM), a disk-shaped UME is typically used as a probe. The 
plane of the electrode can be characterised by the size ratio of the radius of the insulating 
material to that of the active electrode, known as the RG (typically 2 to 20). For a disk-
shaped UME, the high mass transport rates result in a diffusion-limited steady-state current, 
i∞, expressed by: 
4i nFaDc   (Eq. 1.22) 
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where n is the number of electrons transferred per redox event, F is the Faraday constant, 
a is the radius of the electrode and D and c are the diffusion coefficient and concentration 
of the redox species, respectively. UMEs have been used in the measurements of electron 
transfer kinetics using both steady-state voltammetry72–75 and fast scan cyclic 
voltammetry58,75–77 methods.    
In the case where mass transport reaches a steady-state, e.g. at a microelectrode 
where hemispherical diffusion dominates, the current-voltage curve has a sigmoidal shape 
as shown in Figure 1.9. The kinetic parameters can be determined from the slope of the 
sigmoidal voltammogram, ΔE1/2, which is the difference between the two quartile 
potentials (quarter-wave and three quarter-wave).72   
 
Figure 1.9 Steady-state voltammograms which are kinetically limited.  
 
1.3.1.3. Adsorption Voltammetry 
Cyclic voltammetry experiments are sensitive to redox reactions involving adsorption of 
both the reactant and product and differs from when both species are in solution. This is 
because mass transport need not be considered. Figure 1.10 shows a typical cyclic 
voltammogram for ideal Nernstian ET with the Langmuir isotherm describing the 
adsorption. It consists of two symmetrical peaks, where the charges (area under the peak) 
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for the oxidation and reduction are equal and tell us about the amount of reactant present. 
Hence, if the potential scan rate is increased, the peak current must also increase and is 
given by: 
2 2
0
p
4
n F
i A
RT
   (Eq. 1.23) 
where Γ0 is the maximum surface coverage of the reactant.   
 
Figure 1.10 Typical current-voltage curve for a surface-confined process.  
 
1.3.2. Fourier-Transformed Large Amplitude Alternating 
Current Voltammetry 
Fourier-transformed large amplitude alternating current voltammetry (FTACV)78,79 is a 
powerful electrochemical technique which utilises a sinusoidal potential waveform of 
amplitude, ΔE, and frequency, f, superimposed onto the linear potential ramp used in cyclic 
voltammetry. The output current from such an experiment contains components of the 
fundamental frequency and the higher order harmonics. Spectral analysis is realised by 
employing the Fourier-transform (FT) algorithm to determine the frequency domain 
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representation of the time domain signal given by the following (as shown in Figure 
1.11(a)): 
1 2
0
.
nN i k
N
k n
n
X x e
 

   (Eq. 1.24) 
where N is the number of time samples, n is the current sample considered, xn is the value 
of the signal at n, k is the current frequency considered and Xk is the amount of frequency, 
k, in the signal. 
The fundamental (1st) harmonic is the component that has the same frequency, f, 
as applied in the alternating current (AC) waveform while higher harmonic components 
have frequencies, 2f, 3f, 4f, etc. There is also an aperiodic direct current (DC) component 
located near 0 Hz that resembles, but is not identical to, the conventional DC CV response. 
The aperiodic DC and AC components are resolved by selecting the regions of interest 
from the power spectrum using frequency band filtering and nulling the remaining 
unwanted signal as shown in Figure 1.11(b). Inverse FT (IFT) of the selected signals gives 
the resolved DC (Figure 1.11(c)) and AC harmonic components (Figure 1.11(d-f). The 
equation for the inverse FT is given by: 
1 2
0
1
.
nN i k
N
n k
k
x X e
N


   (Eq. 1. 25) 
The data obtained from this FT-band filtering-IFT sequence can be analysed by 
applying suitable models analogous to strategies employed in direct current voltammetry 
(DCV) methods.  
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Figure 1.11 Schematic showing the experimental protocols of Fourier-transformed large 
amplitude alternating current voltammetry.  
 
1.3.4.1. Advantages of FTACV 
The FTACV method is highly advantageous over traditional DCV for the following 
reasons: 
(1) The higher AC harmonics components are extremely sensitive to electrode kinetics 
such that the peak currents decrease with decreasing k0. Furthermore, the individual 
AC harmonic components display a different level of kinetic sensivity (different 
measurement timescale). 
(2) The 3rd and higher AC harmonic components are insensitive to background 
charging processes which allows selectivity of the faradaic components as well as 
exceptionally favourable faradaic-to-background current ratios. 
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(3) The phenomenologically similar effects of slow electron transfer kinetics and 
ohmic drop in DC CV are distinguishable under FTACV conditions, i.e. odd AC 
harmonic components show easily identifiable peak splitting due to ohmic drop.80,81  
(4) All FTACV higher order harmonic components are derived from a single 
experiment and hence all the same electrode conditions apply unlike with DCV 
techniques where each data set is obtained from a series of measurements at 
variable potential scan rates which are potentially complicated by experiment-to-
experiment variations.  
 
1.3.4.2. Applications of FTACV 
FTACV has been used to assess the electron kinetics at a plethora of electrode materials 
for a variety of redox couples including ferrocene (Fc),82 tetrathiafulvalene (TTF),82,83 
tetracyanoquinodimethane (TCNQ),84 Ru(NH3)6,
46,85 and Fe(CN)6
85 and realises a higher 
upper limit of detection for the study of electron transfer kinetics at macroelectrodes 
compared to previously reported studies which employed DCV methods at similar potential 
sweep rates.  
Furthermore, the power of the FTACV technique has been demonstrated for 
analysis of the surface-confined azurin redox process which gave large background 
charging currents that were barely distinguishable from the faradaic currents with CV.86 
Using FTACV, the DC and fundamental AC harmonic component was used to quantify 
the background process while the second and higher AC harmonic components where used 
to analyse the faradaic component, exemplifying a novel form of kinetic selectivity 
(faradaic vs. non-faradaic).  Additionally, a study of the reversible Ru(NH3)6
3+/2+ redox 
couple in the presence of the irreversible reduction of oxygen found that the 4th and higher 
AC harmonic components only contained current contributions from the reversible 
process, further demonstrating the theme of kinetic selectivity (reversible vs. irreversible, 
in this case) of FTACV.85   
The technique of FTACV has been further developed to increase reliability of 
electrode kinetic measurements by the introduction of an internal reference strategy. This 
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has been demonstrated using a reversible electrode process as an internal calibration to 
minimise systematic errors when analysing the target quasi-reversible processes.82 A dual-
frequency FTACV protocol has also been developed where the target process is reversible 
at the lower frequency and quasi-reversible at the higher frequency applied.87 
 
1.3.3. Scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM) 
Scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM) has been developed into a powerful 
technique to investigate interfacial physicochemical processes within a wide variety of 
applications as described in recent reviews.88–94 SECM also forms the basis for many 
techniques, where it is combined with another technique usually capable of sensing the 
distance to the substrate surface, and is used to extend and improve SECM such as 
intermittent contact (IC)-SECM95–99 and combined SECM-atomic force microscopy 
(AFM)100–104 and SECM-scanning ion conductance microscopy (SICM).105–107 
Simply, an UME (typically disk-shaped), also known as a SECM tip, is held in 
close proximity to a surface of interest to locally perturb the redox state or concentration 
of charge carriers within the UME-substrate gap. High mass transport conditions are 
formed due to the shuttling of the oxidised and reduced forms of the redox couple between 
the two electrodes. The steady-state mass transport coefficient, kt, is a function of tip-
substrate separation, d (kt ∼ D/d), so that high mass transport rates are obtained by 
decreasing the UME size and tip-substrate distances,108 fuelling the trend of miniaturising 
electrochemical systems, leading to the development of nanoelectrodes109–115  and various 
nanogap systems.49,116–121 
 
1.3.3.1. SECM Modes of Operation 
Typically, the SECM tip is operated in amperometric mode (held at a fixed potential) and 
the current generated from an electrochemical reaction is measured. As illustrated in Figure 
1.12, when the tip is held in close proximity to the substrate surface, the current measured 
will depend on the experimental configuration which includes feedback,108,122–127 substrate-
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generation/tip-collection (SG/TC),117,128–130 tip-generation/substrate-collection 
(TG/SG),131–134 and competition mode.135–139  
In feedback mode, the current will increase or decrease depending on whether the 
substrate is conducting or insulating, respectively. At an insulting substrate, the diffusion 
field around the UME is hindered resulting in a lowered tip current. This is known as 
negative feedback (Figure 1.12(a)). At a conducting substrate, however, the substrate can 
regenerate the oxidised species produced at the tip, resulting in an increased availability of 
reduced species in the tip-substrate gap. This is known as positive feedback (Figure 
1.12(b)) and results in an enhancement of the tip current. The magnitude of the current 
reduction/enhancement depends on the tip-substrate separation, d, and a plot of tip current, 
iT against d is known as an approach curve (Figure 1.12(c)). Many models have been 
proposed in literature to describe negative123 and positive140 feedback approach curves.  
In SG/TC mode (Figure 1.12(d)), the reaction driving potential is applied to the 
substrate, the current measured at the tip tells us about the ET at the substrate. In TG/SC 
mode (Figure 1.12(e)), the driving potential is applied to the tip and the current is measured 
at the substrate. Redox-competition mode (Figure 1.12(f)) is when the tip competes with 
the substrate for the same analyte and leads to a reduction in the tip current when the tip is 
positioned above a catalytic site on the substrate.135 
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Figure 1.12 SECM modes of operation. (a) Negative and (b) positive feedback modes. (c) 
Approach curves (Plot of normalised distance, L, vs. normalised tip current, iT/ibulk). (d) Substrate-
generation/tip-collection and (e) tip-generation/substrate-collection modes. (f) Redox-competition 
mode.  
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1.3.3.2. Applications of SECM 
SECM has many interesting applications including the study of electron transfer 
kinetics,52,112,119,128,141–146 movement of charge across147–151 and along152–156 an interface, 
studying processes in organic solvents52,112,128,141,142,157 and ionic liquids,74,158–160 and 
investigating a plethora of electrode materials such as carbon nanotubes,109,145,146,161,162 
nanowires,25,44 individual nanoparticles,164–168 graphene111,119,169–172 and boron-doped 
diamond,99,125,173 to name a few.  
Of interest in this thesis, is the ability of SECM to deliver the highest known mass 
transport rates for measurement of ultrafast electron transfer at nanogap/nanoscale 
dimensions. Quantitative kinetic studies require the precise knowledge of electrode 
geometry. For example, unaccounted for irregularities in the electrode shape from idealised 
models,72 tip recession97,174,175 or ‘lagooned’ geometries176,177 may produce highly 
erroneous determination (overestimation) of ET kinetic parameters.178 Significant efforts 
have thus aimed at developing easy and reproducible electrode preparation alongside 
improved means of geometric characterisation such as with scanning electron microscopy 
(SEM),56,179,180 tunnelling electron microscopy (TEM)181,182 and AFM.177,183 Furthermore, 
under these conditions of high surface area to solution volume ratios, surface effects such 
as adsorption49,98,184 and migration118,185–187 become very important as explored herein.  
 
1.3.4. Scanning electrochemical cell microscopy (SECCM) 
Scanning electrochemical cell microscopy (SECCM)188,189 is a pipette-based imaging 
technique designed for the simultaneous measurement of electrochemical, conductance and 
topical visualisation of surfaces. The probe in SECCM is a double-barrelled (theta) pipette 
pulled to a sharp point, filled with electrolyte solution, together with contacting quasi-
reference counter electrodes (QRCEs) in each channel. A potential is applied between the 
two QRCEs inducing migration of ions between the two barrels, through the meniscus that 
protrudes from the end of the pipet. Contact between the meniscus and the substrate creates 
a portable electrochemical cell approximately the size of the pipet end (90 nm – 3 
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μm).180,190 The tip is oscillated to allow changes in the conductance to be measured when 
the meniscus is in contact with the electrode and to maintain positional feedback during 
scanning.  
SECCM has been used for the fabrication of nanostructures,56,57 molecular 
functionalisation and modification of surfaces,58 and performing electrochemistry at 
individual nanoparticles,191–195 graphene,180,196–198 graphite56,57,180,199,200 and carbon 
nanotube162,201–203 electrodes.   
 
1.4. Finite Element Method  
Quantitative analysis of electrochemical signals (voltammetric current responses) require 
the solution of the mass transport problem which depend on the geometry of the system 
and the underlying mass transport equations. At simple geometries, under strict mass-
transport conditions, the current-potential-time responses can be predicted analytically. 
However, at more complex geometries, or when the mass transport characteristics are more 
complicated, custom numerical simulations are needed to solve the mass transport problem 
and quantify the electrochemical signals.  
The finite element method (FEM) is a numerical technique that can be used to solve 
these problems and is available in commercial software packages like COMSOL 
Multiphysics. In the application of these approaches for electrochemistry,204,205 the 
concentrations as a function of time and space are described in terms of discrete values at 
prescribed locations, i.e. at the nodes of a grid dissecting the diffusion field as shown in  
Figure 1.13(a) for a simple 2D-axissymetric disk electrode geometry.  
The FEM simulations numerically solves the partial differential equation that 
describes the mass transport within the domain of interest, namely the Nernst-Plank 
equation (Eq. 1.4), and is subject to boundary and initial conditions. The boundary 
conditions define the concentration or flux on the boundary and usually represent the bulk 
solution or electrode/electrolyte interface, respectively. The initial conditions describe an 
initial estimation for a solution at steady-state or the conditions for time = 0 for a time-
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dependent simulation. From the numerical solution, the flux or concentration gradient of 
the active species to the electrode can be used to determine the current at an electrode. 
Figure 1.13(b) depicts the concentration profile at the end of a simulated linear sweep 
voltammetry (LSV) experiment in COMSOL at a 2D-axissymertic representation of a disk 
electrode. Note that it is important to check that the solution makes sense as the FEM makes 
a numerical approximation which can contain errors.   
 
 
Figure 1.13 COMSOL generated (a) 2D mesh grid where finer mesh points are set at boundaries 
that have the highest concentration change and (b) the concentration profile at the end of an LSV 
simulation. The concentration of the reactant is zero at the electrode boundary. 
 
The use of FEM in electrochemical analysis is becoming increasingly popular with 
the advent of various micro/nano-scale/gap electrode geometries. Some examples of these 
problems include scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM),52,99,128,206 scanning 
electrochemical cell microscopy (SECCM),180,188,207 scanning ion-conductance 
microscopy (SICM), thin-layer electrochemical cell (TLC)49,117,118,185,208 and nanopore209–
211 geometries. A range of applications of FEM simulations have been conducted and 
include the study of electrode kinetics,52,99,162,180 mass transport properties (diffusion 
coefficient ratios),52,117 adsorption,49,50,98 ion migration118,185,187 and ion 
rectification210,212,213 phenomenon.   
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1.5. Carbon Electrode Materials 
Carbon forms a variety of materials including graphite, diamond, carbon fibres as well 
newly discovered nanostructures such as graphene, fullerene and carbon nanotubes. While 
being composed of the same atoms, different carbon materials display considerably 
different physical and chemical properties. Despite their widespread use, there is still 
significant debate as to which surface features govern the electroactivity of carbon 
electrodes.214 
 
1.5.1. Highly Oriented Pyrolytic Graphite (HOPG) 
Graphite is the most common allotrope of carbon and is particularly useful as an electrode 
material for its high electrical conductivity and other unique properties. Highly oriented 
pyrolytic graphite (HOPG)215 is the synthetic analogue of naturally occurring graphite and 
is prepared by stress annealing of pyrolytic graphite. It has been studied intermittently over 
several decades as an electrode material and is of enduring interest as a comparison to other 
types of carbon materials.   
 
1.5.1.1. Structure of HOPG  
HOPG is a polycrystalline material composed of multiple layers of graphene sheets stacked 
on top of each other and held together by weak attractive intermolecular forces, making a 
three-dimensional structure.  
Graphene is an atom-thick sheet of sp2-bonded carbon atoms that are arranged in a 
two-dimensional honeycomb crystal lattice. Each carbon atom in graphene is bonded to 
each of its three nearest neighbours by a strong planar σ-bond from sp2 hybridised orbitals. 
The C-C σ-bonds are 0.142 nm long, at an angle of 120˚ to each other and are responsible 
for the planar structure of graphene as well as its exceptional mechanical and thermal 
properties (Figure 1.14(a)). The fourth valence electron of carbon, in the half-filled 2pz 
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orbital form weak π-bonds by overlap with other 2pz orbitals orthogonal to the graphene 
plane as shown in Figure 1.14(b). This layered property results in anisotropy of the bulk 
HOPG material shown by significant differences in the mechanical strength and electrical 
conductivity between and within the graphene planes.  
 
Figure 1.14 Schematic showing (a) the arrangement of carbon atoms and (b) the layered structure 
of HOPG with basal and edge plane.    
 
Mis-orientation of the graphene layers with respect to each other is known as the 
“mosaic spread” and is a parameter to quantify the degree of perfection of HOPG. 
Commercially available HOPG samples are termed SPI-1 and SPI-2 from SPI Supplies and 
ZYA, ZYB, ZYD and ZYH from GE Advanced Ceramics. The highest quality samples are 
ZYA and SPI-1 with mosaic spread of 0.4 ± 0.1˚. HOPG grades of lower quality are: ZYB 
and SPI-2 (mosaic spread 0.8 ± 0.2˚); ZYD (1.2 ± 0.2˚); and ZYH or SPI-3 grades (3.5 ± 
1.5˚). An exceptionally high-quality but ungraded HOPG sample, originating from Dr. A. 
Moore, Union Carbide (now GE Advanced Ceramics), termed AM herein, exhibits a low 
density of step edges and large basal plane areas, and has been used 
extensively.33,36,39,40,55,184,216–223 
HOPG is particularly suitable for providing large areas of pristine, clean atomically 
flat surfaces by simple exfoliation using Scotch tape to peel off the top layers of HOPG 
revealing a fresh surface.180,184,186–189 Although this is common practice mechanical 
cleavage procedures are also available.55,58,221,223,224,227 Figure 1.15 shows typical AFM 
images of the surface topography of 6 different grades of HOPG clearly illustrating that 
both basal and edge plane sites can be found, with a wide range of step-edge densities 
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evident across these different samples.  AM HOPG provides the most superior surface in 
terms of low step density with other grades of HOPG showing increasing step-edge 
densities in the order ZYA, ZYH, SPI-1, SPI-2 and SPI-3.   
 
Figure 1.15 AFM images of freshly cleaved HOPG surfaces of different grades, highlighting the 
significant differences in topographical structure. Note the differences in scale bars (lateral and 
height).55,215,227 
 
The step-edge character is defined in two ways: (i) as the step-edge length (µm) in 
unit area of the surface (µm2), not taking account of the step height (monolayer, bilayer, 
etc.) and (ii) as the total step edge area per unit geometric area of the surface, which takes 
account of different step edge height. These measures highlight the fact that the average 
step-edge coverage varies significantly across the different grades by more than 2 orders 
of magnitude, and that within a grade the range can vary by approximately an order of 
magnitude from one area (image) to another and is summarised in Table 1.1. 
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Table 1.1 Summary of some of the key properties of the different grades of HOPG.55,215,227 
 
AM ZYA ZYH SPI-1 SPI-2 SPI-3 
mosaic spread – 0.4 ± 0.1˚ 3.5 ± 1.5˚ 0.4 ± 0.1˚ 0.8 ± 0.2˚ 3.5 ± 1.5˚ 
Step-edge density 
range (μm μm-2) 0.003 – 0.12 0.1 – 0.7 0.5–2.3 0.3–3.6 1.0 – 3.5 2.5 – 21.9 
Mean step edge 
density (μm μm-2) 0.02 ± 0.02 0.5 ± 0.1 1.2 ± 0.6 1.5 ± 0.2 2.1 ± 0.9 8.0 ± 5.8 
Step-edge coverage 
range (%) 0.006 – 0.48 0.03 – 1.0 0.2 – 2.1 0.5 – 3.4 0.6 – 6.7 10.1 – 78.0 
Average step-edge 
coverage (%) 0.09 ± 0.09 0.3 ± 0.25 0.8 ± 0.4 1.7 ± 1.6 2.2 30 ± 24 
Capacitance  
(μF cm-2) 
2.4 ± 1.5 2.0 ± 0.3 – 2.9 ± 1.2 – – 
 
 
1.5.1.2. Electronic Properties of HOPG 
A particular feature of the band structure of HOPG is that around the intrinsic Fermi level, 
the density of state (DOS) is low (about 0.0022 states atom−1 eV−1),215 as shown in Figure 
1.16(a) along with the position of the standard potential of some commonly studied redox 
couples. This contrasts with metals such as Au, for which the DOS is around 0.28 states 
atom−1 eV−1 and is constant for a wide range of energies.37 An important – and still open – 
general question in electrochemistry is whether (and when) the DOS of metal (and metal-
like) electrodes is important in determining ET kinetics and whether the low DOS of 
graphite has a particularly significant effect. The low DOS of graphite also leads to a low 
interfacial capacitance between the electrode and electrolyte, of the order of a few μF cm−2 
(Table 1.1), compared with metal electrodes that exhibit values of at least 1 order of 
magnitude larger.46,55,227 Scanning tunnelling spectroscopy (STS) studies have also led to 
the determination the DOS of step-edges of different chirality (zigzag or armchair),228 
showing clear enhancement in the DOS at zigzag edges, compared to the basal surface, but 
not at the armchair edges. The DOS at graphitic materials can also be modified due to 
disorder in the crystal structure, and by the presence of step edges,228,229 local defects,230,231 
or rotation/detachment of the graphene planes due to the turbostratic nature of HOPG.232–
234 The implications of the DOS of graphite materials for electrochemistry are further 
discussed in Section 1.5.1.4.  
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Figure 1.16 (a) The position of standard potentials for commonly used redox couples plotted 
against the band structure for graphene and graphite.215 (b) Experimental STS spectra as a 
function of edge termination.235 (c) Structure of armchair and zigzag edges.214  
 
1.5.1.3. Macroscopic Studies at HOPG  
Early electrochemical studies of redox reactions at graphite predominantly with cyclic 
voltammetry (CV) found that the apparent standard rate constant, k0, for several redox 
processes, especially the ferri/ferrocyanide redox couple, Fe(CN)6
3-/4-
 in aqueous solution, 
were extremely variable (by many orders of magnitude) even on the same grade of 
HOPG.33 CVs of Fe(CN)6
3-/4-
 resulted in a mean peak-to-peak separation, ΔEp of 459 ± 331 
mV and a range of 58 – 1200 mV39–41 which can be interpreted as the standard rate constant 
(for the entire surface) changing by at least 6 orders of magnitude. It was postulated that 
the reaction could be driven by surface defects37,38 and so surface modification procedures 
were introduced to determine the relationship between carbon microstructure and 
heterogeneous ET.33–38 Increased edge plane density (as revealed by Raman spectroscopy 
(~1360 cm-1 band or D-band)) appeared to correlate with increased electron transfer rates 
from which it was concluded that the basal surface of HOPG was essentially inactive or of 
very low activity, with edge plane defects providing essentially all the activity. However, 
it is important to comment on the usefulness of Raman analysis for quantifying step-edge 
density on HOPG samples, as Raman spectra can only highlight relatively highly defective 
samples. Many different grades of HOPG yield the same defect-free spectra.55 
Comparisons were often made between electrochemical activities of the highest 
quality (low step-edge density) AM grade HOPG and laser-activated glassy carbon (GC). 
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For eight quasi-reversible one electron redox systems, the GC rates were 1-5 orders of 
magnitude higher than those measured at AM grade HOPG samples and this effect was 
attributed to the high density of edge sites on GC and the low DOS of HOPG.40 The impact 
of laser ablation of HOPG resulting in k0 increasing by more than 5 orders of magnitude 
was concluded to be due to increase in the capacitance, C0, by a factor of 8, and, by 
inference, the step-edge density. However, more recent studies on the double layer 
capacitance of graphite suggest that capacitance is a weak indicator of surface quality.236 
The advancement of modern modelling techniques found HOPG as a model sample 
for the development of spatially heterogeneous electron transfer modelling strategies.65,237–
239 Finite difference simulations were developed with some spatial zones (edges) being 
more active than others (basal surface), with the ratio depending on the quality of the 
HOPG sample. This large body work concluded that the oxidation of Fe(CN)6
4- only occurs 
at HOPG step edges, with the k0 for the basal plane < 10-9 cm s-1, at least 107 times lower 
than at edge planes, such that the basal plane had essentially no influence on voltammetry. 
However, this model could not be used quantitatively to determine the edge plane coverage 
of cleaved HOPG surfaces because in order to model the data, the edge plane coverage 
applied theoretically had to be 100 times smaller than the actual step-edge coverage value 
(from AFM).65,239 
Recent CV measurements227 of the Fe(CN)6
3-/4-  couple found reversible  (fast ET) 
on 4 grades of freshly cleaved HOPG samples contrasting previous studies.39–41 However, 
repetitive potential cycling found the ΔEp values increasing monotonically with a dramatic 
change in wave shape and decreased current magnitude.227 This phenomenon of surface 
passivation/blocking has a serious impact on previous models of electron transfer at 
graphite electrodes which relied heavily on Fe(CN)6
3-/4-  as a ‘validation’ method for 
identifying low defect samples.  
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1.5.1.4. Microscopic Studies at HOPG 
Electrochemical scanning probe microscopy (EC-SPM) techniques are able to test the 
models derived from earlier measurements, producing results that lead to a new perspective 
on HOPG electrochemistry for a range of reactions, including classical outer-sphere 
couples,180,188,207 multistep electron-proton coupled reactions,55,56 and processes leading to 
adsorption98,240 and the modification of the HOPG surface.58 
Notably, the development of scanning electrochemical cell microscopy 
(SECCM)188,198 provided the means of probing the electroactivity of tiny regions upon a 
HOPG surface, defined by a small area of meniscus contact between an electrolyte solution 
in a micropipette or nanopipette and a surface (electrode) of interest.  The SECCM 
technique is particularly powerful when complemented by other forms of microscopy 
applied to the same areas as the electrochemical imaging, in a methodology termed ‘the 
multi-microscopy approach’.188,202,203,241–245 
 
Reactive Patterning of Neurotransmitter Oxidation 
Neurotransmitters, such as dopamine (DA) and epinephrine (EP) are catecholamines that 
undergo complex multistep oxidation processes in aqueous solution via coupled ET, proton 
transfer (2e-, 2H+ at physiological pH), but with the complication of side reactions to form 
melanin-like compounds that can block electrode surfaces.246 Such processes are expected 
to follow a classical scheme of squares247 and are of considerable interest for the practical 
detection of neurotransmitters, as carbon electrodes have become the electroanalytical 
platform of choice.9,55 This is due to a desirable range of properties including 
biocompatibility, chemical inertness and low background current which provides lower 
detection limits, wide potential windows and low cost. Understanding the electrochemical 
activity of neurotransmitters on carbon electrodes is thus of considerable importance in the 
design of optimal bio-sensor platforms.  
Recent reappraisals of the electrochemical oxidation of DA and EP on HOPG using 
macroscale CV, SECCM, and SECM has demonstrated that the long-standing view of 
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graphite edges being solely responsible for catalysing the electro-oxidation of 
neurotransmitters239,248,249 is incorrect.55–57,250 Rather, the electrochemical response of 
catecholamines has been shown to be rapid on the basal surface of HOPG, but with surface 
fouling occurring readily due to oligomeric side-products. SECCM studies were designed 
to take advantage of this by moving the liquid meniscus across the surface at a rate such 
that the electrode reaction was measured on the basal surface at high resolution, but 
polymeric products were left behind on the surface that acted as surface markers (‘reactive 
patterning’). This allowed the electrochemical activity (Figure 1.17(b)), complemented by 
the DC (Figure 1.17(c)) and the AC (Figure 1.17(d)) conductance current maps, to be 
related directly to the local surface character by use of complementary microscopy 
techniques, namely AFM (Figure 1.17(e)) or SEM,56 applied to the same area.56,57 
 
 
Figure 1.17 (a) SECCM LSV for the oxidation of 100 μM DA at 0.1 V s−1. (b−d) SECCM 
reactive patterning maps for DA electro-oxidation, (b) surface activity, (c) DC component of the 
conductance current and (d) AC component of the conductance current used for feedback. (e) 
AFM image of the HOPG surface showing the SECCM deposited pattern.57 
 
The responses for DA and EP electro-oxidation on ZYA and SPI-3 grades of HOPG 
were studied by recording consecutive CVs (Figure 1.18).55,56 In both cases, the recorded 
CVs are near identical in terms of both the initial response and the subsequent deterioration 
pattern on successive potential cycling. Given that the two surfaces differ dramatically in 
step-edge coverage (2 orders of magnitude), a reasonable deduction would be that the 
reaction is dominated by the basal surface. In fact for DA electro-oxidation, many different 
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grades of HOPG were investigated and the CV responses (10 cycles) were essentially 
similar across all grades.55,56 
 
Figure 1.18 Macroscopic CVs for the oxidation of 1 mM DA (left panel) and 1 mM EP (right 
panel) on freshly cleaved surfaces of ZYA and SPI-3 grade HOPG, at a scan rate of 0.1 V s-1.55,56 
 
Dynamic Imaging of Outer-Sphere Redox Couples 
A wide range of outer-sphere redox couples, including Fe(CN)6
4-/3-, IrCl6
3-/2- and 
ferrocenylmethyl trimethylammonium (FcTMA+/2+), undergo fast, reversible ET at 
HOPG180,198,220,227 on the typical voltammetric timescale, as found using both macroscopic 
CV220,223,227 and high resolution SECCM.180,198,199,251 Indeed the kinetics are similar to, or 
faster than, on platinum,220 in contrast to earlier work which reported ultra-slow kinetics.38–
41 
Contrastingly, macroscopic voltammetric measurements reveal a time-dependent 
behaviour after HOPG cleavage, peculiar to the Ru(NH3)6
3+/2+ redox couple and is not 
associated with surface contamination.227 This behaviour is found to be attributed to the 
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spontaneous delamination of the HOPG with time to create partially coupled graphene 
layers, further supported by conductive AFM measurements.180,227 This delamination 
process has a major impact on the density of states on the graphite basal and edge sites, 
particularly at the intrinsic Fermi level to which Ru(NH3)6
3+/2+ redox couple is most 
sensitive.215    
For a more detailed assessment of the electrochemical behaviour of aged AM grade 
HOPG samples, SECCM was operated in SECCM-LSV mode to allow both potential and 
spatial resolution of the HOPG electrochemical activity. Figure 1.19(a) shows a snapshot 
of the electrochemical activity of the scanned area at approximately the mid-wave potential 
and shows enhanced activity at the step edges of the HOPG surface. Analysis of the 
individual LSVs obtained on pure basal surfaces and basal-and-edge surfaces using the 
Butler-Volmer formulation gave k0 ~ 0.5 cm s-1 and α = 0.5 (at the reversible limit) as 
shown in Figure 1.19(b). However, the formal potentials needed to produce a good data fit 
were more cathodic than the values obtained from CV measurements at Pt or freshly 
cleaved HOPG, which clearly indicates an inapplicability of the classical model. This 
however suggested that the observed overpotential of the voltammetric wave on the basal 
plane, at least in part, is related to the position of the standard (formal) potential of 
Ru(NH3)6
3+/2+ redox couple which is close to the intrinsic Fermi level of graphene where 
the DOS is theoretically zero. Likewise, the smaller overpotential on the edge is a 
consequence of the higher DOS at graphene edges, near the intrinsic Fermi level.  
On this basis, a so-called potential-dependent pre-exponential factor, Abasal and 
Aedge, was introduced to in place of k
0 in the Butler-Volmer formulation to demonstrate 
how electrochemical activity of the individual structural components of a HOPG substrate 
varied with potential applied. Figure 1.19(c) shows Aedge >> Abasal for all potentials, as 
expected based on the enhanced activity at the step edges. This approach is reasonable and 
somewhat analogous to the unified expression for the rate constant for adiabatic and non-
adiabatic ET in the quantum perturbation theory where the rate constant from the Butler-
Volmer model is multiplied by a potential-dependent ratio that originates from a 
consideration of both the electronic states in the electrode and a redox couple (see Section 
1.2.2.2). 
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Figure 1.19 (a) The electrochemical SECCM map for the reduction of Ru(NH3)63+ at aged AM 
grade HOPG at η = -0.11 V. (b) SECCM-LSV taken at pure basal (red) and basal-and-edge (blue) 
regions fitted to Butler-Vomer kinetics. (c) Pre-exponential factors, Abasal and Aedge, as a function 
of potential extracted from curves in (b).  
 
1.5.2. Polycrystalline Boron-Doped Diamond (pBDD) 
Diamond electrodes gained interest in the field of electrochemistry for its favourable 
electrochemical properties including wide solvent windows, low capacitive currents, 
resistance to surface fouling and the ability to be used in extreme (high temperatures and 
corrosive) environments as well as biocompatibility.43  
 
1.5.2.1. Structure and Electronic Properties of pBDD 
Diamond is an allotrope of carbon made up of sp3-bonded atoms tetrahedrally arranged as 
shown in Figure 1.20. The fundamental properties of diamond can be attributed to the 
single σ-bonds (0.154 nm) that bind the carbon atoms at a 109.5o angle. 
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Figure 1.20 Schematic showing the arrangement of carbon atoms in a diamond crystal lattice.  
 
Intrinsically, diamond is a very wide band gap semiconductor (5.47 eV at 300 
K).17,43 However, incorporation of dopants into the diamond lattice is a means of imparting 
electrical conductivity into the diamond material for electrochemical applications. Doping 
with an n-type dopant (such as nitrogen atoms) gives electron charge carriers while p-type 
dopants (such as boron) produce holes as charge carriers in the now conducting material.  
As boron dopant replaces carbon atoms in the lattice structure with a relatively small 
activation energy (0.37 eV) compared to nitrogen (1.7 eV), high dopant concentrations are 
achievable and hence boron-doped diamond (BDD) is the preferred diamond material for 
electrochemical studies.  
Boron dopant concentration, [B], significantly affects the conductivity of the 
diamond electrode as shown in Figure 1.21.17,42,43 The incorporation of boron dopants 
creates a band acceptor level at 0.37 eV above the valence band. When [B] ~ 1016 – 1019 
cm-3, the material has the resistivity behaviour of a p-type semi-conductor. The implication 
is the depletion of charge carriers at electrode potentials negative to the flat band potential, 
Efb. As the [B] is increased to ~ 10
19 – 1020 cm-3, the resistivity of the material drops and 
the electrical conduction is expected to occur via a hopping mechanism. At [B] ≥ 1020 cm-
3, the diamond electrode is degenerately doped and has semi-metallic or metal-like 
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properties, but has a reduced number of charge carriers or density of states compared to 
metallic electrodes.   
 
Figure 1.21 The evolution of the electronic density of states and band structure of diamond with 
increasing concentrations of boron dopants. (a) Insulating diamond has a wide band gap with the 
Fermi level, EF, located mid-gap. (b) The number of charge carriers in the valence band depends 
on the concentration and the ionisation energy of the boron acceptors, EA. The Fermi level moves 
towards the top of the valence band. (c) Metal-insulator transition takes place. (d) Very high [B] 
(≥ 1020 cm-3) modifies the acceptor activation energy and reduces the intrinsic band gap 
energy.17,42,43  
 
Commercially available diamond electrodes are grown using the chemical vapour 
deposition (CVD) methodologies on suitable polycrystalline substrates for the growth of 
polycrystalline boron-doped diamond (pBDD) electrodes. The resultant grain size 
depending on growth conditions such as time, temperature, pressure and gas composition. 
Hence, BDD electrode can be categorised as follows: (i) ultra-nanocrystalline (UNC), grain 
size < 10 nm, (ii) nanocrystalline (NC), grain size in the range of 10 nm – 1 μm and (iii) 
microcrystalline (MC), grain size > 1 μm. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is the best 
way of visualising the different categories of pBDD electrode as shown in Figure 1.22. The 
uptake of boron dopants is also grain-dependent ((111) > (110) > (100)) and results in a 
highly heterogeneously doped electrode material. The implication for electrochemistry are 
discussed below.  
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Figure 1.22 SEM images of (a) UNC BDD thin film electrode,252 (b) NC BDD thin film 
electrode252 and (c) polished MC BDD free-standing electrode. The darker areas in the image 
represent regions of higher boron dopant content.99,253   
 
1.5.2.2. Electrochemistry at pBDD Electrodes 
The electrochemical response of pBDD, with a range of boron concentrations have been 
studied with CV for a range of outer-sphere redox couples.28,55,252,254–263 In almost all 
investigations, faster electron transfer rates have been observed at heavily doped 
samples.25,99,262 CVs for two such examples are shown in Figure 1.23 for the redox 
reactions of FcTMA+ and Ru(NH3)6
3+ at MC BDD samples containing boron dopant 
densities ranging from 9.2 × 1016 – 3 × 1020 B atoms cm-3. For both redox species, as the 
boron concentration increases, the peak separation values, ΔEp, decrease indicative of 
faster electron transfer. This is as expected given the material approaches ‘metal-like’ 
behaviour at concentration ~ > 1020 B atoms cm-3. However, it is evident for all boron 
dopant concentrations < 1020 B atoms cm-3, that the ΔEp measured for Ru(NH3)63+/2+ is 
larger than for FcTMA+/2+. This phenomenon is attributed to the more negative potential 
of the Ru(NH3)6
3+/2+ redox couple, where the overall concentration of charge carriers is 
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depleted. Further investigation of different parts of the electronic band structure using 
simple redox mediators with different standard potentials is discussed in Chapter 2.   
 
Figure 1.23 CV for the (a) oxidation of FcTMA+ and (b) reduction of Ru(NH3)63+ at pBDD at a 
scan rate of 0.1 V s-1.  
 
While most investigations focus on the study of pBDD electrode as a whole – 
macroscopic response (as discussed above) – BDD is a highly heterogenous electrode 
material due to its polycrystalline structure and varying boron dopant content. 
Electrochemical imaging techniques, such as SECM in particular, have been employed to 
investigate this heterogeneous nature, with the main debate involving the electrochemical 
activity of grain boundaries.173,264,265 Early studies of pBDD electrodes with SECM 
constant height mode in both SG/TC125 and feedback mode173 with 2 μm and 25 μm probe 
sizes, respectively, revealed heterogeneous electron transfer activity at MC BDD substrates 
for the Ru(NH3)6
3+/2+ process. 
More recently, quantitative SECM studies on MC BDD samples with both FcTMA+ 
and Ru(NH3)6
3+  reveals two distinct electron transfer rate constants, differing by a factor 
of ~ 4, corresponding to high and low doped grains on the electrode surface, corroborated 
by SEM imaging,99 and are 102 – 103 times smaller than at metallic electrode.112,141,185  
Voltammetry measurements at macroelectrodes have also found that, in general, k0 values 
measured at pBDD are smaller than at conventional metal electrodes28,46,263 and is 
attributed to the reduced DOS of pBDD.  
By using the small probe of SECCM, it was possible to measure the capacitance 
for these two different regions: 5.2 ± 0.8 and 3.1 ± 0.4 μF cm−2 at 0 V versus Ag|AgCl. 
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From these values, a local  DOS was determined31,32,266 to be ∼ 6.3 (± 2.0) × 1020 cm−3 
eV−1 and ∼ 1.7 (± 0.7) × 1020 cm−3 eV−1, respectively, that is, a difference of about 4, 
correlating well with the factor of 4 difference in k0 for the differently doped regions of the 
surface.99 Dual-electrode micro-trench diamond geometries have also been reported.267 
 
1.6. Thesis Aims 
The major aim of this thesis is to improve analysis strategies and electrochemical 
methodologies using both macroscale and microscale techniques while testing present 
views on electron transfer, particularly at complex electrode materials such as 
polycrystalline boron-doped diamond (pBDD). Each chapter is self-contained and based 
on published journal articles.  
 Chapter 2 concerns a direct comparison of the use of Fourier-transformed large 
amplitude alternating current voltammetry (FTACV) and substrate-voltammetry scanning 
electrochemical microscopy (SECM) for measurements of fast electron transfer processes 
in organic media. Differences in the capabilities of each techniques are highlighted along 
with a detailed description of established numerical and analytical analysis strategies. The 
impact of both techniques is studied on the complex heterogeneously active surface of 
pBDD further highlighting the importance of understanding the influence of the 
measurement technique and demonstrating how electron transfer kinetics at pBDD differs 
from conventional electrode materials.  
 Chapter 3 focuses on the importance of understanding the physicochemical 
characteristics of an electrochemical system in the SECM configuration. The development 
of nanoscale and nanogap electrode configurations with surface area-to-solution volume 
ratios realises the need for more vigorous data analysis procedures where surface effects 
(adsorption onto the electrode and glass surfaces, in this case) are important and impact the 
voltammetric response. The consequence of these surface effects on the interpretation of 
the apparent electron transfer and mass transport are highlighted.  
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Electrode heterogeneity is ubiquitous in modern electrochemistry, particularly with 
the emergence of a plethora of carbon based electrode materials. Chapter 4 describes a 
novel analysis strategy for kinetic selectivity at a dual-heterogeneity macroelectrode 
surfaces using FTACV. The high kinetic sensivity of FTACV facilitates the deconvolution 
of electrochemical response complicated by surface heterogeneities into its individual 
responses in an initial study of a highly-simplified example where the k0 values of the 
different kinetic regimes were at least an order of magnitude apart. 
Chapter 5 further explores the capabilities of FTACV for kinetic selectivity by 
taking advantage of the harmonic-dependent measurement timescales to elucidate a dual-
heterogeneity electrochemical response into its individual components regardless of 
domain size ratio and provided one of the processes is reversible, while the other is quasi-
reversible (achievable with careful selection of the FTACV measurement timescale) and 
mass transport is appropriately described by 1D diffusion with overlap of diffusion layers 
being negligible. 
 Lastly, concluding remarks and the direction of future work are presented in 
Chapter 6.  
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Chapter 2 
Comparison of Fast Electron Transfer Kinetics at 
Platinum, Gold, Glassy Carbon and Diamond 
Electrodes using Fourier-Transformed AC 
Voltammetry and Scanning Electrochemical 
Microscopy 
 
Heterogeneous electron transfer kinetics have been extensively studied through a range of 
electrochemical techniques. This chapter compares studies of fast kinetics using the 
macroscopic technique of Fourier-transformed large amplitude alternating current 
voltammetry (FTACV) and the microscopic technique of scanning electrochemical 
microscopy (SECM) at various electrode materials. This chapter contains the manuscript 
and supporting information for an article published in Physical Chemistry Chemical 
Physics where electron transfer kinetic measurements were conducted on Pt, Au, glassy 
carbon and polycrystalline boron-doped diamond electrodes. I was responsible for 
executing all experimental and simulation work in this chapter and was taught how to 
conduct SECM and FTACV experiments by Rob Lazenby and Kiran Bano, respectively.   
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 Abstract 
Heterogeneous electron transfer (ET) processes at electrode/electrolyte interfaces are of 
fundamental and applied importance and are extensively studied by a range of 
electrochemical techniques, all of which have various attributes but also limitations. The 
present study focuses on the one-electron oxidation of tetrathiafulvalene (TTF) and 
reduction of tetracyanoquinodimethane (TCNQ) in acetonitrile solution by two powerful 
electrochemical techniques: Fourier-transformed large amplitude alternating current 
voltammetry (FTACV); and scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM), both of which 
are supported by detailed theoretical models. At conventional Pt, Au and glassy carbon 
(GC) electrode materials, the apparent (overall) charge transfer kinetic values determined 
by FTACV give standard ET rate constants, k0FTACV, that are fast and close to the reversible 
limit. They are in good agreement with highly localised k0SECM measurements determined 
by SECM under conditions of high mass transport rates. In contrast, the impact of both the 
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complex heterogeneous surface of polycrystalline boron doped diamond (pBDD) and 
degenerate p-type doping results in a range of k0SECM values across the electrode surface 
compared to the overall k0FTACV measured for both processes studied. Moreover, the 
reduced availability of charge carriers at the electrode surface, at each energy state, 
compared to a metal, which decreases as the potential becomes more negative, results in 
lower k0 values at pBDD than Pt, Au and GC. The measurement technique also has an 
influence: SECM measurements are made at much higher local current density than 
FTACV, and for TCNQ/TCNQ●-, which has the more negative formal potential, limited 
charge carrier availability results in k0FTACV > k
0
SECM, with unusual apparent charge transfer 
coefficients and voltammetric wave-shapes from SECM. These data thus highlight the 
importance of understanding the influence of the measurement technique and further 
demonstrate how ET kinetics at pBDD differ from conventional electrodes, in this case for 
processes in an organic solvent, which has received much less attention compared to 
aqueous systems for studies with pBDD. 
 
 Introduction 
The measurement of electron transfer (ET) kinetics at electrode/electrolyte interfaces is of 
fundamental importance in the field of electrochemistry.1,2 Traditionally, direct current 
(DC) cyclic voltammetry (CV) has been employed with ~ mm-sized macrodisk electrodes 
to probe ET kinetics under transient conditions. The peak-to-peak separation, ∆Ep, can be 
used to determine the heterogeneous charge transfer standard rate constant, k0, via the 
Nicholson method.3 However, ∆Ep and the shape of the CVs are significantly affected by 
uncompensated resistance, Ru. Indeed, the effects of small k
0, on the one hand, and large Ru 
values, on the other, may be indistinguishable (both lead to increased ∆Ep) in DC CV 
measurements.3 Fast-scan CV with ultramicroelectrodes (UMEs) was introduced to 
increase the temporal resolution of voltammetric measurements.4,5 However, the current 
contributions arising from double layer charging currents are linearly dependent on the 
potential scan rate, v, while faradaic currents are proportional to v1/2 resulting in diminished 
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faradaic-to-background current ratios at high scan rates, complicating the reliability of fast 
ET kinetic measurements. 
Key drawbacks associated with measuring ET rates using traditional DC CV at 
macroelectrodes can be minimised by the use of Fourier-transformed large amplitude 
alternating current voltammetry (FTACV).6–8 In the common form of this technique, a sine 
wave is superimposed onto the DC potential ramp, as used in DC voltammetry, to generate 
an alternating current (AC) waveform. Fourier-transform (FT) is then applied to convert 
the current data from the time to frequency domain to give the power spectrum. 
Fundamental and higher harmonic components are resolved by selecting the regions of 
interest from the power spectrum and applying inverse FT procedures (Figure 2.1(a)).6–8 
The major advantage of FTACV over DC voltammetry is that the higher harmonic 
components (> 3rd harmonic) are essentially free from background charging contributions 
and the phenomenologically similar effects of k0 and Ru can be accurately distinguished by 
systematic analysis of the higher order harmonic components.6–8 This technique facilitates 
the study of fast ET processes at macrodisk electrodes under planar diffusion conditions.6–
8 
 
Figure 2.1 Schematic showing the experimental protocols of (a) FTACV and (b) substrate 
voltammetry SECM. 
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Fast ET kinetics can also be measured under steady-state conditions, as exemplified 
by UMEs where radial diffusion dominates at long times.9,10 UMEs offer a range of 
advantages including reduced ohmic drop effects, iRu, fast response times and high mass 
transport rates under both steady-state (slow scan rate regime) and transient (fast scan rate 
regime) conditions.9,10 Of particular relevance to the present study, scanning 
electrochemical microscopy (SECM) provides even higher mass transport rates to a 
UME.11–14  
In SECM experiments, a UME is placed in close proximity to a second (substrate) 
working electrode and the potential of both electrodes is externally biased relative to the 
reference electrode. Shuttling of the oxidised and reduced forms of a redox couple between 
the two electrodes provides high mass transport rates, where the mass transport coefficient, 
kt, is inversely proportional to the tip-substrate separation, d. Substrate voltammetry SECM 
is a variation of SECM that can be used for high spatial resolution measurements of ET 
kinetics at macroscopic substrate electrodes.15–17 In this method, the substrate potential is 
swept about the formal potential, E0ʹ, of the redox couple of interest while the UME tip 
amperometrically monitors the reaction in the redox competition18 and substrate 
generation/tip collection (SG/TC)19 modes (Figure 2.1(b)). A pair of UME tip current-
substrate potential curves taken at the same tip-substrate position allows for accurate 
determination of mass transport, thermodynamic and kinetic parameters.15–17,20 
The majority of electrode materials employed in electrochemical applications are 
metallic (e.g. Pt, Au) or semi-metallic (e.g. graphene). However, diamond is gaining 
increasing interest for electrochemical applications, but is more complicated because the 
electrical properties depend on the degree of doping. In the undoped state, diamond exhibits 
a very wide band gap and is essentially useless for electrochemical applications. However, 
by doping with boron it is possible to change the electrical properties dramatically from ~ 
insulating to p-type semi-conducting to even “metal-like” (degenerate doping), but with 
fewer charge carriers available than for a metal, even when highly doped (> 1020 B atoms 
cm-3).21–23 Boron-doped diamond (BDD) has received substantial attention in recent years 
in the fields of electroanalytical chemistry and sensor development due to favourable 
electrochemical properties such as wide potential window, low background currents, 
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stability in many solvents and biocompatibility.24–26  These – and future - applications, as 
well as fundamental studies, require a detailed understanding of ET processes at this 
electrode material. 
Degenerately doped (conducting) polycrystalline boron-doped diamond (pBDD) is 
the main form of diamond used in electrochemistry, but this material is complicated by 
surface heterogeneities, including differently doped crystallographic facets and grain 
boundaries. This also affects the concentration and mobility of charge carriers at the surface 
of the electrode which may directly impact on the k0 values measured at individual 
grains.23,27  Moreover, the influence of material properties post-processing (e.g. mechanical 
polishing to reduce the surface roughness), must also be considered. 
This report focuses on the one-electron oxidation of tetrathiafulvalene (TTF) to its 
cation radical, TTF●+ and the one-electron reduction of tetracyanoquinodimethane (TCNQ) 
to its anion radical, TCNQ●- which have been extensively studied as examples of redox 
couples that undergo simple ET processes. The rapid oxidation of TTF has been reported 
in both organic28–30 and ionic liquid media31,32 while the reduction of TCNQ has been 
extensively studied over a wide range of electrochemical techniques such as steady-state 
voltammetry,33  normal pulse voltammetry,34,35 ACV36 and SECM15,28,37–40 resulting in a 
wide distribution of reported k0TCNQ values ranging from 0.005 cm s
-1 34 to 8.2 cm s-1.40 
TTF and TCNQ redox processes have also been employed as model systems for the study 
of diffusion-migration effects at UMEs in low ionic strength solutions.41 However, neither 
of these couples have yet been investigated at BDD and, indeed, studies of ET kinetics at 
BDD in organic solvents are somewhat limited. 
A comparison of the ET kinetics determined by FTACV and SECM techniques at 
three conventional electrode materials: Pt, Au and glassy carbon (GC); and at pBDD is 
reported. Kinetic parameters obtained using both techniques are close to the reversible limit 
for both ET processes. However, at pBDD there are kinetic limitations for both the 
TTF/TTF●+ and TCNQ/TCNQ●- processes. In the case of TCNQ/TCNQ●-, differences in 
the kinetics values from the two measurement techniques are found due to the large 
differences in current density values. Taken as a whole, these data highlight important 
features for pBDD electrodes: they do not behave like conventional metal electrodes and 
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under conditions of high mass transport (current density), charge transfer limitations from 
the material itself become important. 
 
 Experimental 
2.3.1. Chemicals 
Tetrathiafulvalene (TTF; 97%), 7,7,8,8-tetracyanoquinodimethane (TCNQ; 98%), 
ferrocene (Fc; ≥ 98%) and n-tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate (Bu4NPF6; 98%) 
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used without further purification. Acetonitrile 
(CH3CN; Fisher, HPLC grade) was dried with 3 Å molecular sieves prior to use. All 
electrochemical studies were undertaken with TTF and TCNQ solutions made up in 
CH3CN containing 0.1 M Bu4NPF6 as the supporting electrolyte. All voltammetric 
experiments were carried out at 20 ± 1 °C. 
 
2.3.2. Electrode Materials 
Pt (1 mm or 0.5 mm-radius), Au (1 mm or 0.5 mm-radius), GC (1.5 mm or 0.5 mm-radius) 
macrodisk working electrodes were obtained from CH Instruments, Austin, Texas. The 
oxygen-terminated pBDD (0.5 mm-radius) was provided by Element 6, Harwell, UK in a 
free-standing form i.e. not attached to the growth substrate and polished to ~ nm roughness 
on the growth (electrochemical measurement) face. An in-house procedure for sealing the 
macroelectrode in a glass support was employed to insulate the pBDD edge and is 
described in detail elsewhere.42,43 The boron concentration of the pBDD sample is ~ 3 × 
1020 atoms cm-3 (average) and is above the metallic threshold.42,44 
A Pt disk UME was fabricated in-house using an established procedure,45 involving 
heat sealing of a 1.0 µm-radius Wollaston wire (Goodfellow, UK), with the Ag layer 
removed from the end section of ca. 1 mm length, in a borosilicate glass capillary under 
vacuum. The other end of the Wollaston wire was connected with solder to a larger copper 
wire inserted into the capillary.45 After sealing, the end of the UME was polished flat and 
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conically to obtain an RG value - ratio of the radius of the insulating glass sheath to that of 
the active electrode - of ca. 20. Prior to use, all electrodes were polished with an aqueous 
alumina slurry (0.05 µm) on a soft microfiber polishing pad (MicroCloth, Buehler Ltd.) 
and then again on a clean wet microfiber pad, to produce a clean electrode surface, before 
being left to dry for a brief time. For TTF and TCNQ voltammetric experiments, Ag and 
Pt wires, respectively, acted as a quasi-reference electrode (QRE) in a 3-electrode 
arrangement. The QRE wire was separated from the bulk solution (containing TTF or 
TCNQ) by a glass frit (P4 grade) in order to maintain a constant reference potential during 
measurements. Potentials derived from the QRE were calibrated against the Fc0/+ external 
reference potential scale.46 Pt mesh acted as a counter electrode. 
 
2.3.3. FTACV and SECM Instrumentation 
FTACV experiments were carried out in a 3-electrode configuration using home-built 
(Monash) instrumentation, described in detail elsewhere.7 All FTACV experiments were 
recorded using a sine wave perturbation of amplitude, ∆E = 80.0 mV and frequency, f = 
228.0 Hz. The Fourier-transformed resolved higher order harmonic data were 
quantitatively modelled using the MECSim program (www.garethkennedy.net/MECSim, 
details in Section 2.6.11). 
A home-built (Warwick) intermittent contact (IC)-SECM setup was used for 
substrate voltammetry SECM measurements.47 Details regarding tip positioning are given 
in Section 2.6.2. A 4-electrode SECM configuration was adopted with the Pt UME tip and 
substrate (Pt, Au, GC or pBDD) as the working electrodes, with the same counter and 
reference electrodes as mentioned above. For this purpose, a CHI 760C bipotentiostat was 
used. All SECM experiments were carried out at a scan rate of 0.05 V s-1. SECM data were 
analysed and fitted using a relevant model15 (details in Section 2.6.3.). A schematic 
showing the basic features of each technique is given in Figure 2.1.  
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 Results and Discussion 
2.4.1. Electron Transfer Studies at Conventional 
Electrode Materials 
Oxidation of TTF 
TTF undergoes two well resolved one-electron oxidation processes in CH3CN.
29 This study 
considers only the first oxidation process, given by Eq. 2.1: 
TTF TTF
e •
(Eq. 2.1) 
DC CVs for the oxidation of 1.0 mM TTF at Pt, Au and GC macrodisk electrodes 
in the 3-electrode configuration gave mid-point potentials, Em = - 0.074 ± 0.002 V (vs Fc
0/+) 
(Section 2.6.4, Figure 2.9). Diffusion-controlled reversible electro-oxidation processes 
were observed for all three electrode materials and resulted in ∆Ep values close to 60 mV 
at v = 0.1 V s-1. The diffusion coefficient, DTTF = 2.10 × 10
-5 cm2 s-1 was determined from 
steady-state voltammetry41 (see Section 2.6.5., Figure 2.11(a)) and the ratio of diffusion 
coefficients, DTTF
●+/DTTF  was determined by SECM chronoamperometry in feedback
48 
and SG/TC19 modes (see Section 2.6.6.) to be 0.85 ± 0.02, which is in good agreement with 
literature values of 2.10 × 10-5 cm2 s-1 and 1.90 × 10-5 cm2 s-1, for DTTF and DTTF
●+, 
respectively, as determined by macroscale and microscale CVs of 1.0 mM TTF and TTF●+ 
solutions (generated through bulk electrolysis).29 
FTACV was employed to investigate the ET process for the oxidation of 0.25 mM 
TTF at Pt, Au and GC electrodes using a sine wave perturbation of ∆E = 80.0 mV and f = 
228.0 Hz. E0ʹ = -0.074 ± 0.003 V was determined from the potential minima and maxima 
of the even and odd harmonics, respectively, and is in good agreement with Em determined 
from DC CV (see above). Comparison of the experimental (black lines) conventional DC 
voltammograms and the 1st to 7th AC harmonic components of FTACV with simulated (red 
lines) data at a Pt, Au and GC macroelectrode for the TTF/ TTF●+ process are shown in 
Figure 2.2, Figure 2.12 and Figure 2.13, respectively. Excellent agreement between 
experimental and simulated data shows that this process is essentially reversible on the 
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time scale of the DC CV and FTACV experiments at all conventional electrode materials 
studied. 
 
Figure 2.2 Comparison of experimental (black lines) and simulated (red lines, Ψ = 0.988) FTACV 
curves for the one-electron oxidation of 0.25 mM TTF in CH3CN (0.1 M Bu4NPF6) at a Pt 
macroelectrode. Simulation parameters: k0 = 1000 cm s-1 (reversible), α = 0.5, Ru = 550 Ω, A = 
0.00785 cm2, f = 228.0 Hz, ΔE = 80.0 mV, DTTF = 2.10 × 10-5 cm2 s-1, DTTF●+ = 1.80 × 10-5 cm2 s-
1, vAC = 0.15 V s-1 and vDC = 0.1 V s-1.   
 
In FTACV, k0 strongly influences the current magnitude obtained at higher 
harmonic AC components for a quasi-reversible process. For the purpose of this study, the 
upper kinetic limit of detection is reasonably defined as the k0 value at which the major 
peak current magnitude of the selected (7th) harmonic is 90 % of that predicted for a 
reversible process. Therefore, the k0 values which represent the upper kinetic limit of 
detection under these experimental conditions at the Pt, Au and GC macrodisk electrodes 
are k0Pt,TTF ≥ 1.5 cm s-1, k0Au,TTF ≥  1.5 cm s-1 and k0GC,TTF ≥ 1.0 cm s-1, respectively (α 
reasonably assumed to be 0.5). Note that the smaller upper limit of detection at the GC 
electrode is due to the larger capacitance of the electrode material. The complete set of 
thermodynamic and kinetic parameters associated with the TTF oxidation process is 
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provided in Table 2.1. The least squares correlation, Ψ (see Section 2.6.1), is also reported 
to quantify the agreement between experimental and simulated data. 
 
Table 2.1 Parameters used for FTACV simulations and SECM analytical fitting of the TTF/TTF●+ 
process in CH3CN (0.1 M Bu4NPF6) at Pt, Au, GC and pBDD macroelectrodes. Other simulation 
parameters applicable to either technique: DTTF = 2.10 × 10-5 cm2 s-1, DTTF●+= 1.80 × 10-5 cm2 s-1, 
E0’ = -0.074 V, T = 293.2 K and α = 0.50 (assumed). 
Electrode 
Material 
FTACVa SECMb 
c / 
mM 
A / 
mm2 
vAC /  
V s-1 
Ru / Ω Cdl (c0, c2 terms) 
/ μF cm-2 
k0 /  
cm s-1 
c / mM k0 / 
cm s-1 
Pt 0.25 0.785 0.15 550 12.3, 1.7 ≥ 1.5 1.0 ≥ 7.0 
Au 0.25 0.785 0.07 500 8.0, 1.5 ≥ 1.5 1.0 ≥ 7.0 
GC 0.25 0.785 0.09 525 14.6, 6.0 ≥ 1.0 1.0 ≥ 3.0 
pBDD 0.25 0.785 0.09 550 2.3, 0.8 0.35 1.0 0.05─0.4 
a ∆E = 80.0 mV, f = 228.0 Hz         b aUME = 1.0 µm, v = 0.05 V s-1, RG = 20 
 
It is important to note that while it is possible to access higher k0 values by applying 
larger f to the AC perturbation, these linear measurements are often complicated by large 
non-linear capacitance and are subject to ambiguity arising from small uncertainties in Ru 
values. This limitation can potentially be overcome by use of an internal reference such as 
the recently reported dual frequency FTACV method, which has been successfully applied 
to microdisk electrodes.49 However, the alternative SECM method is chosen to access fast 
kinetics. 
Substrate voltammetry SECM was employed for the quantitative analysis of the 
kinetic parameters for the oxidation of 1.0 mM TTF at the conventional electrode materials 
of interest, under high mass transport rates.15,16 The UME tip (aUME = 1.0 µm, RG = 20) 
was positioned at a fixed distance, d, from the substrate of interest (normalised distance, L 
= d/aUME). The substrate potential, Esub, was scanned positively at 0.05 V s
-1 to oxidise TTF 
to TTF●+. 
When the UME tip potential, EUME >> E
0ʹ
TTF, the UME tip gives the positive 
feedback response at the beginning of the substrate potential scan where Esub << E
0ʹ
TTF. As 
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Esub is positively scanned, the UME tip competes with the substrate to oxidise TTF and the 
UME tip current falls to zero. This is known as the redox competition mode.15,18 In the 
SG/TC mode (EUME << E
0ʹ
TTF), the UME tip current rises from zero as it collects TTF
●+ 
produced at the substrate electrode surface during the voltammetric scan. Hence, a pair of 
competition and SG/TC mode voltammograms taken at the same tip-substrate distance can 
be taken at a set of positions to change the inter-electrode mass transport rate. Figure 2.3 
shows three pairs of UME tip current responses for both the competition and SG/TC modes, 
normalised with respect to the steady-state diffusion-limited current for the oxidation of 
TTF in bulk solution, and plotted as a function of the Pt substrate working electrode 
potential. Each pair measured at the same tip-substrate distance is shown in the same color. 
These pairs of competition and SG/TC mode voltammograms can be used to determine all 
mass transport (from UME tip positive feedback limiting-currents), thermodynamic and 
kinetics parameters (fitting to an analytical model)15 associated with the TTF/TTF●+ 
process (detailed in Section 2.6.2.). 
 
Figure 2.3 Experimental (solid line) and analytical (dotted line) normalised UME tip current-
substrate potential curves for the paired competition and SG/TC modes for the one-electron 
oxidation of 1.0 mM TTF in CH3CN (0.1 M Bu4NPF6) at a Pt macroelectrode with v = 0.05 V s-1 
at different normalised tip-substrate distances (L = 0.598 (red), 0.265 (black) and 0.206 (blue)). 
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Here, the kinetic limit of detection of SECM is defined to be the k0 value at which 
1/2 1/2,rev
1/2,rev
0.1
E E
E
 


 (Eq. 2.2) 
where ∆E1/2 is the difference between the two quartile (quarter-wave and three quarter-
wave) potentials of the sigmoidal competition or SG/TC mode voltammogram.  
Reversible tip current-substrate potential voltammograms are measured at the Pt, 
Au and GC electrodes for the TTF/TTF●+ process, indicating that k0Pt,TTF ≥ 7.0 cm s-1, 
k0Au,TTF ≥ 7.0 cm s-1 and k0GC,TTF ≥ 3.0 cm s-1 (α reasonably assumed to be 0.5). Other 
simulation parameters are provided in Table 2.1.  
Under experimental conditions considered herein, the upper limit of detection of 
SECM is larger than FTACV due to the high mass transport rates achievable under steady-
state in the SECM configuration. However, the k0 values determined for the Pt, Au and GC 
electrodes remain too close to the kinetic limit of SECM to be quantified. k0TTF values 
measured herein are consistent with previously reported literature values. Both k0Pt,TTF and 
k0GC,TTF were previously found to be ≥ 1.0 cm s-1 by FTACV (∆E = 80.0 mV and f = 233.0 
Hz)29 at 0.12 and 1.0 mM concentrations, while k0Pt,TTF and k
0
Au,TTF
 were found to be 8.8 
and 9.0 cm s-1, respectively, in 1,2-dichloroethane using nanoelectrode-voltammetry in the 
SECM configuration.28  
 
Reduction of TCNQ 
TCNQ undergoes two well-resolved single-electron reduction processes in CH3CN.
36 This 
study considers only the first reduction process, given by Eq. 2.3: 
TCNQ TCNQ
e •
(Eq. 2.3) 
DC CVs gave Em= -0.170 ± 0.002 V (vs Fc
0/+). As for the TTF oxidation process, 
∆Ep for the reduction of TCNQ to TCNQ●- was close to 60 mV at v = 0.1 V s-1 (Section 
2.6.4., Figure 2.10). DTCNQ = 1.66 × 10
-5 cm2 s-1 was determined from steady-state 
voltammetry41 (see Section 2.6.5., Figure 2.11). DTCNQ
●-/DTCNQ determined by SECM 
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chronoamperometry in feedback48 and SG/TC19 modes (see Section 2.6.6.) gave 0.92 ± 
0.04. This is in satisfactory agreement with previously reported literature values of DTCNQ
●-
/DTCNQ of 0.80 to 0.94.
15,36–38,40 
FTACV was employed to investigate the ET process for the reduction of 0.20 mM 
TCNQ at Pt, Au and GC electrodes using a sine wave perturbation of ∆E = 80.0 mV and f 
= 228.0 Hz, where E0ʹ was determined to be -0.170 ± 0.004 V. Agreement of simulated and 
experimental data for Pt, Au and GC are shown in Figure 2.14, Figure 2.15 and Figure 2.16 
(Section 2.6.8.), respectively. Simulation parameters are provided in Table 2.2. In this case, 
experimental data were in good agreement with simulated data for a reversible process at 
the Pt electrode and therefore k0Pt,TCNQ ≥ 1.2 cm s-1 was determined for the TCNQ/TCNQ●- 
process. However, peak currents measured in the 7th harmonic at the Au and GC electrodes 
are smaller than the reversible peak magnitude and therefore k0Au,TCNQ  = 1.0 cm s
-1 and 
k0GC,TCNQ = 1.0 cm s
-1 can be reliably assigned. k0FTACV values reported herein for the 
TCNQ/TCNQ●- redox process at a high frequency of 228.0 Hz are consistent with values 
for k0Pt,TCNQ and k
0
GC,TCNQ ≥ 0.3 cm s-1 determined using a sine wave perturbation of ∆E = 
80.0 mV and a lower frequency of 9.0 Hz. 
 
Table 2.2 Parameters used for FTACV simulations and SECM analytical fitting of the 
TCNQ/TCNQ●- process in CH3CN (0.1 M Bu4NPF6) at Pt, Au, GC and pBDD macroelectrodes. 
Other simulation parameters applicable to either technique: DTCNQ = 1.66 × 10-5 cm2 s-1, DTCNQ●- = 
1.53 × 10-5 cm2 s-1, E0’ = -0.170 V, T = 293.2 K and α = 0.50 (assumed). 
Electrode 
Material 
FTACVa SECMb 
c / 
mM 
A /  
mm2 
vAC /  
V s-1 
Ru / 
Ω 
Cdl (c0, c1, c2, c3 terms) / 
μF cm-2 
k0 /  
cm s-1 
c / 
mM 
k0 / 
cm s-1 
Pt 0.20 0.785 0.10 550 13.5, 0.0, 1.0, 0.0 ≥ 1.2 1.0 2.1 ± 0.6  
Au 0.20 0.785 0.05 485 8.5, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 1.0 1.0 1.6 ± 0.6  
GC 0.20 0.785 0.10 475 18.0, 10.3, 7.8, -0.9 1.0 1.0 1.2 ± 0.2 
pBDD 0.20 0.785 0.10 300 3.8, 0.0, 0.2, 0.0 0.4 1.0 0.04 ± 0.02c 
a ∆E = 80.0 mV, f = 228.0 Hz         b aUME = 1.0 µm, v = 0.05 V s-1, RG = 20 
c anomalous α 
 
Substrate voltammetry SECM was also employed to investigate this system under 
high mass transport rates. The UME tip (aUME = 1.0 µm, RG = 20) was positioned at a fixed 
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distance from the substrate of interest and Esub was scanned negatively at 0.05 V s
-1 to 
reduce TCNQ to TCNQ●-. In the competition mode (EUME << E
0ʹ
TCNQ), the UME tip gives 
the positive feedback response when Esub >> E
0ʹ
TCNQ. As the substrate potential is scanned 
(negatively), the UME tip competes with the substrate to reduce TCNQ.18 In the SG/TC 
mode (EUME >> E
0ʹ
TCNQ), the UME tip current rises from zero as it oxidises TCNQ
●- 
produced at the substrate surface. Similar to the TTF oxidation process, competition and 
SG/TC mode UME tip currents, taken as a function of substrate potential, can be used to 
determine thermodynamic and kinetic parameters15 and the results are summarised in Table 
2.2.  
k0Pt,TCNQ = 2.1 cm s
-1, k0Au,TCNQ = 1.6 cm s
-1 and k0GC,TCNQ = 1.2 cm s
-1 that were 
determined from SECM measurements are in good agreement with results from FTACV 
experiments. For comparison, k0Pt,TCNQ in the range of 3.0–7.0 cm s-1 in CH3CN (0.1 M 
tetrabutylammonium perchlorate (Bu4NClO4)) have previously been found using substrate 
voltammetry SECM15 while k0Pt,TCNQ = 1.1 cm s
-1 and α = 0.42 in CH3CN (0.1 M 
Bu4NClO4) was obtained by nanoelectrode-voltammetry in the SECM configuration
28 but 
it was also found that k0Au,TCNQ could not be determined at gold nanoelectrodes due to 
poorly shaped voltammograms, that were inconsistent with theoretical predictions.28 It has 
recently been reported that k0Pt,TCNQ = 8.2 cm s
-1 40 at Pt nanoelectrodes that were 
characterised by atomic force microscopy and analysis of steady-state voltammograms. 
However, this study,40 also noted other important factors that should be considered in 
nanoelectrode voltammetry studies such as possible influences of the electrical double 
layer and glass surface charge that were not considered. Given the uncertainties associated 
with each experimental technique, the kinetic values determined herein by both FTACV 
and SECM are consistent with other reported values.15,28,33–40 
 
2.4.2. Electron Transfer Studies at pBDD Electrodes 
Oxidation of TTF 
FTACV experiments for the oxidation of TTF at pBDD were carried out using a 
sine wave perturbation of ∆E = 80.0 mV and f = 228.0 Hz. E0ʹ was found to be -0.074 ± 
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0.002 V (vs Fc0/+) and is in good agreement with values determined at the conventional 
electrode materials (see above). Comparison of the higher harmonic experimental peak 
current magnitudes for electrodes having the same radii immediately suggests that the 
electrode kinetics at the pBDD electrode are much lower than that at the Pt, Au and GC 
electrodes. Comparison of experimental (black lines) and simulated (red lines) data at 
pBDD (Figure 2.4) gave k0pBDD,TTF = 0.35 cm s
-1. The blue line in Figure 2.4 shows that the 
simulated reversible 7th harmonic component is much larger than the experimental peak 
currents and validates the reliability of kinetic assignment of k0TTF. All thermodynamic and 
kinetic properties associated with the TTF/TTF●+ process at pBDD, determined by 
FTACV, are provided in Table 2.1. 
 
Figure 2.4 Comparison of experimental (black lines) and simulated (red lines, Ψ = 0.989) FTACV 
curves for the one-electron oxidation of 0.25 mM TTF in CH3CN (0.1 M Bu4NPF6) at a pBDD 
macroelectrode.  Simulation parameters: k0 = 0.35 cm s-1, α = 0.5, Ru = 550 Ω, A = 0.00785 cm2, f 
= 228.0 Hz, ΔE = 80.0 mV, DTTF = 2.10 × 10-5 cm2 s-1, •+TTFD  = 1.80 × 10
-5 cm2 s-1, vAC = 0.09 V 
s-1 and vDC = 0.1 V s-1.  The blue line shows the 7th AC harmonic component response for a 
reversible process (k0 = 1000 cm s-1) with all other simulation parameters the same.  
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Substrate voltammetry SECM was performed in the competition and SG/TC 
modes on pBDD for the oxidation of 1.0 mM TTF. In contrast to the FTACV data, which 
gave an average k0pBDD,TTF, a series of SECM voltammetric experiments performed on a 
pBDD substrate in a line scan at 2.0 µm intervals (d ~ 800 nm, Ntotal = 21) gave a large 
dispersion in k0pBDD,TTF values lying between 0.05 and 0.4 cm s
-1 (α assumed to be 0.5). 
Figure 2.5 provides a histogram showing k0pBDD,TTF values determined from the SECM line 
scan. Two distinct regions of ET activity (modal values of 0.1 cm s-1 and 0.4 cm s-1) are 
observed. This could reasonably be expected due to the heterogeneous nature of pBDD, 
where regions of high and low dopant densities that have distinctly different ET rates have 
been observed.22,23,27 Interestingly, the ratio of the high to low k0 values is similar to 
previous values (by SECM in SG/TC modes) for two outer-sphere redox mediators, 
[Ru(NH3)6]
3+/2+ and ferrocenylmethyltrimethyl ammonium, at pBDD electrodes in aqueous 
solution.22 This is also in good agreement with SECM studies that show variations in the 
SECM kinetic response as the UME tip is traversed laterally near to a pBDD surface.27 
 
Figure 2.5 Histogram of k0pBDD,TTF values determined from substrate voltammetry SECM 
measurements taken in a line scan at 2.0 μm intervals (Ntotal = 21). 
 
This interesting result exemplifies a major difference in SECM compared to 
FTACV. The high spatial resolution capabilities of SECM allow for highly localised 
kinetic measurements at a macrodisk electrode relevant to the specific region under the 
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UME tip. In contrast k0 values determined by FTACV represent an overall (average) kinetic 
value for the pBDD macroelectrode, which will tend to be dominated by the faster process 
when the diffusion layers are fully overlapped.50 However, regardless of the spatial-kinetic 
resolution of the two techniques, both FTACV and SECM measurements reveal that the 
k0BDD value is at least an order of magnitude smaller than at conventional electrode 
materials for the TTF/TTF●+ process.51 
 
Reduction of TCNQ 
FTACV for the TCNQ/TCNQ●- process at a pBDD macrodisk electrode was 
carried out using a sine wave perturbation of ∆E = 80.0 mV and f = 228.0 Hz. E0ʹ was 
determined to be -0.170 ± 0.002 V (vs Fc0/+). The pBDD electrode again showed 
significantly slower ET rates, k0pBDD,TCNQ = 0.4 cm s
-1 compared to the conventional 
electrode materials considered above. Agreement between simulated and experimental 
FTACV data, which is excellent for all harmonics, is shown in Figure 2.17. All 
thermodynamic and kinetic properties are summarised in Table 2.2. Again, lower 
capacitance is observed at the pBDD electrode (< 4 µF cm-2) compared to the conventional 
electrode materials (> 8 µF cm-2).  
Substrate voltammetry SECM was also performed in the competition and SG/TC 
mode on pBDD for the reduction of 1.0 mM TCNQ. Figure 2.6(a) shows a plot of current 
density at the UME tip as a function of the pBDD substrate potential in both competition 
and SG/TC mode. These voltammograms are considerably broader than predicted for a 
diffusion-limited reversible process, and can only be fitted with rather low k0pBDD,TCNQ 
values (0.04 ± 0.02 cm s-1) compared to those obtained using FTACV (0.4 cm s-1).  
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Figure 2.6 (a) Experimental (black lines) and analytical (red lines) UME tip current-substrate 
potential curves for the competition and SG/TC mode for the one-electron reduction of 1.0 mM 
TCNQ in CH3CN (0.1 M Bu4NPF6) at a pBDD electrode with v = 0.05 V s-1. (b) CV for the 
TCNQ/TCNQ●- process at a pBDD macrodisk with v = 0.1 V s-1.    
 
Moreover, these non-characteristic SECM voltammograms fail to reach a diffusion-
limited current, even at large substrate overpotentials and do not comply with kinetically-
limited voltammograms with the usually assumed α value of about 0.5. Interestingly, for 
better simulation fits, the competition and SG/TC mode are fitted separately but with 
different α values, with all other parameters remaining the same. For Figure 2.6(a), the 
following simulation parameters apply: k0pBDD,TCNQ = 0.04 cm s
-1, DTCNQ = 1.66 × 10
-5 cm2 
s-1, DTCNQ
●- = 1.53 × 10-5 cm2 s-1, E0ʹ = - 0.170 V, a = 1.0 µm and d = 1.0 µm, along with α 
values of 0.8 and 0.2 for the competition and SG/TC modes, respectively.  
The SECM voltammogram shapes imply that both the reduction of TCNQ and 
oxidation of TCNQ●- appear to be more ‘difficult’ than expected when large current 
densities are passed through the pBDD electrode material in the region under the UME tip. 
The extreme (and unusual) α values are likely a physical manifestation of relatively high 
resistance within the pBDD substrate (or surface layer) rather than a chemical property 
associated with the TCNQ/TCNQ●- process. It is proposed that the higher apparent kinetic 
resistance of the SECM voltammetric behaviour for the TCNQ/ TCNQ●- process can be 
attributed to depletion of charge carriers at the BDD surface under the UME tip (depicted 
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in Figure 2.7). The high current density passing through the pBDD electrode is limited by 
the availability (and/or reduction in mobility) of charge carriers at the electrode surface, 
which is exacerbated in this potential region.42  
 
Figure 2.7 Diagram depicting the interaction of the TCNQ redox mediator with pBDD surface in 
the SG/TC mode of SECM. The lightly shaded region represents the charge depletion effect when 
high current density is locally passed through the pBDD substrtate. 
 
Anomalous voltammograms have been observed previously in substrate 
voltammetry SECM measurements at other materials such as < 1% single walled carbon 
nanotube (SWNT) networks UMEs,52 where a sloping plateau in the diffusion-limited 
potential regime was observed for SG/TC voltammograms taken at a < 1% surface 
coverage (resistive) SWNT network UME under conditions of very high flux to individual 
SWNTs. In contrast, a 100 % surface coverage (less resistive) SWNT mat UME exhibited 
well-behaved Nernstian SG/TC voltammograms.52 A recent SECM study on chemical 
vapor deposition-grown graphene53 also reported anomalous UME tip voltammograms for 
the Fc(CH2OH)
0/+ process. However in this study, the odd-shaped voltammograms were 
attributed to surface contamination by positively-charged polymethylmethacrylate on the 
graphene electrode limiting the redox feedback process. 
In contrast to the SECM results, macroscale CV (Figure 2.6(b)) and FTACV 
(Figure 2.17) do not provide anomalous α. The current density measured for these 
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configurations is more than 100 times smaller than for the UME tip in the SECM 
configuration.  
Interestingly, the behaviour in substrate voltammetry SECM measurements for the 
TTF/TTF●+ process at pBDD electrodes do not show the same anomalous behaviour 
exhibited for the TCNQ/TCNQ●- process. This is most likely a consequence of the 
electronic properties of pBDD. Although this p-type semi-conductor is degenerately doped, 
the number of available charge carriers at each energy state is less than that of a typical 
metal and will decrease as E0ʹ for the redox couple becomes more negative.54 Furthermore, 
polishing of the pBDD surface, in post-processing, may also impact deleteriously, causing 
charge-trap defects which affect charge mobility. This reduced carrier availability and 
mobility is the likely reason why, in general, k0 values for pBDD are lower than for classical 
metal electrode systems, whilst the anomalous behaviour of TCNQ/TCNQ●-, is attributed 
to the more negative E0ʹ value of this redox couple, where the overall concentration of 
charge carriers in the pBDD is depleted and becomes further depleted as the potential is 
scanned cathodically, manifested empirically in the (extreme) value of α = 0.2 in the SG/TC 
mode. Figure 2.8 highlights this situation qualitatively, showing a simplified band diagram 
where there is a depletion of available charge carriers at the pBDD electrode at more 
negative potentials compared to the continuous availability of states available in a metal. 
The simple, and usually fast, TTF/TTF●+ and TCNQ/TCNQ●- redox couples essentially 
probe different parts of the band structure given the different standard electrode potentials.   
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Figure 2.8 Schematic representation qualitatively showing the positon of the TTF/TTF●+ and 
TCNQ/TCNQ●- redox couples with respect to the (a) filled and unfilled states at conventional 
metal electrodes and (b) the valence band at degenerately doped-pBDD electrodes.55  
 
 Conclusions 
The studies reported herein provide a comparison of k0 values determined by macroscopic 
FTACV and microscopic SECM measurements for the simple one-electron oxidation of 
TTF and the reduction of TCNQ at three conventional electrode materials; Pt, Au and GC. 
All results provide very fast k0 values, close to the upper kinetic limit for both 
electrochemical techniques, in good agreement with literature reports. These data 
highlighted these processes to be fast and, most likely, outer sphere, making them 
particularly suitable to probe more complex materials such as pBDD electrodes.  
At pBDD electrodes important key differences emerge in FTACV kinetic 
measurements, which provide overall kinetic values for the entire macroelectrode, and 
substrate voltammetric SECM kinetics measurements, which reflect a highly localised 
kinetic measurement of the macroelectrode sample at the region under the UME tip. For 
TTF oxidation at pBDD, two distinct regions of ET activity are observed by substrate 
voltammetry SECM, which are related to the distinct regions of high and low boron dopant 
density.21,22,27,42 These data are in good agreement with the overall k0 values determined by 
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FTACV. In the case of TCNQ reduction at pBDD, the more negative E0ʹ compared to TTF, 
results in a lower number of available charge carriers. The result is a k0SECM that is 10 times 
smaller than k0FTACV, due to the high local current density of SECM that imposes a 
significant challenge on charge flow through the pBDD, and a distorted voltammogram 
shape, with an apparent α = 0.2 (in the SG/TC configuration) diagnostic of increasing 
limitations from the electrode material as the potential is scanned in the negative direction, 
consistent with the degenerate p-doping of pBDD. 
These studies thus highlight important differences between pBDD and more 
conventional electrode materials for electrochemistry that are revealed with simple redox 
couples. It is also important to note possible influences of surface states, defects, charge-
trapping and surface passivation layers. This highlights the need for further work to 
understand the electronic structure and charge carrier mobility near the surface of pBDD 
and the effect of post-process (polishing) on the properties of this layer through testing 
with additional redox couples, along with electrode surface treatments and varying boron 
doping levels.  
 
 Supporting Information 
 FTACV: Theory and Simulations 
FTACV simulations were carried out with the MECSim program written in Fortran.6,56 
Fick’s law of planar diffusion was solved numerically to determine the electrochemical 
response by applying Butler-Volmer57,58 formulations to describe the potential-dependence 
of ET at the electrode/electrolyte interface.  
The DC potential ramp applied to the working electrode was superimposed with an 
AC sine wave of amplitude, ∆E = 80 mV and frequency, f = 228.0 Hz. The FTACV data 
obtained experimentally and theoretically were converted from the time domain to the 
frequency domain using a Fourier-transform algorithm. Frequencies corresponding to the 
AC harmonic components were selected from the power spectrum and were subjected to 
band filtering and inverse Fourier-transform procedures to obtain the resolved AC 
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components as a function of time. Electrode area, A, solution concentration, c, 
uncompensated resistance, Ru, and diffusion coefficients, D, are known from other 
measurements while the redox couple formal potential, E0ʹ, standard heterogeneous rate 
constant, k0, transfer coefficient, α and the double layer capacitance, Cdl, were computed in 
FTACV simulations. E0ʹ can also be estimated from the potential minima and maxima of 
the even and odd harmonics, respectively. The potential-dependent Cdl was determined 
from the fundamental harmonic component in the potential region where there is no 
faradaic current and is modelled as a fourth-order polynomial function: Cdl = c0 + c1E + 
c2E
2 + c3E
3 + c4E
4, where c0, c1, c2, c3 and c4 are constants. Ru was determined from the 1
st 
and 2nd AC harmonics. The higher order harmonic components (3rd to 7th), which are highly 
sensitive to electrode kinetics, were used to determine k0. α is reasonably assumed to be 
0.5.   
The least squares correlation, Ψ, between experimental and simulated data is given 
by the following:59,60  
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  (Eq. 2.4) 
where h is the number of the AC harmonic component, H is the total number of AC 
harmonic components considered and fh
exp(xi) and fh
sim(xi) are the experimental and 
simulated functions in the corresponding AC harmonic, respectively and N is the number 
of data points. All calculations of Ψ do not include the first and last 0.5 s of the FTACV 
scan to ensure effects of ‘ringing’ artefacts resulting from the experimental Fourier-
transform – band filtering – inverse Fourier-transform process do not reduce the reliability 
of the simulated fit and is described in detail elsewhere.61  
 
 SECM: Tip Positioning 
A scanning electrochemical microscope (SECM) was mounted on a vibration-isolation 
table inside a Faraday cage. The UME tip (a = 1.0 µm and RG = 20) was mounted in a tip 
holder on a piezo-bender actuator, to which an oscillation (70 Hz with an amplitude of 50 
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nm (~ 5 % UME tip electrode radius)) was applied. In turn, this was mounted on a 3D-
piezoelectric positioner controlled by a PC running custom LabVIEW code (LabVIEW 
9.0, National Instruments), which was also used for data acquisition. The tip-substrate 
separation was controlled by monitoring the damping of the oscillation amplitude of the 
tip upon intermittent-contact between the tip and surface (typically by 5 %).47 
 
 SECM: Theory  
Determination of mass transport parameters: positive feedback approach 
curve 
The steady-state diffusion limited UME tip current in bulk solution, iUME,bulk = 4nFaDc, 
where n is the number of electrons transferred per redox event and F is the Faraday 
constant, was used to normalised UME tip currents measured close to the substrate 
electrode, at distance, d. The normalised tip-substrate separation, L = d/a, is reliably 
determined from normalised diffusion-limited positive feedback currents, IUME,lim:
62 
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Determination of kinetic and thermodynamic parameters: analytical model 
Kinetic and thermodynamic properties for the redox processes in the substrate voltammetry 
SECM configuration are obtained by comparison of experimental curves to an analytical 
expression. The analytical expressions for the normalised tip current measured in both the 
competition and substrate generation/tip collection (SG/TC) modes for an oxidation 
process are given by the following:15 
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where, ξ is the dimensionless diffusion coefficient ratio and λ0’ is the dimensionless ET rate 
constant.  
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The analytical expressions for the normalised tip current vs. substrate potential in 
competition and SG/TC modes for a reduction process are given by:15 
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 CVs for the Oxidation of TTF and Reduction of 
TCNQ  
  
Figure 2.9 CVs for the oxidation of 1.0 mM TTF in CH3CN (0.1 M Bu4NPF6) at (a) Pt (aPt = 1.0 
mm), (b) Au (aAu = 1.0 mm), (c) GC (aGC = 1.5 mm) and (d) pBDD (apBDD = 0.5 mm) with scan 
rate, v, in a range of 0.05 to 1.0 V s-1. 
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Figure 2.10 CVs for the reduction of 1.0 mM TCNQ in CH3CN (0.1 M Bu4NPF6) at (a) Pt (aPt = 
1.0 mm), (b) Au (aAu = 1.0 mm), (c) GC (aGC = 1.5 mm) and (d) pBDD (apBDD = 0.5 mm) with v 
in a range of 0.05 to 1.0 V s-1. 
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Determination of the Diffusion Coefficients of TTF and TCNQ 
CVs for the oxidation of 1.0 mM TTF and reduction of 1.0 mM TCNQ taken at a Pt UME 
(a = 1.0 µm) are shown in Figure 2.11(a) and (b), respectively. The measured diffusion-
limited current, iUME, gave diffusion coefficients, DTTF = 2.10 × 10
-5 cm2 s-1 and DTCNQ = 
1.66 × 10-5 cm2 s-1. 
 
Figure 2.11 CVs for the (a) oxidation of 1.0 mM TTF and (b) reduction of 1.0 mM TCNQ in 
CH3CN (0.1 M Bu4NPF6) with v = 0.05 V s-1 at a 1.0 μm-radius Pt UME. 
 
 Determination of the Diffusion Coefficients of 
TTF●+ and TCNQ●- 
Voltammetric studies in the SECM configuration are very sensitive to differences in the 
diffusion coefficient, D, values of the oxidised and reduced forms of the redox couple. It 
is rare for the diffusivities of both redox forms to be the same, particularly in organic (non-
conventional) solvents, studied herein. Accurate determination of these values are very 
important for accurate quantitative kinetic studies,15,19,20,48,63 especially if one is seeking to 
measure the kinetics of fast processes that are close to the diffusion-limit.  
To accurately determine D of TTF●+ and TCNQ●-, SECM-chronoamperometric 
measurements are employed with a Pt UME in both feedback48 and SG/TC modes.19 The 
UME tip responses can be analysed to give the D ratio of the oxidised to reduced form of 
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the redox couple, γ, when the redox couple undergoes a simple diffusion-controlled one 
ET process, with no kinetic complications and adsorption effects.17,19,48 In the feedback 
configuration, γ has no effect on the steady-state current measured at the UME tip48 because 
the feedback steady-state limiting-current merely depends on the redox competition 
between the substrate and tip electrodes in the solution. Hence, the feedback mode limiting-
current can be used to precisely determine the tip-substrate separation for a pair of feedback 
and SG/TC limiting-currents taken at the same tip position. Under the SG/TC SECM-
chronoamperometric configuration, TTF●+ or TCNQ●- is electrogenerated at a diffusion-
controlled rate from the precursor in bulk (TTF or TCNQ), at a macroscopic Pt substrate. 
The TTF●+ or TCNQ
●- diffusion front is intercepted by the UME tip positioned close to the 
substrate. Although the macroscopic substrate electrode will have a transient form, the 
redox mediator diffusional cycling between the UME tip and substrate will be in a quasi-
steady-state limited by the diffusion of TTF●+ or TCNQ●-. Therefore, the limiting-current 
measured in the SG/TC mode can be used to determine γ from a simple modification of an 
empirically derived equation for the positive feedback mode:64 
 UME,lim ( ) 0.68 0.78377 / 0.3315exp( 1.0672 )I L L L    (Eq. 2.15) 
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 FTACV Experimental and Simulated Data for the 
Oxidation of TTF at Au and GC Macroelectrodes 
 
Figure 2.12 Comparison of experimental (black lines) and simulated (red lines, Ψ = 0.994) 
FTACV curves for the one-electron oxidation of 0.25 mM TTF in CH3CN (0.1 M Bu4NPF6) at an 
Au macroelectrode. Simulation parameters: k0 = 1000 cm s-1 (reversible), α = 0.50, Ru = 500 ohm, 
A = 0.00785 cm2, f = 228.0 Hz, ∆E = 80.0 mV, DTTF = 2.10 × 10-5 cm2 s-1, DTTF●+ = 1.80 × 10-5 cm2 
s-1, vAC = 0.07 V s-1 and vDC = 0.1 V s-1. The blue line shows the 7th AC harmonic component 
response for k0 = 1.5 cm s-1 with all other simulation parameters the same and represents the 
upper kinetic limit of detection. 
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Figure 2.13 Comparison of experimental (black lines) and simulated (red lines, Ψ = 0.975) 
FTACV curves for the one-electron oxidation of 0.25 mM TTF in CH3CN (0.1 M Bu4NPF6) at a 
GC macroelectrode. Simulation parameters: k0 = 1000 cm s-1 (reversible), α = 0.50, Ru = 525 
ohm, A = 0.00785 cm2, f = 228.0 Hz, ∆E = 80.0 mV, DTTF = 2.10 × 10-5 cm2 s-1, DTTF●+ = 1.80 × 
10-5 cm2 s-1, vAC = 0.09 V s-1 and vDC = 0.1 V s-1. The blue line shows the 7th AC harmonic 
component response for k0 = 1.0 cm s-1 with all other simulation parameters the same and 
represents the upper kinetic limit of detection. 
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 FTACV Experimental and Simulated Data for 
Reduction of TCNQ at Pt, Au, GC and pBDD 
Macroelectrodes 
 
Figure 2.14 Comparison of experimental (black lines) and simulated (red lines, Ψ = 0.990) 
FTACV curves for the one-electron oxidation of 0.20 mM TCNQ in CH3CN (0.1 M Bu4NPF6) at 
a Pt macroelectrode. Simulation parameters: k0 = 1000 cm s-1 (reversible), α = 0.50, Ru = 550 
ohm, A = 0.00785 cm2, f = 228.0 Hz, ∆E = 80.0 mV, DTCNQ = 1.66 × 10-5 cm2 s-1, DTCNQ●- = 1.53 × 
10-5 cm2 s-1 and vAC = vDC = 0.1 V s-1. The blue line shows the 7th AC harmonic component 
response for k0 = 1.2 cm s-1 with all other simulation parameters the same and represents the 
upper kinetic limit of detection. 
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Figure 2.15 Comparison of experimental (black lines) and simulated (red lines, Ψ = 0.990) 
FTACV curves for the one-electron oxidation of 0.20 mM TCNQ in CH3CN (0.1 M Bu4NPF6) at 
a Au macroelectrode. Simulation parameters: k0 = 1.0 cm s-1, α = 0.50, Ru = 485 ohm, A = 
0.00785 cm2, f = 228.0 Hz, ∆E = 80.0 mV, DTCNQ = 1.66 × 10-5 cm2 s-1, DTCNQ●- = 1.53 × 10-5 cm2 
s-1, vAC = 0.05 V s-1 and vDC = 0.1 V s-1. The blue line shows the 7th AC harmonic component 
response for a reversible process (k0 = 1000 cm s-1) with all other simulation parameters the same. 
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Figure 2.16 Comparison of experimental (black lines) and simulated (red lines, Ψ = 0.981) 
FTACV curves for the one-electron oxidation of 0.20 mM TCNQ in CH3CN (0.1 M Bu4NPF6) at 
a GC macroelectrode. Simulation parameters: k0 = 1.0 cm s-1, α = 0.50, Ru = 475 ohm, A = 
0.00785 cm2, f = 228.0 Hz, ∆E = 80.0 mV, DTCNQ = 1.66 × 10-5 cm2 s-1, DTCNQ●- = 1.53 × 10-5 cm2 
s-1 and vAC = vDC = 0.1 V s-1. The blue line shows the 7th AC harmonic component response for a 
reversible process (k0 = 1000 cm s-1) with all other simulation parameters the same. 
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Figure 2.17 Comparison of experimental (black lines) and simulated (red lines, Ψ = 0.979) 
FTACV curves for the one-electron oxidation of 0.20 mM TCNQ in CH3CN (0.1 M Bu4NPF6) at 
a pBDD macroelectrode. Simulation parameters: k0 = 0.4 cm s-1, α = 0.50, Ru = 300 ohm, A = 
0.00785 cm2, f = 228.0 Hz, ∆E = 80.0 mV, DTCNQ = 1.66 × 10-5 cm2 s-1, DTCNQ●- = 1.53 × 10-5 cm2 
s-1 and vAC = vDC = 0.1 V s-1. The blue line shows the 7th AC harmonic component response for a 
reversible process (k0 = 1000 cm s-1) with all other simulation parameters the same. 
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Chapter 3 
Impact of Adsorption on Scanning 
Electrochemical Microscopy (SECM) 
Voltammetry and Implications for Nanogap 
Measurements 
 
Since its introduction by A. J. Bard in 1986, scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM) 
has positioned itself as a tool for the investigation of interfacial physiochemical processes 
with a wide variety of applications including quantitative measurement of fast electron 
transfer kinetics. The emergence of nanogap electrode geometries substantiates the need 
for more vigorous data analysis procedures especially when surface effects such as 
adsorption play an important role. This chapter, published in Analytical Chemistry, 
demonstrates SECM as a platform for the quantitative measurement of adsorption of a 
redox couple at the substrate electrode and the glass that encapsulates the SECM probe. A 
finite element method model is developed to predict the non-steady-state SECM 
voltammetric response with result from these surface effects. Its implications on the 
apparent electron transfer kinetics and interpretation of mass transport parameters are 
subsequently discussed.  
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3.1. Abstract 
Scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM) is a powerful tool that enables quantitative 
measurements of fast electron transfer (ET) kinetics when coupled with modelling 
predictions from finite-element simulations. However, the advent of nanoscale and 
nanogap electrode geometries that have an intrinsically high surface area-to-solution 
volume ratio realises the need for more rigorous data analysis procedures, as surface effects 
such as adsorption may play an important role. The oxidation of ferrocenylmethyl 
trimethylammonium (FcTMA+) at highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) is used as a 
model system to demonstrate the effects of reversible reactant adsorption on the SECM 
response. Furthermore, the adsorption of FcTMA2+ species onto glass, which is often used 
to encapsulate ultramicroelectrodes employed in SECM, is also found to be important and 
affects the voltammetric tip response in a nanogap geometry. If a researcher is unaware of 
such effects (which may not be readily apparent in slow to moderate scan voltammetry) 
and analyses SECM data assuming simple ET kinetics at the substrate and an inert insulator 
support around the tip, the result is the incorrect assignment of tip-substrate heights, 
kinetics and thermodynamic parameters. Thus, SECM kinetic measurements, particularly 
in a nanogap configuration where the ET kinetics are often very fast (only just 
distinguishable from reversible), require that such effects are fully characterised. This is 
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possible by expanding the number of experimental variables, including the voltammetric 
scan rate and concentration of redox species, among others.  
 
3.2. Introduction 
A long-term interest in electrochemistry has been the measurement of increasingly fast 
electron transfer (ET) kinetics at electrode/electrolyte interfaces to gain deeper 
fundamental understanding of heterogeneous interfacial ET.1–3 Although considerable 
insight on interfacial ET can be gained from immobilised redox systems,4–8 the 
overwhelming majority of studies deal with soluble redox species, which have to diffuse 
to and from the electrode. An important aspect to the study of fast ET kinetics in such 
systems is the need for high mass transport rates, so that this does not completely limit the 
current.9–12 The introduction of ultramicroelectrode (UME) techniques from the 1980’s 
onwards has offered many advantages including reduced ohmic effects, fast response times 
and high mass transport rates under both steady-state and transient conditions.13,14 
Hydrodynamic UMEs10,11,15,16 and, particularly, the development of scanning 
electrochemical microscopy (SECM)9,12,17,18 provide even higher mass transport rates 
under steady-state conditions.  
In SECM ET kinetic measurements, a UME is positioned near a second (substrate) 
working electrode and both electrodes are biased externally to investigate the potential-
dependent ET kinetics at one of the two electrode/electrolyte interfaces. High mass 
transport conditions prevail due to the shuttling of the oxidised and reduced forms of the 
redox couple between the two electrodes. With diffusion-limited redox shuttling (diffusion 
coefficient, D), the steady-state mass transport coefficient, kt, becomes a function of tip-
substrate separation, d (kt ~ D/d),
19 so that high mass transport rates are obtained by 
decreasing the UME size and tip-substrate distances. This has fuelled the trend of 
miniaturising electrochemical systems, leading to the development of nanoelectrodes20–26 
and various nanogap systems.27–33   
When using nanoscale electrochemical systems for quantitative kinetic 
measurements, precise knowledge of electrode geometry and the physicochemical 
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characteristics of electrochemical cells is imperative. For example, unaccounted for 
irregularities in the electrode shape from idealised models,34 tip recession35–37 or 
‘lagooned’ geometries38,39 may produce highly erroneous determination (overestimation) 
of ET kinetic parameters.40 Significant efforts have thus aimed at developing easy and 
reproducible electrode preparation procedures and better means of geometric 
characterisation.35,39,41–43 In this context, well-defined nanostructures such as graphene 
oxide flakes,20 carbon nanotubes23–26,44 and nanowires25,44 are attractive in that the 
geometry of the electrodes, as used, can often be characterised by techniques such as atomic 
force microscopy, and related methods. Beyond the precise geometric characterisation of 
nanoscale electrodes, an intrinsic property of nanogap electrochemical cells is the very high 
surface area-to-solution volume ratio within (semi-) confined geometries. In this situation, 
even the weak adsorption of redox-active species may have a profound impact on the 
electrochemical response.  
The significance of adsorption has been reported by Lemay et. al. using 
lithographically-fabricated nanometer wide thin-layer electrochemical cells (TLCs). In this 
configuration, two planar electrodes (electron-beam evaporated metal thin-films) are used 
to create high surface area-to-solution volume ratio nanogap electrochemical cells and 
electrochemical correlation spectroscopy used to investigate the redox cycling of small 
populations of molecules. It has been found that simple outer-sphere redox molecules such 
as [Ru(NH3)6]
3+ and 1,1-ferrocene dimethanol adsorb at Pt electrodes, and play a role in 
limiting electrochemical response times,30,46 dominate noise properties47 and at low solute 
concentrations, decrease current fluctuations48,49 in these cells. Indeed, early TLC studies 
considered the effect of redox adsorption on electrode materials in dual electrode cells with 
gaps on the ~ µm to ~ 10 µm scale.50–52 A significant difference between TLCs and SECM 
is that TLC studies never consider the insulator that encapsulates the electrode and are 
limited to redox cycling experiments. A significant advantage of SECM, particularly 
substrate voltammetry SECM, considered herein, is the versatility to determine 
thermodynamic and kinetic properties at a plethora of electrode materials that would be 
difficult to fabricate into the TLC configuration such as graphene,53 highly oriented 
pyrolytic graphite (HOPG)28 and carbon nanotubes.44 
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This chapter shows how adsorption can greatly affect SECM voltammetric 
experiments, as well as highlighting how SECM can be used to reveal and quantify 
adsorption in electrochemical systems, building on earlier SECM adsorption studies in 
other situations.19 The focus is ferrocenylmethyl trimethylammonium, FcTMA+, which 
undergoes an apparently simple one-electron oxidation, and has been used to study a wide 
range of electrode materials as an example of a fast outer-sphere redox couple.28,32 
However, it has also been demonstrated that ferrocene and its derivatives can adsorb onto 
electrode surfaces.30,48,49,54,55 The substrate voltammetry configuration of SECM27,28 is 
used to probe the adsorption and electrochemistry of FcTMA+ at HOPG electrodes, a 
system that has received recent attention as one with apparently ultrafast kinetics.28 The 
unequal diffusivities of FcTMA+ and its oxidised form, FcTMA2+, are carefully considered 
as this significantly affects the steady-state limiting-current magnitudes measured in 
SECM56,57 and nanogap configurations.27,29 Lastly, the findings are applied to typical 
nanoscale SECM geometries and discuss the impact of electrode and glass adsorption on 
the SECM voltammetric response and the effect on kinetic and thermodynamic parameters 
deduced from such measurements.  
 
3.3. Theory and Simulations 
COMSOL Multiphysics 4.4 (COMSOL, AB, Sweden) finite-element method modelling 
was used to solve the time-dependent mass transport problem in a 2D-axisymmetric 
cylindrical SECM geometry (Figure 3.1(a)). The following diffusion equation applies 
throughout: 
2 2
2 2
1i i i i
i
c c c c
D
t r r r z
    
   
    
(Eq. 3.1) 
where ci and Di represent the concentration and diffusion coefficient of the redox species, 
i, (FcTMA+ or FcTMA2+), and r and z are the radial distance from the centre and the normal 
distance to the electrode, respectively. 
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Figure 3.1 (a) Schematic (not to scale) of the 2D-axissymetric SECM simulation domain and (b) 
diagram of the experimental protocol for substrate voltammetry SECM.  
 
The following redox process is considered at the HOPG substrate electrode: 
2
soln soln
ox,HOPG
red,HOPG
FcTMA FcTMA + e
k
k
    (Eq. 3.2) 
where kox,HOPG and kred,HOPG are the first-order heterogeneous oxidation and reduction rate 
constants given by the Butler-Volmer relationship: 
 0ox,HOPG HOPG HOPGexp 1k k f      (Eq. 3.3) 
 0red,HOPG HOPG HOPGexpk k f    (Eq. 3.4) 
where k0HOPG is the standard rate constant for the FcTMA
+/2+ process at the HOPG 
substrate, α is the transfer coefficient (assumed reasonably to be 0.5) and 
F
f
RT
  is a 
collection of constants where F is the Faraday constant, R is the universal gas constant and 
T is the absolute temperature. HOPG = EHOPG(t) – E0`, is the overpotential; EHOPG is the 
potential applied to the HOPG substrate electrode and E0` is the formal potential of the 
redox couple.  
The adsorption of FcTMA+ on HOPG is assumed to be reversible:   
soln ads
ads,HOPG
des,HOPG
FcTMA FcTMA
k
k
   (Eq. 3.5) 
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where kads,HOPG and kdes,HOPG
 are the adsorption and desorption rate constants, respectively, 
such that the equilibrium adsorption constant is: 
ads,HOPG
ads,HOPG
des,HOPG
k
K
k
  (Eq. 3.6) 
The flux of FcTMA+ at the HOPG/electrolyte interface (Figure 3.1(a), label 1(a)) 
depends on the ET process and adsorption: 
2
0
HOPG HOPG
ox,HOPG red,HOPGFcTMA ,HOPG FcTMA FcTMA
- . k c k c
t

  
 
   

n N     (Eq. 3.7) 
FcTMA2+ does not adsorb appreciably at the HOPG electrode (vide infra) and so 
only the ET kinetics are important:  
2 2ox,HOPG red,HOPGFcTMA ,HOPG FcTMA FcTMA
- . k c k c   n N (Eq. 3.8) 
where n is the unit normal vector to the substrate surface, while 
FcTMA ,HOPG
N and 
2FcTMA ,HOPG
N represent the flux of the reduced and oxidised species to the substrate electrode 
surface. θHOPG is the fraction of occupied adsorption sites on the HOPG surface and Γ0HOPG 
is the monolayer surface concentration of FcTMA+ (5 × 10-10 mol cm-2 ).54  
The amount of FcTMA+ adsorbed is assumed to follow a Langmuir isotherm: 
ads,HOPG FcTMA
HOPG
ads,HOPG FcTMA
1
K c
K c





 (Eq. 3.9)  
The following redox process is considered at the UME tip surface: 
2
soln soln
ox,UME
red,UME
FcTMA FcTMA + e
k
k
  
(Eq. 3.10) 
The following Butler-Volmer relationship is applied: 
 0ox,UME UME UMEexp 1k k f     (Eq. 3.11) 
 0red,UME UME UMEexpk k f   (Eq. 3.12) 
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where k0UME is the standard rate constant for ET at the Pt UME, set high to ensure 
reversibility (25 cm s-1).22 UME = EUME – E0`, EUME >> E0` in the competition mode and 
EUME << E
0`
 in the SG/TC mode, with EUME fixed to drive the reaction of interest. 
For t > 0, the redox flux at the Pt UME tip surface (Figure 3.1(a), label 1(b)) is 
defined by: 
22 ox redFcTMA FcTMA FcTMA,UME ,UME,UME FcTMA ,UME
- . . k c k c     n N n N (Eq. 3.13) 
Other boundary conditions are shown in Figure 3.1(a), where insulating surfaces 
(label 2) are described by 
2
FcTMA FcTMA
. . 0  n N n N= , the bulk solution boundary (label 3) is 
given by 
0
FcTMA FcTMA
c c   and  2FcTMA  0c    and label 4 represents the axis of symmetry.  
The substrate and tip current were calculated from: 
 
HOPG
2HOPG ox,HOPG red,HOPGFcTMA FcTMA
0
2
a
i F k c k c rdr       (Eq. 3.14) 
 
UME
2UME ox,UME red,UMEFcTMA FcTMA
0
2
a
i F k c k c rdr      (Eq. 3.15) 
Typically, 100,000 triangular mesh elements were in each simulation with the 
greatest mesh resolution at the electrode boundaries and edges where the concentration 
gradient is steepest.58  
 
3.4. Experimental  
3.4.1. Chemicals 
Ferrocenylmethyl trimethylammonium hexafluorophosphate, [FcTMA+][PF6
-] was 
synthesised in-house via an exchange reaction of FcTMA+I- (Strem Chemicals, Ltd.) with 
AgPF6 (Strem Chemicals, Ltd.). KCl (99 %) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used 
without further purification. All solutions were prepared using high purity water (Millipore 
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Corp. purification system), with a resistivity ca. 18.2 MΩ cm at 25 oC. 1.0 M KCl was 
added as the supporting electrolyte in all solutions. 
 
3.4.2. Electrode Materials 
A Pt disk macroelectrode (radius, aPt = 0.1 cm) was obtained from CH Instruments, Inc. A 
Pt disk UME was fabricated in-house using an established procedure,59 involving heat 
sealing of a 12.5 µm-radius microwire (Goodfellow, UK) in a borosilicate glass capillary 
under vacuum. The microwire was connected with solder to a larger copper wire inserted 
into the capillary.59 The end of the UME was polished flat and conically polished to obtain 
an RG value - ratio of the radius of the insulating glass sheath to that of the active electrode 
- of ca. 10. Prior to use, the UME was polished with an alumina slurry (0.05 µm) on a soft 
microfiber polishing pad (MicroCloth, Buehler Ltd.) and then on a clean wet microfiber 
pad, to produce the finished electrode surface. ZYA grade HOPG was acquired from GE 
Advanced Ceramics, USA. The HOPG sample was placed on a silicon wafer, coated with 
chromium (2 nm) and gold (60 nm) using Acheson Electrodag (Agar Scientific, 1415M). 
An external electrical contact was created by lowering a metal pin onto the exposed gold 
surface using a micropositioner. Fresh HOPG basal surfaces were prepared by gently 
pressing down Scotch tape on to the sample and pulling-off the top layers, as reported 
extensively in the literature.33,60–63  
 
3.4.3. CV and SECM Instrumentation 
Cyclic voltammetry (CV) was carried out for the oxidation of 0.4 mM FcTMA+ (1 M KCl) 
in aqueous solution in a 3-electrode configuration using a CHI 760C potentiostat (CH 
Instruments, Inc.) where a HOPG substrate, a Pt wire and a AgCl-coated Ag wire were 
used as a working, counter and reference electrodes, respectively. The reference electrode 
was thus Ag/AgCl (1 M KCl). A 20 µL droplet of electrolyte solution was placed on the 
HOPG surface (area of ca. 0.165 cm2) with the counter and reference electrode placed into 
the droplet.63 An advantage of this electrochemical cell is that it can be assembled and used 
within seconds of sample cleavage,63 minimising surface contamination.  
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Intermittent-contact (IC)-SECM setup was used for substrate voltammetry SECM 
measurements.64,65 Salient details of tip positioning are given in Section 3.7.1. A 4-
electrode SECM configuration was adopted with the Pt UME tip and HOPG substrate as 
the working electrodes, and the same counter and reference electrodes as mentioned above. 
For this purpose, a CHI 760C bipotentiostat was used. Scan rates applied to the HOPG 
substrate ranged from 0.05 to 10 V s-1. Potentials applied to the UME tip were either 0.8 V 
(to detect FcTMA+ by diffusion-limited oxidation) or 0.1 V (to detect FcTMA2+ by 
diffusion-limited reduction) for the competition (shielding) mode or SG/TC mode, 
respectively. A droplet configuration was also used in this case and all measurements were 
made within 10 minutes of HOPG cleavage and droplet placement, such that evaporation 
of water from the electrolyte solution was negligible.  
 
3.5. Results and Discussion 
3.5.1. Adsorption of FcTMA+ on HOPG Electrodes 
Macroscopic CVs for the oxidation of FcTMA+ (0.4 mM in 1 M KCl) at HOPG in 
the droplet configuration63 gave half-wave potentials, E1/2,app at 0.38 V (vs. Ag/AgCl 1 M 
KCl) (Figure 3.2(a)). The ΔEp values decreased monotonically from 51 mV at 0.05 V s-1 
to 40 mV at 10 V s-1 (see Figure 3.8(a)). These values are smaller than 57 mV, expected 
for purely diffusion-controlled voltammograms at 25 0C, and seen for CVs for the oxidation 
of FcTMA+ (0.4 mM in 1 M KCl) at a macroscopic Pt electrode (Figure 3.2(b)). Note the 
low background current for the voltammetry at HOPG compared to Pt due to the much 
lower capacitance of the HOPG/aqueous interface.60 With further information presented 
below, these characteristics are indicative of a diffusional redox system that is complicated 
by ET from weakly adsorbed species.  
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Figure 3.2 CVs for the one-electron oxidation of 0.4 mM FcTMA+ in aqueous 1 M KCl 
supporting electrolyte at a (a) freshly cleaved ZYA grade HOPG and (b) Pt macroelectrode at 
different scan rates (50 mV s-1 to 10 V s-1). 
 
The peak currents of the forward potential scan were larger than those of the reverse 
potential scan with the difference increasing with scan rate (see Section 3.7.2., Figure 
3.8(b)). However, at low scan rates (< 1 V s-1), the ratio of forward to reverse peaks tends 
to 1 and ΔEp only differs a small amount from the purely diffusional response (see above). 
Without running a wide range of scan rates, and focusing on relatively slow scan speeds, 
one could mistake this process for one that only involves diffusion (no adsorption),28 
especially as electrode placement and supporting electrolyte concentration may be critical 
in determining ΔEp in small volume (droplet) electrochemical cells.63 Comparison of 
experimental to computed diffusional waves (using precise diffusion coefficients) showed 
that the experimental currents exceeded the simulated ones (see Section 3.7.2., Figure 
3.8(c)), whereas the reverse scan voltammetry fitted quite well. Thus, while FcTMA+ 
adsorbs at the HOPG electrode, FcTMA2+ that is produced does not adsorb appreciably and 
a significant proportion of FcTMA2+produced by the oxidation of adsorbed FcTMA+, 
diffuses away from the electrode on this timescale. 
This type of behaviour has previously been reported for ferrocene and its 
derivatives on other electrode materials such as platinum30 and glassy carbon,54 but not 
recognised on HOPG.28 As shown further herein, it is essential to acknowledge FcTMA+ 
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adsorption if one is to achieve accurate kinetic analysis. Examination of the macroscale 
droplet CVs, and the excess charge compared to a diffusional process,55 allows us to 
estimate the FcTMA+ surface coverage at the beginning of the experiment to be ca. 0.9 × 
10-10 mol cm-2 (18 %) for a bulk concentration of 0.4 mM FcTMA+ (1 M KCl). For the 
purpose of the analysis herein, this is a reasonable estimate; a more accurate value results 
from SECM measurements (see below).  
Substrate voltammetry SECM was employed for a quantitative analysis of the 
amount of FcTMA+ adsorbed onto the HOPG surface. In this work, 0.4 mM FcTMA+ (1 
M KCl) was used throughout. The UME tip (radius, aUME = 12.5 µm) was positioned at a 
fixed distance from the HOPG substrate surface and EHOPG was scanned from 0.1 to 0.8 V 
(50 mV s-1) to oxidise FcTMA+ to FcTMA2+. At EUME = 0.8 V, the UME tip gives the 
positive feedback response (EHOPG = 0.1 V). As the substrate potential is positively scanned, 
the UME tip competes with the substrate to oxidise FcTMA+ and this is known as 
competition mode. In the substrate generation/tip collection (SG/TC) mode (EUME = 0.1 
V), the tip current rises from zero as the UME tip collects FcTMA2+ produced at the HOPG 
substrate electrode during the voltammetric sweep (Figure 3.1(b)). Hence, a pair of 
competition and SG/TC voltammograms at the same tip position can be taken at a set of 
tip-substrate separations to change the inter-electrode mass transport rate and effective 
surface area-to-solution volume ratio, and thus the sensitivity of the system to adsorption 
compared to diffusion.  
Figure 3.3(a(i) and (ii)) shows four pairs of competition and SG/TC 
voltammograms (each pair measured at the same tip-substrate distance is shown in the 
same colour) taken at different tip-substrate heights, d = 2.58, 3.71, 4.59 and 5.98 µm 
(determined from positive feedback limiting-current at the beginning of the competition 
mode scan (discussed later)). Note that the substrate voltammograms were close to those 
seen without a tip present (see above). The tip currents were normalised with respect to the 
steady-state diffusion-limited tip current for the oxidation of FcTMA+ in the bulk solution. 
Noticeably, the tip current measured in the competition mode was always smaller than its 
SG/TC counterpart and, in both configurations, voltammograms deviate significantly from 
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those expected for the adsorption-free voltammetric response (see Section 3.7.3., Figure 
3.9(b)). This was especially noticeable for the SG/TC mode.  
 
Figure 3.3 Experimental (a) and simulated (b) tip current-substrate potential curves for the 
competition and SG/TC modes for the one-electron oxidation of 0.4 mM FcTMA+ in 1 M KCl 
supporting electrolyte in aqueous media at an HOPG surface (ZYA grade) at different normalised 
tip-substrate heights (L = 0.209 (blue), 0.297 (red), 0.367 (black), 0.478 (green)) at 50 mV s-1. 
Solid and dashed lines show the forward and reverse curves, respectively. Simulation parameters 
can be found in the text. 
 
Simulated voltammograms considering FcTMA+ adsorption onto the HOPG 
substrate electrode are shown in Figure 3.3(b). The simulation parameters were as follows: 
k0UME = 25 cm s
-1 (reversible), k0HOPG
 = 10 cm s-1 (reversible), α = 0.5, E0` = 0.38 V,  
FcTMA
D   
= 6.7 × 10-6 cm2 s-1 (determined from steady-state voltammetry (see Section 3.7.4.) and 
2FcTMA
D  = 6.1 × 10-6 cm2 s-1 (determined by SECM chronoamperometry in feedback and 
SG/TC mode (see Section 3.7.5.). The amount of adsorbed FcTMA+ on the HOPG 
substrate was determined to be 1.13 × 10-10 mol cm-2 (22 %) by comparison of experimental 
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and simulated tip voltammograms, with most parameters fixed, and only those (Kads,HOPG) 
relating to adsorption variable. Note that the adsorption of FcTMA+ on platinum has 
previously been observed30,32 and is not ruled out. However, it is minor (undetectable) 
under our experimental conditions, and the theoretical model assumes that the HOPG 
adsorption process dominates, with negligible adsorption of FcTMA+ at the Pt UME tip.   
In the competition mode, as noted above (see Figure 3.1(b)), the UME tip is held at 
a potential that oxidised FcTMA+ to FcTMA2+ at a diffusion-limited rate, while the 
substrate potential was cycled between 0.1 and 0.8 V at 50 mV s-1. The UME tip 
competition voltammograms show a typical diffusion-limited (positive feedback) current 
on the forward wave, indicated by the solid line (Figure 3.3(a(i))). As the HOPG substrate 
potential was anodically scanned such that FcTMA+ was oxidised to FcTMA2+, the UME 
tip current decreased (competition with the substrate for FcTMA+). Interestingly, by 
comparing simulations for all tip-substrate heights, the positive feedback limiting-currents, 
measured with and without reactant adsorption on the substrate, give the same values (see 
Section 3.7.3., Figure 3.9(a(i)) and (b(i))). This is because the positive feedback limiting-
current merely depends on the redox competition between the substrate and tip electrodes 
for FcTMA+ in solution. Hence, the experimental positive feedback UME tip limiting-
currents can be used to accurately determine the tip-substrate separations without 
complications from FcTMA+ adsorption processes. However, even though simulations 
with and without FcTMA+ adsorption on the substrate gave equivalent limiting-currents, 
the E1/2,app values were shifted positively by 17, 13, 12 and 9 mV at d = 2.58, 3.71, 4.59 
and 5.98 µm, respectively, compared to the diffusion only simulations. This is because 
FcTMA+ adsorbed on the HOPG surface at the start of the voltammetric sweep is gradually 
released during the sweep, particularly in the later part of the voltammogram. Thus, 
adsorption of FcTMA+ on the HOPG substrate subtly affects the voltammetric wave-shape.  
On the reverse competition mode potential scan, the currents are not retraceable 
(dashed lines in Figure 3.3(a(i)) and (b(i))) but the experimental and simulations are closely 
similar when adsorption of FcTMA+ at the HOPG substrate is taken into account. This 
occurs due to FcTMA2+ reconversion to FcTMA+ at the HOPG substrate where the latter 
adsorbs. This accounts for the generally smaller UME tip current measured on the reverse 
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substrate potential scan (0.8 V to 0.1 V) in the competition mode. Without substrate 
adsorption of FcTMA+, the forward and reverse tip current responses (with the substrate 
potential scan) are much closer; see Section 3.7.3, Figure 3.9.  
In the SG/TC mode, the UME tip is used to amperometrically detect substrate-
generated FcTMA2+ as the HOPG substrate potential was cycled from 0.1 to 0.8 V at 50 
mV s-1 to oxidise FcTMA+ to FcTMA2+. The resultant tip current-substrate potential curves 
are peak shaped (Figure 3.3(a(ii))), rather than the typical sigmoidal response observed for 
this mode without adsorption of FcTMA+ at the substrate electrode (see Section 3.7.3., 
Figure 3.9(b(ii))). An increase of UME tip current was observed as the substrate potential 
was anodically scanned, reaching a maximum value at a potential ~ 0.49 V vs. Ag/AgCl (1 
M KCl) before decreasing as the substrate potential was further increased. The surplus of 
FcTMA+ present on the HOPG substrate surface at the start of the voltammetric experiment 
results in a higher flux of FcTMA2+ species to the tip surface during the anodic potential 
sweep. This is clear from Figure 3.10(a) and (b) which shows the concentration profiles for 
FcTMA+ in the tip-substrate gap at EHOPG = 0.5 V (close to the peak potential) on the anodic 
sweep for the SG/TC mode without and with reactant adsorption on the substrate electrode. 
The concentration of FcTMA+ near the UME tip is higher than the bulk concentration with 
FcTMA+ adsorption at the substrate.  
On the reverse cathodic sweep of the substrate potential, the measured UME tip 
currents are smaller and tend to resemble the steady-state diffusion-controlled response. 
This is because FcTMA+ adsorption no longer affects the tip response. A comparison of 
SG/TC tip voltammogram simulations, with and without surface adsorption effects, can be 
found in Section 3.7.3., Figure 3.9(a(ii)) and (b(ii)), respectively. The substantial 
contribution from FcTMA+ adsorption to the SG/TC tip current-substrate potential 
response is seen at all tip-substrate heights, with the effect increasingly significant at closer 
tip-substrate separations. 
As tip-substrate heights can be determined accurately from the positive feedback 
limiting-current of the competition mode voltammetric response (see above), the 
magnitude of peak currents measured in the SG/TC mode can be fitted to provide accurate 
measurement of reactant (FcTMA+) adsorption on the HOPG substrate when matched with 
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simulations. Via this method, ΓHOPG = 1.1 × 10-10 mol cm-2 is estimated at a bulk 
concentration of 0.4 mM FcTMA+.  
Next, the effect of scan rate on substrate voltammetry SECM is briefly investigated.  
Figure 3.4(a) and (b) shows typical experimental data and simulations for 3 pairs of 
competition and SG/TC mode tip responses taken at the same tip-substrate height (L = 
0.209) but at different scan rates (50 mV s-1, 0.1 and 0.5 V s-1), indicated by the different 
colours. At higher scan rates, the surplus concentration of FcTMA2+ generated at the HOPG 
surface (from adsorbed FcTMA+) does not have sufficient time to diffuse out of the tip-
substrate gap, where tdiff(escape) ~ (aUMERG)
2/D. Hence, peak currents are no longer observed 
in the SG/TC mode at scan rates ≥ 0.5 V s-1, but the current is massively enhanced 
compared to the adsorption-free case. Again, experiments and simulations are in close 
agreement using only the adsorption parameters for FcTMA+ as a variable.  
 
Figure 3.4 Experimental (a) and simulated (b) tip current-substrate potential curves for the 
competition and SG/TC modes for the one-electron oxidation of 0.4 mM FcTMA+ in 1 M KCl 
supporting electrolyte in aqueous media at an HOPG surface (ZYA grade) at different scan rates 
(50 (blue), 100 (red), 500 (black) mV s-1) at L = 0.209. Solid and dashed lines show the forward 
and reverse curves, respectively. All other simulation parameters are identical to those used in 
Figure 3.3.  
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3.5.2. Other Considerations and Impact on Nanogap 
Simulations  
In light of our experimental results, the findings are applied to substrate voltammetry 
SECM at typical nanogap geometries28 where a UME tip of aUME = 0.5 µm with RG = 2 is 
held at typical normalised tip-substrate distances, L = 0.1 - 0.3. In absolute terms these are 
much smaller (50 – 150 nm) than those employed above. Furthermore, the possibility of 
increased FcTMA+ adsorption on the substrate due to prolonged exposure times (to air) 
and the adsorption of the redox couple on glass, commonly used to isolate the UME tip 
will be considered. The following parameters apply throughout: k0UME = 25 cm s
-1 
(reversible),22 α = 0.5, 
FcTMA
D   = 6.7 × 10-6 cm2 s-1 and 2FcTMAD  = 6.1 × 10
-6 cm2 s-1, 
FcTMA
c 
= 0.4 mM and +
0
HOPG,FcTMA
  = 5.0 × 10-10 mol cm-2. 
 
Effect of FcTMA+ adsorbed on HOPG 
Although most of the SECM measurements were taken within minutes of surface cleavage, 
it is also interesting to consider the impact of HOPG exposure to air. It is shown that the 
behaviour of some redox couples change significantly over time,60,62,63 for a variety of 
reasons attributed to surface contamination, delamination, surface oxidation and other 
factors, and it is also known that HOPG is susceptible to atmospheric contamination.60 
Some experiments, such as SECM measurements, where one has to assemble the HOPG 
sample in a cell before conducting the experiment, may result in unavoidable 
contamination of the surface, as well as damage to the sample from compression in a cell.60  
As shown in Section 3.7.6., Figure 3.13, the amount of FcTMA+ adsorbed on 
HOPG increased to 2.0 × 10-10 mol cm-2 (FcTMA+ bulk concentration of 0.4 mM) after one 
hour exposure of a cleaved surface to air. Figure 3.5(a) shows simulated forward scan tip 
responses for the competition and SG/TC modes where +HOPG,FcTMA was systematically 
increased (1.1 ×10-10 (22 %), 1.53×10-10 (30 %), 2.0 ×10-10 (40 %) and 2.6 ×10
-10 (50 %) 
mol cm-2). Other simulation parameters include: L = 0.1 (50 nm) and k0HOPG = 5 cm s
-1. 
The black curves are the tip voltammetric response with no surface adsorption effects, for 
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comparison. In this ideal case, it can be seen that the positive feedback limiting-current 
(beginning of the competition mode scan) is larger than that of the SG/TC curve, which is 
expected because FcTMA2+ has a smaller diffusion coefficient than FcTMA+.27,29,56,57 
When there is FcTMA+ adsorption on HOPG, the positive feedback limiting-currents 
(Figure 3.5(a (i))) remain unchanged from the control (adsorption-free) voltammogram 
(see earlier). Similar to the above microgap experiments above, E0’ values are positively 
shifted by 4 mV for all adsorption values considered.  
 
Figure 3.5 Simulated nanogap substrate voltammetry SECM tip current-substrate potential 
responses for: (a) varying values of +HOPG,FcTMA  (1.1 × 10
-10 (22 %), 1.53 × 10-10 (30 %), 2.0 × 
10-10 (40 %) and 2.6 × 10-10 (50 %) mol cm-2); and (b) full adsorption model (red). In both parts, 
the black curves represent the adsorption-free tip response. Solid and dashed lines show the 
forward and reverse curves, respectively. Simulation parameters: L = 0.1, k0 = 5 cm s-1, v = 50 mV 
s-1, aUME = 0.5 µm, RG = 2, α = 0.5, FcTMAD   = 6.7 × 10
-6 cm s-1 and 2
FcTMA
D  = 6.1 × 10-6 cm s-.1 
Glass adsorption parameters are given by 
0
glass
  = 2.3 × 10-9 mol cm-2, Kads,glass = 2.56 × 106 cm3 
mol-1 and K12 = 9 × 106 M-1 s-1. 
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In the SG/TC mode (Figure 3.5(a(ii))), tip currents are larger than expected and 
increase as the amount of adsorbed FcTMA+ is increased, due to the increased flux of 
FcTMA2+ toward the SECM tip from the oxidation of substrate-adsorbed FcTMA+. In this 
situation, the larger tip current enhancement would lead to an underestimation of tip-
substrate distance (if adsorption was neglected by a researcher). Moreover, the tip 
voltammogram with adsorption is steeper, which would result in an overestimation of the 
kinetic parameter, k0.  When fitted to an adsorption-free analytical model, essentially 
reversible (k0app
 ≥ 14 cm s-1) responses are found for all SG/TC curves, rather than k0 = 5 
cm s-1 that was actually applied to the simulations. Kinetic analyses for the voltammograms 
in Figure 3.5(a) are summarised in Section 3.7.9, Table 3.1, where the simulated 
voltammograms with different amounts of FcTMA+ adsorption on HOPG are analysed as 
though they were adsorption-free (as a researcher might naively assume), and the resulting 
error in tip-substrate separation (underestimated), kinetics (overestimated) and 
thermodynamic parameter, E0’, are revealed.  
 
Adsorption of redox active species on glass 
UME voltammetry in a drop of solution was used to determine adsorption isotherms for 
FcTMA+ and FcTMA2+ at the solution-glass interface (Section 3.7.1.).66 The highly-
charged FcTMA2+ species was found to adsorb strongly on glass surfaces (see Section 
3.7.7.). In this part of the simulations, the boundary condition on the glass that surrounds 
the UME tip is modified to include FcTMA2+ adsorption and the well-known fast lateral 
charge propagation that occurs within surface-attached redox molecules,67–71 especially 
ferrocenes at high surface coverage.71 A detailed description of the boundary condition 
applied can be found in Section 3.7.8.  
Figure 3.5(b) shows simulated results that consider both FcTMA+ adsorption on 
HOPG and FcTMA2+ adsorption on glass. Again, for comparative purposes, the black 
curves show the limiting case of no adsorption on any surface. Within this framework, at 
the same tip-substrate distances, the positive feedback tip limiting-currents (at the 
beginning of the competition mode potential scan) were always smaller than those in the 
SG/TC mode. This has previously been seen experimentally and the anomalous limiting-
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current magnitudes were attributed to the presence of an organic contaminant layer, which 
had selective charge permeability in favour of the FcTMA+ species.28 Evidently, a similar 
effect can be observed, at least qualitatively, by considering the known adsorption of 
FcTMA+ on HOPG and FcTMA2+ on the UME glass sheath.  
The UME tip positive feedback limiting-current obtained in the competition mode 
was always lower than the simulated adsorption-free counterpart. This is because the 
oxidation of FcTMA+ by glass-bound FcTMA2+ essentially ‘competes’ with the oxidation 
of FcTMA+ at the UME tip surface. This is evident by the shallower concentration gradient 
of FcTMA+ at the tip/glass interface compared to the adsorption-free counterpart (Figure 
3.6(a)). Conversely, a higher UME tip limiting-current is obtained for the SG/TC case 
compared to the simulated adsorption-free counterpart. This is because ET between the 
UME tip-generated FcTMA+ and glass-bound FcTMA2+ provides an additional ‘feedback’ 
loop, which further enhances the flux of FcTMA
2+ to the UME tip surface on top of the 
above mentioned increased flux of FcTMA2+ due to the oxidation of substrate-adsorbed 
FcTMA+ (Figure 3.6(b)).  
 
Figure 3.6 (i) Concentration profiles of (a) FcTMA+ in the competition mode and (b) FcTMA2+ in 
the SG/TC mode, with the parameters defined in Figure 3.5(b). (ii) Illustrations of the redox 
adsorption processes occurring in the (a) competition and (b) SG/TC modes. 
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Figure 3.7(a) shows results for systematically varied substrate kinetic values 
(k0HOPG = 0.5, 1.0, 10 cm s
-1) at a fixed distance, L = 0.1 (50 nm) for the full adsorption 
model. For all k0 values employed, a tip current enhancement of ~7.3 times (competition 
mode) and ~7.9 times (SG/TC mode) with respect to iUME,bulk, was observed. The resulting 
‘apparent’ tip-substrate separations are 53 and 45 nm for the competition and SG/TC mode, 
respectively. Analysis of these curves with an adsorption-free analytical model is 
summarised in Section 3.7.9., Table 3.2, again to illustrate the kinetics and distances 
derived if a researcher assumed this was a simple redox process. It can be seen that both 
the competition and SG/TC modes give different distances (see above) and that the SG/TC 
mode overestimates the kinetics while the competition mode gives an underestimation. 
Interestingly, this has been seen experimentally,28 but the effects were attributed to the 
presence of a contaminant layer.   
 
Figure 3.7 Simulated nanogap substrate voltammetry SECM tip current-substrate potential 
responses in (i) competition and (ii) SG/TC modes showing the effects of (a) substrate ET 
kinetics on the shape of the voltammograms (10 cm s-1 (blue), 1 cm s-1 (red) and 0.5 cm s-1 
(black)) at L = 0.1; and (b) tip-substrate separation (50 nm (blue), 75 nm (red), 100 nm (black) 
and 150 nm (green)) for k0HOPG = 5 cm s-1. Dotted lines represent the analytical adsorption-free 
fitting where parameters are summarised in Section 3.7.9., Table 3.2 and Table 3.3. All other 
simulation parameters are identical to those used in Figure 3.5. Also see Section 3.7.8. 
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Figure 3.7(b) shows simulated UME tip responses when the tip height, L is varied 
(0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.3) with k0HOPG fixed at 5 cm s
-1. Again, these voltammograms fitted well 
with the adsorption-free analytical model and the results are summarised in Section 3.7.9., 
Table 3.3. For all tip-substrate heights considered, a higher k0 value and a smaller gap was 
observed in the SG/TC mode compared to the competition mode. k0 values determined 
from SG/TC mode curves are overestimated and are close to the maximum kinetic limit of 
detection. A trend of decreasing k0 with increasing tip-substrate heights was observed, 
similar to previous experimental observations,28 where the trend of slower kinetics was 
attributed to selective permeability of a contaminant layer on HOPG surfaces towards 
FcTMA+. This work however shows that such a trend can (at least partly) be explained by 
known adsorption phenomena of the redox couple itself. 
Lastly, note that the simulated voltammograms (Figure 3.7) show that these new 
adsorption processes introduce some hysteresis between the forward and reverse scans in 
both the competition and SG/TC modes, which has also commonly been seen 
experimentally in nanogap systems,28,32 indicating that extraneous redox adsorption 
phenomenon may be widespread in this configuration and needs to be clearly quantified if 
these methods are to be accurately interpreted. 
 
3.6. Conclusions 
This chapter considers the impact of adsorption phenomena on the SECM substrate 
electrode and tip (insulating support) with several significant outcomes. First, it is shown 
that substrate voltammetry SECM can be used to quantify adsorption of a redox couple at 
a substrate electrode. Such effects can readily be seen by changing the voltammetric scan 
rate applied to the substrate electrode, to achieve a non-steady-state response. Second, it is 
shown that it is importance of understanding surface adsorption effects on the glass that 
surrounds the UME tip, particularly in nanogap voltammetric measurements. The increased 
surface area-to-solution volume ratio of nanogap experiments makes understanding the 
adsorption properties of the surface probe essential in order to extract reliable kinetic data, 
especially if the electrode kinetics are fast (close to the diffusion-limit).  
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A holistic model for SECM has been developed that carefully considers the unequal 
diffusivities of FcTMA+ and FcTMA2+, herein, and the adsorption of the reactant, FcTMA+ 
onto the HOPG substrate. The adsorption of highly-charged FcTMA2+ species onto the 
insulating glass sheath that encapsulates the UME was also considered along with direct 
ET between FcTMA+ in solution and glass-bound FcTMA2+, which significantly affects 
the magnitude of limiting-currents measured. The implication of these findings has been 
discussed for the case where a researcher would be unaware of such surface adsorption 
effects and analysed the response purely in terms of ET kinetics at the substrate electrode. 
The effects discussed lead to incorrect kinetic parameters, underestimation in the 
competition mode and overestimation in the SG/TC mode, as well as, incorrect 
thermodynamic assignments.  
For some of the nanogap electrode dimensions considered here, it is possible that 
other effects such as from the electrical double layer (EDL) will come into play and cannot 
be ignored. Recently, White et. al.32 showed that limiting-currents can be strongly affected 
(reduced) by the EDL at cell thickness ≤ 100 nm even for typical supporting electrolyte 
concentrations (200 mM) where the EDL is usually assumed to have negligible effect on 
mass transport. This work also found hysteresis in voltammograms taken at slow scan rates 
with a slight variability of the experimental voltammetric responses at low electrolyte 
concentrations and at thin cell thicknesses attributed to the adsorption of FcTMA+ at the Pt 
electrode surface.32 There are further effects, such as ion transport in nanogap geometries 
which also need further consideration in order to fully understand the SECM nanogap 
configuration.  
 
3.7. Supporting Information 
3.7.1. Additional Experimental Details 
SECM Instrumentation 
A home-built scanning electrochemical microscope (SECM) was mounted on a vibration-
isolation table inside a Faraday cage. The UME tip was mounted in a tip holder on a piezo-
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bender actuator, to which an oscillation (70 Hz with a magnitude of 150 nm (~ 1 % UME 
tip electrode radius)) was applied. In turn, this was mounted on a 3D-piezoelectric 
positioner controlled by a PC running custom LabVIEW code (LabVIEW 9.0, National 
Instruments), which was also used for data acquisition. The tip-substrate separation was 
controlled by monitoring the damping of the oscillation amplitude of the UME tip upon 
intermittent contact between the tip and surface (typically 5 %). 
 
Adsorption of FcTMA+ and FcTMA2+ to Glass 
Bulk electrolysis of FcTMA+ solutions (1 M KCl) was carried out quantitatively 
(monitored by steady-state voltammetry at a 12.5 µm-radius Pt UME tip) in a two-
compartment cell. Both compartments were filled with known concentrations of FcTMA+ 
solution separated by a P4 frit to minimise mixing of the solutions in the separate 
compartments. Two carbon fibre felt cloths of large area served as the working and counter 
electrodes in the separate compartments. An AgCl-coated Ag wire reference electrode was 
placed into the same compartment as the working electrode and a working electrode bias 
of 0.8 V was applied to electrochemically-generate FcTMA2+.  
To probe the possible adsorption of FcTMA+ and FcTMA2+ to glass, UME 
voltammetry in a drop of solution on a glass surface was employed, which provides a 
reasonably high surface area-to-volume ratio to be able to detect relatively low surface 
coverages.1 A UME was manually lowered close to a glass substrate surrounded by a moat 
of water to minimise droplet evaporation. A 3.5 µL drop of FcTMA+ or FcTMA2+ solution 
(1 M KCl) of known concentration was placed onto the glass substrate positioned below 
the UME. The typical area of glass covered by the drop was 0.14 cm2. Following the 
deposition of the droplet, sufficient time must be allowed for the adsorption process to 
attain equilibrium and, particularly, for the diffusion front to propagate through the droplet 
so that the concentration of solute in the droplet becomes uniform.66 The diffusion-limited 
current measured at the UME, which was typically 0.5 mm from the glass surface, was 
used to monitor the concentration of FcTMA+ or FcTMA2+ (solute) in the droplet (in 
separate experiments). Knowing the initial and final concentration values allowed an 
estimation of solute adsorbed on the surface compared to that remaining in bulk solution.66   
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3.7.2. Cyclic Voltammetry at HOPG 
Figure 3.8(a) shows a plot of ΔEp versus scan rate, v. ΔEp decreases with increasing v as 
the mixed diffusion-adsorption process becomes increasingly biased towards the adsorbed 
species.  Analysis of CVs for the oxidation of FcTMA+ on HOPG further revealed larger 
forward wave peak currents compared to the reverse peak currents (Figure 3.8(b)) with the 
difference increasing with increasing v. This is indicative of the weak adsorption of 
FcTMA+ onto the HOPG electrode. Figure 3.8(c) shows a comparison of an experimental 
voltammogram to a simulated diffusion-controlled response at a v = 10 V s-1. The planar 
diffusion simulations were carried out with the MECSim (Monash Electrochemistry 
Simulator) computer program written in Fortran72 (see caption for simulation parameters) 
using fitting procedures described in reference73. The much higher current on the forward 
scan, seen experimentally, is indicative of the oxidation of electrode-adsorbed FcTMA+, as 
well as FcTMA+ from solution.  
 
 Figure 3.8 (a) Plot of ΔEp vs. v. (b) Plot of forward peak currents (black) and reverse peak 
currents (red) vs. log v. (c) Experimental voltammogram (black) compared to the corresponding 
simulated diffusional wave (blue) at v = 10 V s-1. Simulation parameters: k0 = 100 cm s-1 
(reversible), α = 0.5, A = 0.165 cm2 (area of droplet calculated using procedure in reference55), 
+FcTMA
D = 6.7 × 10-6 cm2 s-1 and 2+FcTMAD = 6.1 × 10
-6 cm2 s-1, Cdl = 8 µF cm-2. 
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3.7.3. Simulated SECM Voltammograms for a 12.5 μm-
radius UME Tip 
 
Figure 3.9 Simulated substrate voltammetry SECM tip current-substrate potential responses for 
the competition (i) and SG/TC (ii) modes for a one-electron oxidation process at the substrate 
electrode at different normalised tip-substrate distances (L = 0.209 (blue), 0.297 (red), 0.367 
(black) and 0.478 (green)) for (a) adsorption of reactant (present in bulk at a concentration of 0.4 
mM) occurs on the substrate electrode (reverse potential sweeps produce lower currents 
compared to the forward potential sweep) and (b) a typical adsorption-free case is considered. 
Simulation parameters: k0UME = 25 cm s-1 (reversible), k0HOPG = 10 cm s-1 (reversible), E0` = 0.38 
V,  
FcTMA
D   = 6.7 × 10-6 cm2 s-1, 2FcTMAD   = 6.1 × 10
-6 cm2 s-1, ΓHOPG = 1.13 × 10-10 mol cm-2 and 
Kads,HOPG = 7.4 × 105 cm3 mol-1.  
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Figure 3.10 Concentration profiles of FcTMA+ under the tip at EHOPG = 0.5 V on the forward 
sweep for the SG/TC mode (a) without and (b) with FcTMA+ adsorption on the SECM substrate. 
 
3.7.4. Determination of the Diffusion Coefficient of 
FcTMA+ 
CVs for the oxidation of 1.5 mM FcTMA+ (1 M KCl) (Figure 3.11) gave voltammograms 
which were close to reversible on the time-scale of steady-state UME voltammetry. The 
measured diffusion-limited current (forward wave) gave a diffusion coefficient, +FcTMAD  = 
(6.74 ± 0.03) × 10-6 cm2 s-1 with E1/2 of 0.38 ± 0.01 V vs. Ag/AgCl (1 M KCl).  
 
Figure 3.11 Typical CV for the oxidation of 1.5 mM FcTMA+ in 1 M KCl supporting electrolyte 
at a 12.5 µm-radius Pt UME at a scan rate of 50 mV s-1.  
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3.7.5. Determination of the Diffusion Coefficient of 
FcTMA2+ 
Although voltammetric studies usually assume the same D value for both oxidised and 
reduced forms of a redox couple,28 this is rarely the case and accurate determination of 
these values can be very important for quantitative kinetic studies,27,29,56,57 especially if one 
is looking at measuring the kinetics of fast processes that are close to the diffusion-limit.  
In order to accurately determine D of FcTMA2+, SECM-chronoamperometric 
measurements are employed with a 12.5 µm-radius Pt UME in both the feedback56 and 
SG/TC57 mode. The responses can be analysed to give the ratio of diffusion coefficients of 
the oxidised to reduced form of a redox mediator couple,  , when the redox couple 
undergoes a simple diffusion-controlled one-electron transfer, without any kinetic 
complications and adsorption effects.56,57  
Under feedback conditions,   has no effect on the steady-state current but can affect 
the way steady-state in reached.57 Therefore, the normalised steady-state limiting-current 
determined in the feedback mode can be used to precisely determine the tip-substrate 
separation for the pair of feedback and SG/TC steady-state limiting tip currents taken at 
the same height. Under SG/TC conditions, FcTMA2+ is electrogenerated at a diffusion-
controlled rate from the precursor in bulk solution, FcTMA+, at a Pt macroscopic substrate: 
Substrate reaction: 2FcTMA FcTMAe 
 (Eq. 3.16) 
FcTMA2+ diffuses away from the substrate and part of the diffusion field is 
intercepted by the UME tip. At the UME, FcTMA2+ undergoes a diffusion-controlled 
reduction to FcTMA+: 
Tip reaction: 2 +FcTMA FcTMAe 

  (Eq. 3.17) 
Although the macroscopic substrate electrode will have a transient form, the redox 
mediator diffusional cycling between the tip and substrate attains a quasi-steady-state. A 
simple modification of an empirically derived equation for the positive feedback mode74 
can be used to describe the normalised steady-state collection current-distance data: 
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 0.68 0.78377 / 0.3315exp( 1.0672 )I L L     (Eq. 3.18) 
where I is the normalised current measured at the UME tip,  is the diffusion coefficient 
ratio of oxidised to reduced forms of the redox couple and L is the normalised distance 
between the tip and substrate. γ was found to be 0.91 from best fit.  
 
Figure 3.12 Steady-state feedback (black) and SG/TC (red) normalised UME tip current vs. 
distance characteristics for the FcTMA+/2+ redox couple. The dotted line represents experimental 
results and solid lines indicate the γ-independent steady-state theory (black) and the theoretical 
SG/TC behaviour for γ = 0.91 (red). 
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3.7.6. Cyclic Voltammetry on ‘Aged’ HOPG Electrodes 
 
Figure 3.13 (a) CVs for the oxidation of 0.4 mM FcTMA+ (1 M KCl) at ‘aged’ (1 hour exposure 
to air) ZYA grade HOPG in the droplet configuration (area of droplet was 0.162 cm2). E1/2,app was 
found to be 0.38 V vs. Ag/AgCl (1 M KCl) with ΔEp = 48 ± 6 mV (for all scan rates employed). 
(b) A plot of forward (red) and reverse (black) peak currents at different scan rate values. The 
peak current difference increases with increasing scan rate and is larger than at freshly cleaved 
HOPG surfaces (see Figure 3.8(b)). The surface coverage was estimated to be ca. 2.0 × 10-10 mol 
cm-2 with 0.4 mM FcTMA+ in bulk solution.   
 
3.7.7. Determination of FcTMA+ and FcTMA2+ Adsorption 
on Glass 
An UME was used to monitor amperometrically the concentration of either FcTMA+ or 
FcTMA2+ (in separate experiments) in a small droplet of solution (3.5 µL) placed on a glass 
surface where the concentrations can be determined from measurements of the diffusion-
limited current, iUME. The droplet of solution was surrounding by a moat of supporting 
electrolyte solution to prevent evaporation.66  
A decrease in limiting-current, ΔiUME can be ascribed to analyte adsorption onto the 
glass surface, Γglass (mol cm-2):66  
glass UME UME( / )( / 4 )iV A i nFa D     (Eq. 3.19) 
where V is the volume of the drop and A is the glass area of which it covers.  
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As shown in Figure 3.14(a), there was essentially no change in iUME measured in a 
drop of FcTMA+ solution on glass. In contrast, FcTMA2+ evidently adsorbed much more 
strongly on glass surfaces. The FcTMA2+ adsorption data fitted reasonably well to a 
Langmuir isotherm (over the concentration range of the experiment), Figure 3.14(b), with 
Γ0glass = 2.3 ± 0.8 × 10-9 mol cm-2 and Kads,glass = 2.6 ± 0.4 × 106 cm3 mol-1.  
The strong adsorption on glass of FcTMA2+ compared to FcTMA+ may seem 
surprising, but other divalent cation molecules, such as tris (2,2’-bipyridine) ruthenium (II) 
strongly adsorbs from aqueous on glass at similar neutral pH to these measurements, 
especially at higher electrolyte concentration.75 The much stronger adsorption of 
multivalent cations compared to monovalent ions, and the enhancement by supporting 
electrolyte is well-established.76,77  
 
Figure 3.14 (a) Data showing the change in concentration in a 3.5 µL droplet of FcTMA+ (black) 
and FcTMA2+ (red) solution on glass. (b) Amount of FcTMA2+ adsorbed on glass, Γglass as a 
function of remaining solution concentration of FcTMA2+.   
 
3.7.8. Additional Simulation Details 
As shown experimentally, FcTMA2+ adsorbs onto glass surfaces, which can be represented 
by the following: 
2 2
soln ads
ads,glass
des,glass
FcTMA FcTMA
k
k
 
   (Eq. 3.20) 
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where kads,glass and kdes,glass
 are the rate constants for the adsorption and desorption of 
FcTMA2+ onto the glass sheath surrounding the Pt UME tip. 
In the SECM experiments, for t > 0, the flux due to adsorption of the FcTMA2+ at 
the glass sheath (aUME < r < aUME × RG, z = d) is defined by: 
2 2
soln
0
glass ads,glass glass des,glass glassFcTMA ,glass FcTMA
- . (1 )k c k       
n N     (Eq. 3.21) 
where Γ0glass is the saturation value at maximum surface concentration, determined to be 
2.3 × 10-9 mol cm-2 (from glass adsorption experiments, see Section 3.7.7), the equilibrium 
adsorption constant for the glass surface,
ads,glass
ads,glass
des,glass
k
K
k
  was found to be 2.6 × 106 mol 
cm-3 from experiments described herein (reasonably assuming a Langmiurian isotherm) 
with kads,glass set sufficiently large as to maintain equilibrium (1 × 10
9  cm3 mol-1 s-1), which 
is reasonable for this process which involves mainly Van der Waals electrostatic 
interactions of FcTMA2+ with the surface. glass  is the fractional surface coverage of 
FcTMA2+ on the glass. 
Redox mediators immobilised onto the glass (non-conducting) surface can undergo 
various charge transfer processes, such as direct electron transfer (ET) between surface and 
redox molecules in the solution and charge exchange between the redox active species 
which are immobilised along the surface.67–71  In order to account for this in a simple 
manner, a species, FcTMA2+* is introduced, that is generated in solution by reaction at the 
glass surface through the following ET process: 
12+ 2+*
soln solnFcTMA FcTMA
K  (Eq. 3.22) 
where 12K  is the FcTMA
+/2+ homogeneous self-exchange rate constant (9 × 106 M-1 s-1).19  
For t > 0, the flux due to the redox reaction of FcTMA+ in solution producing 
FcTMA2+* via reaction at the glass sheath is defined by: 
oln
0
12 glass glassFcTMA ,glass FcTMA
- .
s
K c    n N (Eq. 3.23) 
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2 *
FcTMA ,glass oln
0
12 glass glassFcTMA
- .
s
K c 
      
n N (Eq. 3.24) 
Here, the FcTMA+ species in solution can be oxidised by surface-confined 
FcTMA2+ species on the glass (the glass surface assumed to be unchanged by the ET 
process) to generate the FcTMA2+* species. This is labeled as such, as it does not participate 
in any glass adsorption processes, and diffuses away from the glass surface for detection 
at the tip electrode (in substrate voltammetry experiments). This simplification is 
reasonable for the demonstrative proposes herein given the well-known fast lateral charge 
propagation within surface attached molecules,12-18 especially ferrocenes at high surface 
coverage,13 which would rapidly restore FcTMA+ produced in the charge transfer reaction 
back to FcTMA2+ads. Furthermore, the sharp concentration gradient in the solution near the 
tip/glass boundary makes it reasonable to assume that any flux of FcTMA2+ species 
generated from this process at the glass surface will quickly diffuse away and will then 
contribute to the flux at the substrate or tip electrode.  
 
3.7.9. Kinetic Analysis of Nanogap SECM Simulations 
Table 3.1 Fitting parameters from Figure 3.5(a), L = 0.1 and ΔE0` = E0`app - E0`. 
Simulated data Adsorption-free fitting 
  
 
+HOPG,FcTMA

 / 
mol cm-2 
ΔE0` / mV k0app / cm s-1 dapp / nm 
Competition 
mode 
SG/TC 
mode 
Competition 
mode 
SG/TC 
mode 
Competition 
mode 
SG/TC 
mode 
0 0 0 5.0 5 50 50 
1.1 ×10-10 (22 %) 4 0 5.0 ≥14 50 49 
1.53×10-10 (30 %) 4 0 4.8 ≥14 50 48 
2.0 ×10-10 (40 %) 4 0 4.6 ≥14 50 47 
2.6 ×10-10 (50 %) 4 0 4.0 ≥14 50 46 
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Table 3.2 Fitting parameters from Figure 3.7(a), L = 0.1.  
Simulated data Adsorption-free fitting 
  
 k0  / cm s-1 
ΔE0` / mV k0app / cm s-1 dapp / nm 
Competition 
mode 
SG/TC 
mode 
Competition 
mode 
SG/TC 
mode 
Competition 
mode 
SG/TC 
mode 
10 3 0 5.0 ≥ 14.0 53 45 
5 3 -5 3.0 ≥ 14.0 53 45 
1 0 -6 0.8 1.2 53 46 
0.5 -9 -9 0.5 0.5 53 47 
 
Table 3.3 Fitting parameters from Figure 3.7(b), k0 = 5 cm s-1 
Simulated data Adsorption-free fitting 
  
 L 
ΔE0` / mV k0app / cm s-1 dapp / nm 
Competition 
mode 
SG/TC 
mode 
Competition 
mode 
SG/TC 
mode 
Competition 
mode 
SG/TC 
mode 
0.1 3 -5 3.0 ≥ 15.0 53 45 
0.15 3 -7 3.0 ≥ 10.0 83 66 
0.2 3 -10 2.2 ≥ 8.0 117 83 
0.25 2 -12 1.9 ≥ 7.0 154 99 
0.3 2 -15 1.6 ≥ 6.0 190 112 
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Chapter 4 
Probing Electrode Heterogeneity using Fourier-
Transformed Alternating Current Voltammetry: 
Application to a Dual-Electrode Configuration 
 
In Chapter 2, the capabilities of Fourier-transformed large amplitude alternating current 
voltammetry (FTACV) to measure fast electron transfer (ET) kinetics are shown to be 
comparable to microscopic techniques such as scanning electrochemical microscopy. 
However, a key advantage of scanning probe techniques is their capability to measure ET 
with high spatial resolution, hence discriminating electrochemical heterogeneities on 
electrode surfaces. This chapter contains an article and its supporting information 
published in Analytical Chemistry. It describes the development of FTACV as a tool for 
kinetic selectivity/discrimination of a mixed response from a redox reaction that occurs at 
different rates at different electrode materials or structures. This is first investigated by 
simulation followed by an experimental demonstration utilising a model dual-electrode 
configuration.  
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 Abstract 
Quantitative studies of electron transfer processes at electrode/electrolyte interfaces, 
originally developed for homogeneous liquid mercury or metallic electrodes, are difficult 
to adapt to the spatially heterogeneous nanostructured electrode materials that are now 
commonly used in modern electrochemistry. In this study, the impact of surface 
heterogeneity on Fourier-transformed alternating current voltammetry (FTACV) has been 
investigated theoretically under the simplest possible conditions where no overlap of 
diffusion layers occurs and where numerical simulations based on a 1D diffusion model 
are sufficient to describe the mass transport problem. Experimental data that meet these 
requirements can be obtained with the aqueous [Ru(NH3)6]
3+/2+ redox process at a dual-
electrode system comprised of electrically coupled but well-separated glassy carbon (GC) 
and boron-doped diamond (BDD) electrodes.  Simulated and experimental FTACV data 
obtained with this electrode configuration and where distinctly different heterogeneous 
charge transfer rate constants (k0 values) apply at the individual GC and BDD electrode 
surfaces, are in excellent agreement. Principally, due to the far greater dependence of the 
AC current magnitude on k0, it is straight forward with the FTACV method to resolve 
electrochemical heterogeneities which are ~1-2 order of magnitudes apart, as applies in the 
[Ru(NH3)6]
3+/2+ dual-electrode configuration experiments, without prior knowledge of the 
individual kinetic parameters (k01 and k
0
2) and the electrode size ratio (θ1:θ2). In direct 
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current voltammetry, a difference in k0 of > 3 orders of magnitude is required to make this 
distinction.  
 
 Introduction 
Interfacial charge transfer represents a fundamental component of dynamic 
electrochemistry and has been studied in detail at a myriad of electrode materials using 
numerous techniques and data analysis strategies. To date, most quantitative investigations 
of electron transfer (ET) have been assumed to have taken place with fully homogenous 
electrode surfaces. However, in practice liquid mercury electrodes represent one of the few 
examples of such an ideal surface and for this and other reasons it was widely used in many 
early electrode kinetic studies. Unfortunately, the toxicity of mercury has severely 
restricted its use in recent times.  
Currently, the most commonly used metallic electrode materials include platinum 
and gold. Platinum is a favoured material due to its electrochemical inertness and ease of 
fabrication into many electrode geometries such as nanotips1,2 and nanoparticles.3 
However, recent studies have shown a direct correlation between local electrochemical 
activity and surface structure at polycrystalline platinum surfaces.4,5 Gold electrodes have 
been used in both polycrystalline and single crystal forms and have also been successfully 
employed in the preparation of modified electrodes known as self-assembled monolayers 
but are known to produce heterogeneous surface packing densities and defects which 
directly affect charge transfer processes leading to ET kinetic dispersion.6–9   
Advances in material science have seen the emergence of the field of carbon 
electrochemistry where materials such as glassy carbon (GC),10 carbon nanotubes 
(CNTs),11–13 graphene,14,15 graphite,16 and boron-doped diamond17,18 play an important 
role. Many of these carbon-based materials inevitably provide heterogeneous electrode 
surfaces.  In terms of electrode kinetics, the ET capabilities at sp2 carbon-based materials 
have been extensively debated.  The long-standing view was that fast ET only occurred at 
edge sites, defects and open ends of CNTs, although this hypothesis is not supported when 
subjected to the scrutiny of modern scanning probe microscopy techniques.10,14–16,19 The 
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carbon electrode response can be further complicated by the presence of surface oxides or 
adsorbates,16,20 time-dependent effects14,16 and redox-dependent behavior.14,17 Boron-
doped diamond has also found significant use as an electrode material for its durability in 
harsh environments and biological compatibility.18 The uptake of boron dopants into the 
diamond crystallographic structure is grain-dependent and results in a heterogeneously 
doped electrode.21–23 Polycrystalline boron-doped diamond (pBDD) has been shown to 
possess facet-dependent ET behaviour due to the boron dopant densities,22,23 and is further 
complicated by variations in non-diamond sp2 carbon incorporation during synthesis 
particularly at grain boundaries.18 
Heterogeneities in many electrode surface structures are widely acknowledged24–27 
but are often neglected due to complicated analysis requirements or limitations of the 
electrochemical technique in identifying kinetic dispersion. Furthermore, the assumption 
of fully overlapping diffusion zones on the voltammetric timescale is often invoked as the 
reason for assuming conformance to predictions for a homogenous surface.25,28 However, 
the assumption of surface homogeneity and use of a theoretical model based in this faulty 
premise can lead to an erroneous determination of the ET kinetics. 
To date, the impact of electrode heterogeneity on electrode kinetics when the 
oxidised and reduced forms of an electroactive couple are both soluble in solution has been 
described with respect to the techniques of chronoamperometry29–31 and cyclic 
voltammetry (CV)25,32–35 with the diffusion domain approximation25,29,31,36,37 being widely 
implemented to describe mass transport. This approach has been used to predict the surface 
coverage of nanoparticle-modified electrodes where the nanoparticles and supporting 
electrode possess different ET rates.25,27,38  
In this study, the technique of Fourier-transformed large amplitude alternating 
current voltammetry (FTACV) is introduced as a tool for the discrimination of surface 
heterogeneities. Significantly, all FTACV higher order harmonic data used are derived 
from a single experiment and hence exactly all the same electrode conditions apply unlike 
with direct current voltammetric (DCV) measurements where each data set is obtained at 
variable scan rates so that analysis is potentially complicated by experiment-to-experiment 
variation in the electrode condition.39 The use of FTACV to resolve the two distinctly 
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different heterogeneous charge transfer kinetics (k0 values) associated with data derived 
from a dual (GC + pBDD) electrode configuration for the simple one-electron 
[Ru(NH3)6]
3+/2+ redox process is demonstrated, without requiring former knowledge of the 
size ratios of the two electrodes or the individual ET properties. This model study reveals 
much higher sensitivity for the detection of surface heterogeneity by FTACV compared to 
traditional DCV techniques, which is principally a result of the much larger dependence of 
the AC harmonic currents on k0. While carefully avoided in this study, a similar scenario 
is expected to apply under circumstances where overlapping in diffusion layers is present, 
and this study thus serves as a platform and reference for future applications of FTACV to 
more complicated systems.  
 
 Theory and Simulations  
 The Technique of FTACV 
In the form of this technique used in this study, a sine wave is superimposed onto the direct 
current (DC) potential ramp used in conventional direct current cyclic voltammetry (DC 
CV). A Fourier-transform (FT) algorithm is then applied to convert data from the time to 
frequency domain to give the power spectrum. The fundamental (1st) harmonic is the 
component that has the same frequency, f, as applied in the alternating current (AC) 
waveform while higher harmonic components have frequencies, 2f, 3f, 4f, etc. There is also 
an aperiodic DC components located near 0 Hz which resembles, but is not identical, to 
the conventional DC CV response. The aperiodic DC and AC harmonic components are 
resolved by selecting the regions of interest from the power spectrum using frequency band 
filtering and applying inverse FT to the selected signals and nulling the remaining signals 
(Figure 4.1).40,41 FTACV data is analysed by fitting the resolved AC harmonic components 
in the time domain to suitable models, analogous to procedures employed in traditional 
DCV methods.  
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Figure 4.1 Schematic showing the potential waveform employed and experimental protocols of 
FTACV. 
 
Typically, a sine wave amplitude, ∆E, value in the range of 50 to 200 mV is used 
to detect higher order harmonics in large amplitude FTACV. In the present study, ∆E = 
160 mV was chosen for the experimental study, which provides access to 12 AC harmonics 
with excellent signal-to-noise ratio without excessive broadening of the current response 
as occurs with values of ∆E in excess of 200 mV.42 The highest measurable harmonic is 
the most kinetically sensitive. The experimental frequency selected was 9.98 Hz which 
allows the [Ru(NH3)6]
3+/2+ process to be treated as reversible at the GC electrode but quasi-
reversible at the pBDD electrode. The capacitance current was included in the simulations 
using a fourth order polynomial as previously described.43,44   
 
 FTACV Simulations 
In order to probe the implications of surface heterogeneity in voltammetry, the surface of 
a heterogeneous electrode containing two distinctly different kinetic regimes can be 
modelled in terms of two regions, sharing a total area, Atotal. The fractions of the total area 
of the two regions can be denoted by θ1 and θ2 (= 1 – θ1). This chapter is concerned with 
comparing the voltammetric response for the reduction of a simple outer-sphere ET process 
at a model heterogeneous surface under both DC and AC conditions where no overlap of 
diffusion layers occurs. The simplest electrode configuration envisage that meets these 
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requirements and also generates a summed response from two distinctly different ET rates 
is based on two electronically coupled but well-spaced electrodes constructed from 
different electrode materials.  
DC CV and FTACV simulations were carried out with the Monash 
ElectroChemistry Simulator (MECSim) program written in Fortran.44,45 Fick’s 2nd law of 
planar diffusion was numerically solved to obtain information on the time and spatial-
dependence of the concentration of the oxidised ([Ru(NH3)6]
3+) and reduced 
([Ru(NH3)6]
2+) species associated with a one-electron charge transfer process. The 
electrode kinetics at both electrodes were assumed to obey the Butler-Volmer relationship 
which describes the potential-dependence of the ET rate at the electrode/electrolyte 
interface as follows: 
Electrode 1: 
red,1
ox,1
Ox Red
k
k
e  (Eq. 4.1) 
Electrode 2: 
red,2
ox,2
Ox Red
k
k
e  (Eq. 4.2) 
In the above equations, kred,i and kox,i are the reduction and oxidation rate constants 
for each electrode material, i, given by: 
0
red, exp
i
i i
F
k k
RT
  
  
 
(Eq. 4.3) 
 0
ox,
1
exp
i
i i
F
k k
RT
  
  
 
(Eq. 4.4) 
where αi and k0i are the transfer coefficient (reasonably assumed to be 0.5 in this case) and 
the standard rate constant at the formal reversible potential, E0ʹ, of the redox couple. F is 
the Faraday constant, R is the universal constant, and T is the absolute temperature. η = 
E(t) ̶ E0ʹ, is the overpotential and E(t) is the potential applied to the electrode at time, t. In 
all simulations unless otherwise stated, E0ʹ = 0 V and αi = 0.5.  
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For the voltammetric experiments described herein, the potential applied to the 
electrode, E(t), is given by the sum of the DC voltage ramp, EDC(t) and a sinusoidal 
component, EAC(t): 
DC AC( ) ( ) ( )E t E t E t   (Eq. 4.5) 
At any time, t, the potential is given by:  
0 ≤ t ≤ ts : DC init( )E t E vt   (Eq. 4.6) 
ts < t ≤ 2ts : DC init s( ) 2E t E vt vt    (Eq. 4.7) 
0 ≤ t ≤ 2ts : AC ( ) sin(2 )E t E ft   (Eq. 4.8) 
where Einit is the initial potential applied to the electrode, v is the DC potential scan rate, ts 
is the time taken to complete a sweep in a single direction, and ∆E and f are the amplitude 
and frequency of the AC waveform, respectively. In this work, ∆E = 160.0 mV and f = 10.0 
Hz are used for all FTACV simulations and ∆E = 0 and f = 0 are used for conventional DC 
CV simulations. 
The current, I, is calculated from: 
1 2
total 1 2
0 0
( )
x x
c c
I t FA D
x x
 
 
     
      
     
 (Eq. 4.9) 
where Atotal is the total area of the electrode, D is the diffusion coefficient, c is the 
concentration of the redox species and x is the spatial coordinate, with x = 0 defining the 
electrode surface.   
 
 Theory for DC CV and FTACV at a Single Electrode 
The following parameters apply throughout: v = 0.1 V s-1, c0 = 1 mM, Dox = Dred = 1 × 10
-
5 cm2 s
-1, E0ʹ = 0.0 V, α = 0.5 and T = 298.2 K, ∆E = 160.0 mV and f = 10.0 Hz (or ∆E = 0 
and f = 0 for conventional DC CV). 
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Figure 4.2(a) illustrates the simulated current density for DC CVs with k0 = 10, 1, 
0.1, 10-2, 10-3, 10-4, and 10-5 cm s-1. On inspection, it is seen that DC CVs with k0 > 5 × 10-
2 cm s-1 are virtually indistinguishable (reversible) at v = 0.1 V s-1 and give a separation in 
the reduction and oxidation peaks (∆Ep values) of 56.2 mV. The voltammograms differ as 
expected with smaller k0 values resulting in larger ∆Ep values, slightly diminished peak 
currents and changes in shape. In fact, realistically only k0 values less than 5 × 10
-2 cm s-1 
can be accurately determined under the DC CV conditions relevant to Figure 4.2(a) from 
∆Ep analysis in conjunction with the Nicholson method46,47 or preferably by comparison of 
experimental and simulated data.   
 
Figure 4.2 Simulation of the (a) DC CV and the (b) 1st, (c) 3rd and (d) 10th AC harmonic 
voltammetric response for a reduction process at a homogeneously active electrode surface 
having k0 values of 10, 1, 0.1, 10-2, 10-3, 10-4 and 10-5 cm s-1. (e) Plot of normalised peak current 
as a function of k0 for the 10th AC harmonic component. (f) Surface plot of the normalised peak 
current as a function of k0 for the 4th to 12th AC harmonic components. Simulation parameters are 
as follows: v = 0.1 V s-1, c0 = 1 mM, Dox = Dred = 1 × 10-5 cm2 s-1, E0ʹ = 0.0 V, α = 0.5 and T = 
298.2 K, ∆E = 160.0 mV and f = 10.0 Hz (or ∆E = 0 and f = 0 for conventional DC CV). 
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Figure 4.2(b)-(d) show the simulated fundamental, 3rd and 10th AC harmonic 
component as a function of k0. The FTACV simulations are carried out with identical 
simulation parameters as in the DC case but with ∆E = 160.0 mV and f = 10.0 Hz. In 
FTACV and in contrast to DC CV, the peak current magnitudes decay rapidly as k0 
becomes progressively smaller. The peak shapes also become less symmetrical with 
smaller k0 values.  
Figure 4.2 (e) shows how the peak current, ip, derived from the central lobe, changes 
with k0 for the 10th AC harmonic component. Three kinetic regimes with different 
characteristics can be identified. k0 values which results in ip > 90% of the reversible (k
0 = 
1000 cm s-1) peak current, ip,rev, in the 10
th AC harmonic, fall in Regime I (k0 > 0.6 cm s-1, 
in this example). At the other end of the kinetic spectrum, Regime III consists of k0 values 
which results in ip < 10% ip,rev, for the 10
th AC harmonic and hence close to zero current. 
In this example, k0 < 0.02 cm s-1 represents Regime III. Intermediate Regime II consists of 
k0 values which constitutes the most sensitive range for the determination of k0 values. The 
kinetic regimes are also harmonic-dependent as shown in Figure 4.2(f) for ∆E = 160.0 mV 
and f = 10.0 Hz, with the sensitivity towards higher k0 values increasing with higher order 
AC harmonic components and of course frequency.48  
Importantly, the optimal kinetically sensitive range of Regime II achievable with 
FTACV is higher than DC CV (for the same DC potential sweep scan rate) and is tunable 
by changing f. Increasing ∆E also increases the accessibility of higher AC harmonic 
components.49 Higher kinetic sensitivity can be achieved by increasing the scan rate in DC 
CV, but is accompanied by an increase in double layer charging that reduces the reliability 
of the measurements and requires multiple experiments.46 Use of higher order AC 
harmonic components, in contrast, allows measurements to be made that are devoid of 
charging current and all data are obtained from a single experiment. All these advantages 
combined with AC current magnitudes being far more sensitive to k0 than in a DCV case 
will be retained in studies considered below that are aimed at detection of kinetic dispersion 
arising from a heterogeneous electrode configuration. 
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 Theory for DC CV and FTACV at Dual-Electrode 
Surfaces 
Simulations at the dual-electrode configuration with no overlap of diffusion layers simply 
require the summation of the responses calculated for each individual electrode using the 
model given in the above section.  
Figure 4.3(a) provides a series of simulated DC CVs based on the assumption that 
the total electrode surface is composed of two electrode materials having equal areas (θ1 = 
θ2 = 0.5), but exhibiting different values of k0. Both electrodes are assumed to be 
sufficiently large so that mass transport can be modelled by linear diffusion to the whole 
electrode surface. Under these circumstances, the observed current magnitude of the dual-
electrode is the weighed sum (of the individual electrode areas) of the current measured at 
the individual electrodes (ohmic, iRu, effects where Ru is the uncompensated resistance, are 
assumed to be negligible). With all other voltammetric parameters unchanged, it is clear 
that the magnitude of difference in k0 values of the two electrode materials, provided both 
processes are not reversible, will have a significant effect on the shape of the dual-electrode 
voltammograms. 
 
Figure 4.3 Simulation of the (a) DC CV and the (b) 1st, (c) 3rd and (d) 10th AC harmonic 
voltammetric response for a reduction process at a heterogeneously active electrode surface (θ1 = 
θ2 = 0.5) with k01 maintained at 103 cm s-1 and k02 varied (10-1 to 10-5 cm s-1). See Figure 4.2 for 
other simulation parameters. 
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Under DC CV conditions, with both k01 and k
0
2 > 5 × 10
-2 cm s-1, only a single 
process is detected with the dual-electrode with ∆Ep = 56.2 mV as expected for a reversible 
process. Under these circumstances, no kinetic resolution of the two ET processes is 
observed. With small differences in k0, i.e. k01 =
 5 × 10-2 cm s-1 and k02 = 10
-3 cm s-1, peak 
broadening is evident along with a slightly diminished peak current magnitude. Peak 
broadening under DC CV conditions is often associated with a kinetically limited process, 
and analysis of k0 dependence on ∆Ep by the Nicholson method3,46,47 would result in the 
underestimation of ET kinetic if the surface heterogeneity is not considered. Further 
increasing the difference in k0 values (k01 > 5 × 10
-2 cm s-1 and k02 < 10
-4 cm s-1) gives rise 
to two well-separated processes (two reduction and two oxidation peaks are observed). The 
impact of the θ1:θ2 ratio on the DC CV response is shown in Figure 4.7 (Section 4.7.1.) .  
In the case of the fundamental AC harmonic component (Figure 4.3(b)), with k01 
maintained at 103 cm s-1 (Regime I) and k02 < k
0
1 is varied (10
-1 to 10-5 cm s-1), broadening 
of the peak response is detected with two well-resolved processes detected with sufficiently 
small k02 values. Importantly, as seen in the 3
th and 10th AC harmonic components 
displayed in Figure 4.3(c) and (d), respectively, the larger current contributions from the 
process with k01 start to dominate the dual-electrode responses as k
0
2 values move from 
Regime I to III.  When the process with k02 lies in Regime III, it contributes little current 
and the AC harmonic ip approaches predictions for a process with k
0
1 only. For the 
simulation parameters considered in Figure 4.3(c) and (d), Regime III corresponds to k02
 < 
0.02 cm s-1 for the 10th AC harmonic. In fact, the 10th AC harmonic simulations displayed 
in Figure 4.4 show that ip values are directly proportional to the area of the fast (k
0
1 
reversible) electrode material when k02 ≤ 10-2 cm s-1. Significantly, k02 = 10-2 cm s-1 
generates a close to reversible process on the DC CV timescale (0.1 V s-1) and also because 
no equivalent Regime III is ever available, the slower process cannot be easily 
discriminated against under any conditions by DCV techniques.    
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Figure 4.4 (a) Simulated 10th AC harmonic component for a reduction process at a 
heterogeneously active electrode surface as a function of θ1:θ2 ratio with k01 = 1000 cm s-1 
(Regime I) and k02 = 10-2 cm s-1 (Regime III). (b) Simulated 10th AC harmonic ip as a function of 
θ1. See Figure 4.2 for other simulation parameters. 
 
The simulated voltammograms described above assume diffusion to the electrode 
is at the linear limit, with no overlap of the diffusion regimes of the two electrode materials. 
Under the experimental conditions employed, this is valid for electrode radii ≥ 10 μm with 
the 6th and higher AC harmonic components (see Section 4.7.2., Figure 4.8). Furthermore, 
the overall uncompensated resistance in the dual-electrode system is considered to be 
negligible. Although, this analysis represents the simplest possible heterogeneous 
electrochemical configuration available, it demonstrates the significant differences in the 
capabilities of detection of such phenomena by the DCV and FTACV methods. 
Importantly, the major difference is that the magnitude of AC currents in the higher 
harmonic components are extremely sensitive to kinetics and this factor facilitates 
resolution of k0 and effective area parameters as demonstrated experimentally below.  
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 Experimental 
4.4.1. Chemicals 
Hexaammineruthenium (III) chloride (Ru(NH3)6Cl3; 98 %) and potassium chloride (KCl; 
99 %) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as received. All solutions were 
prepared using water purified with a Millipore Milli-Q purification system (resistivity ca. 
18.2 MΩ cm at 25 oC). 1 M KCl was added as supporting electrolyte. All voltammetric 
experiments were undertaken at 25 ± 1 °C and the solutions were deaerated with N2 for at 
least 10 mins prior to undertaking electrochemical measurements.  
 
4.4.2. Electrode Materials 
A GC (0.5 mm-radius) macrodisk working electrode was obtained from CH Instruments, 
Texas. The oxygen-terminated pBDD electrode (0.5 mm-radius) was provided by Element 
6, Harwell, UK. The in-house procedure for micromachining and glass sealing pBDD 
macrodisk electrodes is described in detail elsewhere.3,17 Prior to use, all working 
electrodes were initially polished with an aqueous alumina slurry (0.05 µm) on a soft 
microfiber polishing pad (MicroCloth, Buehler Ltd.) and then subsequently on a clean wet 
microfiber pad, carefully cleaned with water, sonicated for a few seconds and dried under 
nitrogen to produce a clean reproducible electrode surface. Ag/AgCl (1 M KCl) and a Pt 
wire were used as the reference and counter electrodes, respectively.  
 
4.4.3. FTACV Instrumentation 
A CHI 760E electrochemical workstation (CH Instruments Inc.) and home-built 
instrumentation40 were used for the DC CV and FTACV experiments, respectively.  All 
FTACV experiments were recorded using a sine wave perturbation of amplitude, ∆E = 
160.0 mV and frequency, f = 9.98 Hz. The Fourier-transformed resolved higher order 
harmonic data was quantitatively modelled using the Monash Electrochemistry Simulator 
(www.garethkennedy.net/MECSim).  
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 Results and Discussion 
 DC CV with Individual and Dual (GC + pBDD) 
Electrode Configurations 
Experimentally, studies on the one-electron reduction of [Ru(NH3)6]
3+ to [Ru(NH3)6]
2+ are 
considered in highly conducting 1 M KCl aqueous electrolyte. The ET kinetics for the 
[Ru(NH3)6]
3+/2+ redox couple are highly facile at conventional metallic electrode materials 
with k0Pt = 17.0 ± 0.9 cm s
-1 at platinum1,2 and k0Au = 13.5 ± 2.0 cm s
-1 at gold2 determined 
from tip-voltammetry scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM). Furthermore, 
pipette-based techniques such as scanning electrochemical cell microscopy applied at 
carbon-based electrode materials such as highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) and 
single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) has shown k0HOPG > 0.5 cm s
-1 (Ref 50) and 
k0SWCNT = 7 ± 2 cm s
-1 (metallic)13 and 4 ± 2 cm s-1 (semi-conducting).13 Intermittent-
contact SECM experiments have also revealed two distinct regions of ET activity at pBDD 
electrodes, associate with the high and low boron-doped regions resulting in k0pBDD = 3.3 × 
10-2 cm s-1 and 0.7 × 10-2 cm s-1, repectively.22 k0pBDD = 1.5 × 10
-2 cm s-1 has also been 
measured using FTACV which is considered to represent an overall (average) value for the 
entire electrode surface.48  
Figure 4.12 (Section 4.7.4.) shows DC CVs for the reduction of [Ru(NH3)6]
3+ in an 
aqueous solution containing 1 M KCl as supporting electrolyte where both the GC and 
pBDD electrodes have the same size (1 mm-dia. (θ1 = θ2 = 0.5)). The slightly different DC 
CV shapes in the experimental responses at the individual GC and pBDD electrodes arise 
from differences in capacitance and hence double layer capacitance (Cdl) background 
currents of the two materials (Cdl,GC ~ 25 μF cm-2 and Cdl,pBDD ~ 5 μF cm-2). Under the DC 
CV conditions employed, the [Ru(NH3)6]
3+/2+ process is found to be essentially reversible 
(∆Ep = 62 ± 2 mV for all v values employed) at the GC electrode (Figure 4.9) and quasi-
reversible (∆Ep increases from 73 mV at 0.05 V s-1 to 93 mV at 10 V s-1) at the pBDD 
electrode (Figure 4.10). The ∆Ep data corresponds to k0GC ≥ 0.14 cm s-1 and k0pBDD = 0.02 
cm s-1 when determined from the Nicholson method46,47,51 which is in good agreement with 
literature.1,2,13,22,48,50 
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As expected, the dual (GC + pBDD) electrode current values are equal to the sum 
of those obtained at the individual electrodes (Figure 4.12).52 Note that this is only expected 
under the condition of negligible ohmic drop effects, as applies in this study where RΩ ≤ 
20 Ω (high supporting electrolyte concentration in aqueous media).  
 
 FTACV with Individual and Dual (GC + pBDD) 
Electrode Configurations 
FTACV was applied to the [Ru(NH3)6]
3+/2+ redox process at individual GC and pBDD 
electrodes using a sine wave perturbation of ∆E = 160.0 mV and f = 9.98 Hz. E0ʹ = -0.197 
V vs. Ag/AgCl (1 M KCl) was determined from the potential of the current minima and 
maxima of the central region of the even and odd harmonics, respectively. Excellent 
agreement between experimental data at the GC electrode and simulated data, for what can 
be regarded as a reversible process on the FTACV timescale used, is shown for the 1st to 
12th AC harmonic components in Figure 4.11 (Section 4.7.5.). In this study, the upper 
kinetic limit of detection is reasonably defined as the k0 value at which the major peak 
current magnitude of the highest (12th) harmonic examined is 90 % of that predicted for a 
reversible process, which gives k0GC ≥ 0.6 cm s-1.  
Comparison between experimental and simulated data for the quasi-reversible 
[Ru(NH3)6]
3+/2+ process at pBDD is displayed in Figure 4.14 (see SI, Section 4.7.5.) leads 
to the conclusion that k0pBDD = 0.026 cm s
-1. At this electrode surface, experimental currents 
are well removed from those predicted for the reversible case. Under the experimental 
conditions considered herein, k0pBDD = 0.026 cm s
-1 falls into Regime III with respect to the 
12th AC harmonic, whereas under the same experimental conditions, the behavior at GC 
lies in Regime I for this harmonic.  
The least squares correlation, Ψ, is also reported to quantify the agreement between 
experimental and simulated data and is given by: 
exp sim
exp
( ( ) ( ))
( )
N
H
h i h ii
N
h h ii
f x f x
Ψ
H f x



       
   
   



 (Eq. 4.10) 
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where h is the number of the AC harmonic component, H is the total number of AC 
harmonic components considered and fh
exp(xi) and fh
sim(xi) are the experimental and 
simulated functions in the corresponding AC harmonic, respectively and N is the number 
of data points.  
Results from FTACV experiments for the [Ru(NH3)6]
3+/2+ process when measured 
at a dual (GC + pBDD) electrode (θ1 = θ2 = 0.5) configuration, are compared to those 
derived from the individual GC and pBDD electrodes in Figure 4.5, in the total current vs. 
time and 1st and 12th AC harmonic current components formats. In the fundamental 
harmonic (Figure 4.5(b)), significant variation is detected in the GC (much larger) and 
pBDD (much smaller) non-faradaic background current regions. As in the DC CV data 
(see above), this arises from the substantial difference in the double layer capacitances. 
Significantly, the faradaic current measured at the GC electrode in the 12th AC harmonic 
component is very much larger than the essentially zero value found at the pBDD electrode 
even though both electrodes have the same area (Figure 4.5(c)). This is expected on the 
basis of the much slower kinetics at pBDD compared to GC electrodes and the strong 
dependence of current magnitudes on k0 in FTACV. Furthermore, the 12th AC harmonic 
component is devoid of the background current.  
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Figure 4.5 (a) Plot of total current vs. time, (b) 1st and (c) 12th AC harmonic component curves for 
the reduction of 1 mM [Ru(NH3)6]3+ in 1 M KCl aqueous solution using a GC (blue), pBDD (red) 
and dual (GC + pBDD) electrode (black). The magenta lines represent the sum of the current 
responses from the individual GC and pBDD electrodes. Instrumentally set parameters are as 
follows: v = 0.09 V s-1, ∆E = 160.0 mV and f = 9.98 Hz. 
 
It is also noted that in the absence of any influences of ohmic drop, as applies in 
these experiments, the dual-electrode displays current values for both double layer 
capacitance and faradaic currents equal to the sum of those from the individual GC and 
pBDD electrodes. All the above observations imply it should be far easier to deconvolve 
the voltammetric response from a heterogeneous surface into those obtained from the 
individual components in terms of rate constants and relative electrode areas by analysis 
of the FTACV harmonic behaviour than would be the case using DCV methods.  
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 Deconvolution of Individual Electrode Responses 
Derived from the Dual (GC + pBDD) Electrode 
Configuration 
The following protocol can be easily applied to accurately determine the values of θ1, θ2, 
k01 and k
0
2, originating from the dual heterogeneity in an electrode surface under the 
conditions that one process is reversible (k01 is too fast to measure and lies in Regime I) 
and the second process is quasi-reversible with a k02 value that lies in Regime III on the 
12th AC harmonic timescale, as is applicable in the dual (GC + pBDD) electrode 
configuration. Of course, if both processes lie in Regime II or overlap of diffusion layers 
occur, then clearly solving the inverse problem requires considerably more sophisticated 
deconvolution protocols. However, it is argued on the basis of this model study that the 
FTACV method, with its strong dependence of current magnitude on k0, is always likely 
to be superior. Future work will attempt to address other scenarios more commonly 
encountered in practice with the present work being essentially a proof of principle of the 
proposed superiority of the FTACV method.   
Step 1: Parameters such as D, A and c0 as is usually the case are assumed to be 
accurately known from other methods. In the scenario being considered, the experimental 
peak current measured in the 12th AC harmonic component is directly proportional to the 
area of the electrode that exhibits fast ET (large k01). Therefore, θ1 is determined when 
solving the inverse problem by fitting the experimental 12th AC harmonic component of 
the dual-electrode system to reversible kinetics (assuming α = 0.5). 
Step 2: Subtract the simulated current-time data (where k01 is reversible and θ1 is 
determined from Step 1) from the experimental dual-electrode current-time data. The 
remaining current data represents the proportion of experimental current that corresponds 
to the electrode surface that exhibits slower ET kinetics (k02) with θ2 = 1 ˗ θ1.  
Step3: Apply FTACV procedures to the residual experimental currents and 
estimate k02 through theory-experimental comparison.  
Figure 4.6 illustrates the application of the analysis protocol summarised above to 
elucidate the kinetic (k01, k
0
2) for the [Ru(NH3)6]
3+/2+ electrode process and relative 
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electrode areas (θ1, θ2) contributing to surface heterogeneities at the model dual-electrode 
system (GC and pBDD) assuming k01
 and k02 lie within the kinetic Regimes I and III, 
respectively, in the highest achievable AC harmonic components (12th, in this case). In this 
exercise, values of Dox = Dred = 6.8 ×10
-6 cm2 s-1 for [Ru(NH3)6]
3+ and [Ru(NH3)6]
2+, 
respectively, were taken from Ref48 , A is  known to be 0.0157 cm2 and T =  298.2 K. Other 
simulation parameters: α = 0.5 (reasonable assumed), along with instrumentally set 
parameters such as v = 0.09 V s-1, ∆E = 160.0 mV and f = 9.98 Hz.  
 
Figure 4.6 (a) Step 1, (b) Step 2 and (c) Step 3 of the FTACV protocol to determine the electrode 
size ratio (θ1: θ2) and the value of k02 for the [Ru(NH3)6]3+/2+ redox process at a dual-electrode 
comprising a GC and pBDD electrode. Simulation parameters are as follows: v = 0.09 V s-1, c0 = 
1 mM, 3+
3 6Ru(NH )
D  = 2+
3 6Ru(NH )
D  = 6.8 × 10-6 cm2 s-1, E0ʹ = -0.197 V, α = 0.5, T = 298.2 K, ∆E = 
160.0 mV and f = 9.98 Hz and Atotal = 0.0157 cm2. Kinetic and size parameters derived from 
experimental-simulation comparisons are k01 > 0.6 cm s-1, k02 = 0.024 cm s-1, θ1 = 0.487 and θ2 = 
0.513. 
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Figure 4.6(a) shows a theory-experimental comparison for the 12th AC harmonic 
component derived from the total dual-electrode current (Step 1). Setting k01 = 1000 cm s
-
1 (reversible), and assuming no contribution from the second process, allows θ1 to be 
determined as 0.487 (Ψ = 0.987) versus the known values of 0.50. Next, the simulated 
current data calculated for the reversible process is subtracted from the total dual-electrode 
current data (Step 2) as shown in Figure 4.6(b). The residual current data is subjected to 
FT procedures and k02 is determined with θ2 = 0.513 using the 1st to 6th AC harmonic 
components in the theory-simulation comparison where k02 lies in Regime II and can be 
confidently assigned, as discussed earlier (Figure 4.2(f)). Figure 4.6(c) (Step 3) shows 
excellent agreement between experimental (black) and simulation (red, Ψ = 0.982) for the 
remaining current data that represents the portion of the electrode surface that exhibits slow 
ET kinetics with k02 = 0.024 cm s
-1 being determined in this part of the exercise. This value 
is in excellent agreement with k0pBDD = 0.026 cm s
-1 determined from the individual pBDD 
electrode (see Section 4.7.5., Figure 4.14).  
 
 Conclusions 
The technique of FTACV has been shown to be superior to DCV for probing the impact of 
heterogeneous electrode surfaces on electrode kinetics, predominately because the current 
magnitude of the AC method is far more sensitive to k0. Detection and quantitation relies 
on the ability to access a unique set of higher order AC harmonic components that are 
devoid of background changing currents with all data being obtained from a single FTACV 
experiment.  
In an initial model study using the [Ru(NH3)6]
3+/2+ redox process, the total response 
from a dual-electrode system comprising a GC and pBDD electrode was successfully 
deconvolved to reveal k0GC > 0.6 cm s
-1 and k0pBDD = 0.024 cm s
-1, as predicted from 
literature22,48 and measurements on the individual electrodes. Even though the analysis 
procedure described herein applies to a highly-simplified example, the general principle 
has been established for solving of the inverse problem for cases where overlap of diffusion 
layers and other complications will be more tractable using AC rather than DC methods of 
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voltammetry. Cases of interest in future work will involve studies in ionic liquids at 
heterogeneous carbon electrode where diffusion coefficient values of the order of 10-8 cm2 
s-1 will be encountered. Under these circumstances, greatly diminished overlap of diffusion 
layers of the neighbouring active sites, will occur on the typical voltammetric timescale 
and detection of the impact of surface heterogeneities could be commonly expected at, say, 
pBDD electrodes or even polycrystalline metal electrodes and at array electrodes where 
regions of activity and spacing of electrodes can be expected to vary the electrochemical 
response significantly.  
 
 Supporting Information 
4.7.1. Effect of θ1:θ2 on Cyclic Voltammetry 
 
Figure 4.7 Simulated DC CV for a reduction process at a heterogeneously active electrode 
(containing two distinctly different kinetic regimes, k01 and k02) as a function of the fractional 
ratio of the areas of the two regions (θ1:θ2). Simulation parameters are as follows: v = 0.1 V s-1, c0 
= 1 mM, Dox = Dred = 1 × 10-5 cm2 s-1, E0ʹ = 0.0 V, α = 0.5 and T = 298.2 K. 
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4.7.2. FTACV Conditions for Planar Diffusion 
 
Figure 4.8 Simulated 1st to 6th AC harmonic components showing how the peak currents deviate 
from a planar diffusion response as a function of frequency, f and electrode radii, a. Other 
simulation parameters include: v = 0.1 V s-1, c0 = 1 mM, Dox = Dred = 1 × 10-5 cm2 s-1, E0’ = 0.0 V, 
α = 0.5, T = 298.2 K and ∆E = 160.0 mV. 
 
Fourier-transformed large amplitude alternating current voltammetry (FTACV) 
simulations carried out in the Monash ElectroChemistry Simulator (MECSim) comprise 
the solution of Fick’s 2nd Law for planar diffusion given by: 
2
2
c c
D
t x
  
  
  
 (Eq. 4.11) 
where c is the concentration, t is the time, D is the diffusion coefficient and x is the spatial 
coordinate.  
This approximation is valid when the electrode of interest is of an order of 
magnitude larger than the diffusion layer thickness, δ~ Dt . As the different AC harmonic 
components denote different voltammetric timescales, i.e. higher AC harmonics represent 
shorter timescale measurements, it is interesting to consider how the AC harmonic peak 
currents deviate from a purely planar diffusion response as the electrode size is 
systematically decreased such that radial diffusion effects start to contribute to the overall 
diffusion.   
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This is achieved by comparing simulations for FTACV carried out in MECSim to 
equivalent simulations carried out in DigiElch where the time-dependent mass transport 
problem is solved in cylindrical coordinates (r, z) as shown: 
2 2
2 2
1c c c c
D
t r r r z
    
   
    
(Eq. 4.12) 
Figure 4.8 shows a comparison of simulated 1st to 6th AC harmonic components 
peak currents, ip from MECSim (1D) and DigiSim (2D). The peak currents are reported as 
the percentage of the ip,2D that is due to planar diffusion contributions as a function of 
electrode radii, a and AC sine wave frequency, f.  
 
4.7.3. DC CV at Individual GC and pBDD Electrodes 
DC CVs for the [Ru(NH3)6]
3+/2+ redox process at a glassy carbon (GC) electrode shows 
reversible behaviour and gave a half-wave potential, E1/2 = -0.196 ± 0.001 V vs. Ag/AgCl 
(1 M KCl) as shown in Figure 4.9 . The linear relationship (R2 = 0.999) between the 
reduction peak current, ip and the square root of the potential scan rate, v
1/2 is indicative of 
a diffusion-controlled reversible process (Figure 4.9(b)) and is further reinforced by a 
separation in the reduction and oxidation peak potential, ∆Ep = 62 ± 2 mV for all v 
considered (Figure 4.9(c)). 
 
Figure 4.9 (a) DC CV for the reduction of 1 mM [Ru(NH3)6]3+ (1 M KCl aq.) at a GC electrode (1 
mm-dia.) with v = 0.05 ̶ 1.0 V s-1. (b) Plot of ip against v1/2. (c) Plot of ∆Ep against v. 
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DC CVs for the [Ru(NH3)6]
3+/2+ redox process at a polycrystalline boron doped 
diamond (pBDD) electrode is shown in Figure 4.10(a). Quasi-reversible behaviour is 
observed as ∆Ep increases from 73.0 mV at 0.05 V s-1 to 93.0 mV at 10 V s-1 (Figure 4.10 
(c)).  
 
Figure 4.10 (a) DC CV for the reduction of 1 mM [Ru(NH3)6]3+ (1 M KCl aq.) at a pBDD 
electrode (1 mm-dia.) with v = 0.05  ̶1.0 V s-1. (b) Plot of ip against v1/2. (c) Plot of ∆Ep against v. 
 
4.7.4. DC CV at a Dual (GC + pBDD) Electrode 
DC CVs for the [Ru(NH3)6]
3+/2+ redox process at a dual (GC + pBDD) electrode is shown 
in Figure 4.11(a). The combined currents from the GC (which shows reversible behaviour) 
and pBDD (which displays quasi-reversible behaviour) electrodes result in an overall 
quasi-reversible behaviour at the dual-electrode with no indication of surface 
heterogeneities.  
 
Figure 4.11 (a) DC CV for the reduction of 1.0 mM [Ru(NH3)6]3+ (1.0 M KCl aq.) at a dual GC + 
pBDD electrode at v = 0.05 ̶ 1.0 V s-1. (b) Plot of ip against v1/2. (c) Plot of ∆Ep against v. 
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Figure 4.12 DC CV for the reduction of 1 mM [Ru(NH3)6]3+ in 1 M KCl aqueous solution with v 
= 0.1 V s-1 using a GC (blue) and pBDD (red) electrode compared to a dual (GC + pBDD) 
electrode (black) and the sum of the individual electrodes (magenta). 
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4.7.5. FTACV at Individual GC and pBDD Electrodes 
 
Figure 4.13 Comparison of experimental (black) and simulated (red, Ψ = 0.992) FTACV curves 
(1st to 12th harmonic) for the one-electron reduction of 1.0 mM [Ru(NH3)6]3+ (1 M KCl aq.) at a 
GC macroelectrode. Simulation parameters: k0 = 1000 cm s-1 (reversible), α = 0.5, RΩ = 30 Ω, A = 
0.00785 cm2, f = 9.98 Hz, ∆E = 160.0 mV, v = 0.09 V s-1 and 3+
3 6Ru(NH )
D  = 2+
3 6Ru(NH )
D  = 6.8 × 10-6 
cm2 s-1. 
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Figure 4.14 Comparison of experimental (black) and simulated (red, Ψ = 0.932) FTACV curves 
(1st to 12th harmonic) for the one-electron reduction of 1.0 mM [Ru(NH3)6]3+ (1 M KCl aq.) at a 
pBDD macroelectrode. Simulation parameters: k0 = 0.026 cm s-1, α = 0.5, RΩ = 20 Ω, A = 0.00785 
cm2, ∆E = 160.0 mV, f = 9.98 Hz, v = 0.09 V s-1 and 3+
3 6Ru(NH )
D  = 2+
3 6Ru(NH )
D  = 6.8 × 10-6 cm2 s-1. 
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Chapter 5 
Probing Electrode Heterogeneity using Fourier-
Transformed Alternating Current Voltammetry: 
Protocol Development 
 
In the previous chapter, Fourier-transformed large amplitude alternating current 
voltammetry (FTACV) data analysis strategy was developed to aid kinetic selectivity for 
a redox reaction complicated by electrochemical heterogeneities. The detection and 
quantification of a mixed kinetic response relies on the ability of FTACV to access a 
unique set of higher order AC harmonic components. Chapter 5 contains a manuscript 
and supporting information published in Electrochimica Acta, which describes the further 
development of the FTACV strategy designed in Chapter 4 and generalises its 
application. This is achieved by taking advantage of individual AC harmonic components 
which display different levels of kinetic sensitivity. The limits of detection for both 
electrode kinetics and domain size are also reported.   
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5.1. Abstract  
Fourier-transformed large amplitude alternating current voltammetry (FTACV) provides a 
sensitive analytical tool for the discrimination of electrode reactions that are complicated 
by surface heterogeneity. This chapter builds on the ideas developed in Chapter 4, to show 
how the FTACV response at a dual-electrode system comprised of different electrode 
materials having different heterogeneous charge transfer (k01 and k
0
2) can be resolved into 
its individual electrode kinetics components without prior knowledge of the electrode size 
ratio (θ1:θ2). This is possible when one process is reversible and the other is quasi-
reversible, achievable by careful selection of the FTACV frequency. The applicability of 
the FTACV method over a wide range of electrode kinetic values and size ratios is 
considered for conditions under which numerical simulations based on a 1D diffusion 
model are adequate to describe the mass transport problem.  
 
5.2. Introduction 
Modern developments in material science has seen the advent of composite electrode 
materials which are highly heterogeneous in nature. Consequently, understanding the 
voltammetric response of electrochemically heterogeneous electrode surfaces has become 
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essential.1–7 However, the analysis of electrochemical responses at heterogeneous surfaces 
remains challenging due to the often random nature of surface-to-surface variations.  
The previous chapter reported the use of Fourier-transformed large amplitude 
alternating current voltammetry (FTACV)8–12 to resolve the heterogeneous charge transfer 
kinetics (k0 values) associated with the simple one-electron [Ru(NH3)6]
3+/2+ process derived 
at a dual (glassy carbon (GC) + polycrystalline boron-doped diamond (pBDD)) electrode 
configuration, a model system representing an electrode surface with two distinctly 
different activity domains13. The FTACV method was shown to provide advantages over 
techniques such as chronoamperometry14,15 and direct current voltammetry (DCV)2,3,16 for 
the elucidation of electrode kinetics at heterogeneous electrode surfaces due to the strong 
dependence of current magnitude on k0 in all AC harmonics.10,11,17 The high kinetic 
sensitivity of the FTACV method on k0 allowed differences in the heterogeneous rate 
constants (k01 and k
0
2 values) that differ by ~1-2 orders of magnitude in a dual-electrode 
configuration to be quantified and resolved into their individual responses. Significantly, 
all FTACV higher order harmonic data analysed to determined k0 values are derived from 
a single experiment10 using the same electrode. In contrast, in traditional DCV, each data 
set is obtained in separate experiments at different scan rates such that the computation of 
k0 values is likely to be complicated by experiment-to-experiment variabilities.18 
In this chapter, a generalised application of the FTACV model13 reported in Chapter 
4 is developed so that the standard rate constants, k01 and k
0
2, and size ratios, θ1:θ2, of two 
different activity domains of a dual-electrode surface do not limit the deconvolution of the 
current measured into the individual components. This is achievable provided that k01 is 
fully reversible and k02 is quasi-reversible on the FTACV timescale chosen. This outcome 
is possible as data obtained from a single FTACV experiment can be analysed with respect 
to each individual AC harmonic component which display a different level of kinetic 
sensitivity (different measurement timescales). 
The applicability of this model is experimentally demonstrated with the deconvolution 
of the electrochemical response from a dual (Pt + pBDD) electrode configuration for the 
simple one-electron FcCH2OH
0/+ process. Conditions under which FTACV data can be 
treated by a 1D diffusion model are also discussed. 
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5.3. Theory and Simulations 
The common form of the FTACV technique and the one used in this chapter comprises a 
sinusoidal potential waveform of amplitude, ∆E / V, and frequency, f / Hz, superimposed 
onto a linear potential ramp, EDC. The current includes the fundamental frequency 
component along with the higher order components, 2f, 3f, 4f, etc. which are resolved using 
a Fourier transform (FT) – band filtering – inverse FT sequence of operation.8–12 The 
FTACV data are then analysed by comparison of the resolved AC harmonic components 
to suitable models, analogous to the strategy adopted in modern DCV methods.  
This chapter is concerned with the voltammetric response for the oxidation of 
redox-active molecules undergoing simple outer-sphere electron transfer (ET) at a model 
surface containing two types of active sites under both DC and AC voltammetric conditions 
where no overlap of diffusion layers occurs between the two regions. In order to probe the 
implications of electrode surface heterogeneities on the voltammetric response, a surface 
consisting two distinctly different kinetic properties (k01, α1, k02 and α2) can be modelled in 
terms of two regions which share a total surface area, Atotal. The fractions of the total area 
of the two regions can be related by θ1 and θ2 (= 1 ̶ θ1). Fick’s 2nd law of planar diffusion 
was numerically solved to obtain time and spatial-dependence information for the 
concentration of the reduced species associated with the charge transfer process given by: 
2
2
i ic cD
t x
  
  
  
 (Eq. 5.1) 
where D is the diffusion coefficient of the electroactive species of interest and ci is the 
concentration of the electroactive species of interest at electrode material, i.  
The electrode kinetics at both electrodes were assumed to obey the Butler-Volmer 
relationship which describes the potential-dependence of the ET rate at the 
electrode/electrolyte interface as follows: 
ox,
red,
Red Ox
i
i
k
k
e  (Eq. 5.2) 
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In the above equation, kox and kred are the oxidation and reduction rate constants 
given by: 
 0
ox,
1
exp
i
i i
F
k k
RT
  
  
 
(Eq. 5.3) 
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i i
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k k
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 
(Eq. 5.4) 
In Eq. 5.3 and 5.4, α and k0 are the transfer coefficient (reasonably assumed to be 
0.50 in this case) and the standard heterogeneous charge transfer rate constant at the formal 
reversible potential, E0ʹ, of the redox couple, F is the Faraday constant, R is the universal 
constant, T is the absolute temperature and η = E(t) ̶ E0ʹ where E(t) is the potential applied 
to the electrode at time, t. In all simulations, E0ʹ = 0 V and αi = 0.50.  
For the voltammetric experiments described herein, E(t) is given by the sum of the 
DC voltage ramp, EDC(t) and a sinusoidal component, EAC(t): 
DC AC( ) ( ) ( )E t E t E t  (Eq. 5.5) 
At any time, t, the potential is given by:  
0 ≤ t ≤ ts : DC init( )E t E vt   (Eq. 5.6) 
ts < t ≤ 2ts : DC init s( ) 2E t E vt vt   (Eq. 5.7) 
0 ≤ t ≤ 2ts : AC ( ) sin(2 )E t E ft  (Eq. 5.8) 
where Einit is the initial potential applied to the electrode, v is the potential scan rate, ts is 
the time taken to complete a sweep in a single direction, and ∆E and f are the amplitude 
and frequency of the AC waveform, respectively. In this study, ∆E = 80.0 mV and f = 10.0 
Hz are used for all FTACV simulations at a potential scan rate, vAC, unless stated otherwise, 
or ∆E = 0.0 mV and f = 0.0 Hz for conventional direct current cyclic voltammetry (DC 
CV) simulations at a potential scan rate, vDC. 
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The current, I, is calculated from: 
1 0
( )
n
i
i
i x
c
I t FD A
x 
 
   
 
 (Eq. 5.9) 
where A is the area of the electrode, n is the number of activity regions considered (2 in 
this case) and x is the spatial coordinate, with x = 0 defining the position of the electrode 
surface.   
Figure 5.1 displays the peak currents, ip, derived from simulated FTACV responses 
at a homogeneous electrode surface for a series of different kinetics values (k0 = 103, 10, 
5.0, 1.0, 0.5, 0.25, 0.1 and 0.05 cm s-1) as a function of frequency (different measurement 
timescales) at ∆E = 80.0 mV.  This value of ∆E was chosen as it gives access to 12 AC 
harmonic components with excellent signal-to-noise ratio without excessive broadening of 
the current response which occurs at ∆E > 200mV.19–21 Here, the ip values are determined 
from the central lobe and the average of the two central lobes of the odd and even AC 
harmonics, respectively. 
 
Figure 5.1 Simulated plots of ip/ip,rev versus log10f for the (a) 1st, (b) 4th, (c) 6th and (d) 10th AC 
harmonic components for an oxidation process at a homogeneous electrode surface with k0 = 
0.05, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 5.0, 10 and 1000 cm s-1. Simulation parameters are as follows: c0 = 1.0 
mM, D = 1.0 × 10-5 cm2 s-1, α = 0.50, T = 295.0 K, vAC = 0.1 V s-1 and ∆E = 80.0 mV. 
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Three distinctly different kinetic regimes for each AC harmonic component can be 
derived from the sinusoidal data. Large k0 values which result in large currents or ip > 90 
% of the value of the reversible (k0 = 1000 cm s-1) peak current, ip,rev, fall into Regime I. At 
the slow k0 part of the spectrum, close to zero current, Regime III is represented by small 
k0 values (ip < 10 % ip,rev). The intermediate Regime II therefore consists of k
0 values which 
represents the kinetically sensitive range where accurate determination of k0 values is 
available from simulation-experimental data comparison.13,22 Importantly, the optimal 
kinetically sensitive Regime II available with FTACV comprised larger k0 values than in 
direct current cyclic voltammetry (DC CV) (for the same DC scan rate, refer to Section 
5.7.1., Figure 5.6, Figure 5.7 for further discussion) and is tuneable by varying f. For 
example, with reference to Figure 5.1, Regime II of harmonic 6 at f = 10 Hz is given by k0 
values in the range of 0.6 ̶ 0.015 cm s-1 whereas with f = 1000 Hz, 6.0 ̶ 0.15 cm s-1 represents 
the kinetically sensitive range. To achieve this kinetic sensitivity (k0 ≥ 6.0 cm s-1) in DC 
CV, it would require a scan rate of > 500 V s-1 to give ΔEp values ≥ 60 mV (distinguishable 
from reversible, see Figure 5.7). However, the current contributions arising from double 
layer charging currents are linearly dependent on v while faradaic currents are proportional 
to v1/2 resulting in diminished faradaic-to-background current ratios at high scan rates, 
complicating the reliability of fast ET kinetic measurements. Further complicating these 
measurements will be the phenomenologically similar effects of k0 and uncompensated 
resistance, which both result in increased ΔEp values in DC CV measurements (see Section 
5.7.1., Figure 5.9).  
In the case of an electrochemically heterogeneous electrode surface comprising two 
distinctly different kinetic regions with values k01 and k
0
2, assuming the electron transfer 
coefficient, α1 = α2 = 0.5 for two regions which share a total surface area, Atotal, with the 
fractions of the total surface area designated by θ1 and θ2 (= 1 ̶ θ1), it is immediately 
apparent that if one of the two kinetic regions fall into Regime III (zero current) where the 
AC current is essentially zero and the other in Regime I, the measured response will be 
directly proportional to the electrode area relevant to the fast (Regime I) kinetics, as 
considered previously.13 
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The FTACV simulations reported herein describe diffusion to an electrode in the linear 
limit, where no overlap of diffusion between the two electrode regions is considered. It is 
important to note that this assumption is valid for a wide range of electrode geometry sizes 
under FTACV conditions. As shown in Figure 5.11 (Section 5.7.1.), for D = 1.0 × 10-5 cm2 
s-1, the assumption of linear diffusion is valid for electrode radii ≥ 10 μm with the 6th and 
higher AC harmonic components (linear diffusion constitutes ≥ 90 % of the total diffusion 
to the electrode surface) when the AC perturbation is given by ∆E = 80.0 mV and f = 10.0 
Hz. When f is increased to 100.0 Hz, the assumption of linear diffusion is now applicable 
to electrode radii ≥ 3 μm.  
 
5.3.1. Protocol for Deconvolution of a Dual-
Heterogeneity FTACV Response 
In this chapter, a general strategy for the deconvolution of data derived from a 
heterogeneous electrode, consisting of two regions with different kinetic activity, into the 
individual components is discussed. The protocol developed is illustrated for the case 
where one process is fully reversible (k01
 too large to be measured), and the other is quasi-
reversible, having a k02 value that leads to a smaller current (≤ 90 %) compared to the 
reversible response. In the scenario considered herein, each AC harmonic component is 
considered to be the sum of both processes with the fast one assigned as reversible with its 
response assumed to be proportional to the relevant electrode area. The slower process will 
display a different level of reversibility in each AC harmonic (different timescales). This 
allows the deconvolution of the dual-electrode response into its individual components. 
Parameters such as D, Atotal and c
0 are known from independent measurements.  
Step 1: The FTACV procedure is applied to the experimental current-time data to 
resolve it into its AC components. A high harmonic component (10th AC harmonic, in this 
example) can thus be fitted using a homogeneous electrode model to provide an initial 
estimation of the area of the electrode, A1, that exhibits fast ET (large k
0
1). This value of A1 
will represent an overestimate but provides the best initial guess in an environment where 
k02 contributions are smallest. 
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Step 2: Subtract the simulated current-time data (where k01 is reversible and A1
 is 
the estimate value from Step 1) from the experimental dual-electrode current-time data. 
The residual current data provides an initial estimation of the proportion of the current 
associated with the quasi-reversible (slower) process.  
Step 3: Apply the FTACV procedure to the residual experimental data. The 
calculated A2 is from the θ2 = 1 ̶ θ1 relationship and gives an initial guess as an 
underestimated value. An apparent harmonic-dependent k
0
2 value response will be found. 
However, an intermediate AC harmonic component can be selected (5th AC harmonic, in 
this example) to give a first estimate of k02. This will probably represent an underestimated 
value.  
Step 4: Subtract the simulated current-time data (using k02 and A2 values 
determined from Step 3) from the experimental dual-electrode current-time data. The now 
residual data represents the proportion used to determine the next approximation of A1, 
with k01 assumed to be reversible (Step 1). Steps 1 to 4 are then repeated until the estimated 
values converge. The protocol is summarised in Figure 5.2.  
 
Figure 5.2 Scheme showing the protocol for the deconvolution of a dual-heterogeneity FTACV 
response. 
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5.3.2. Application to a Simulated Dual-Heterogeneity 
FTACV Response  
The FTACV response at a dual-electrode comprising one reversible (1000 cm s-1) and one 
quasi-reversible (0.1 cm s-1) process on the AC timescale (∆E = 80.0 mV and f = 10.0 Hz) 
was simulated with relative electrode areas, θ1 = θ2 = 0.50. Other simulation parameters 
included D = 1.0 × 10-5 cm2 s-1, vAC = 0.1 V s
-1, α = 0.50 and T = 295.0 K. The analysis 
protocol was then applied to the simulated dual-electrode response to recover the kinetic 
(k01 and k
0
2) and relative electrode area (θ1 and θ2) parameters associated with the 
individual responses. Note that the electrochemical reversibility an electron transfer 
reaction can be adjusted by changing the frequency of the applied sinusoidal waveform. 
Under the optimal condition of k01 being just above the reversible limit (0.6 cm s
-1) and k02 
being just below the reversible limit (0.3 cm s-1), a factor of two dispersion in this kinetic 
parameters is distinguishable with our protocol. 
Figure 5.3(a) shows the initial (Step 1) comparison of the simulated 10th AC 
harmonic component derived from the total dual-electrode response (black) and a 
homogeneous model with k01 set to 1000 cm s
-1 (fully reversible) and A1 applied as a 
variable (red). This gives a first estimate of θ1 of 0.665 (versus the known value of 0.50). 
Next, the data calculated for the reversible process (overestimated) are subtracted from the 
total dual-electrode current-time data (Step 2) as shown in Figure 5.3(b). Step 3 of the 
analysis protocol is then applied to the residual data to give the result in Figure 5.3(c). The 
5th AC harmonic component of the residual dual-electrode (black) is then compared to that 
from a homogenous electrode model (blue) to obtain an underestimated value of k02 with 
θ2 = 0.335 (θ2 = 1 ̶ θ1) and k02 used as a variable to give an estimated value of 0.0715 cm s-
1
 (versus the known value of 0.1 cm s
-1). Next, the data for the quasi-reversible process 
(with the underestimated k02 value) are subtracted from the total dual-electrode current-
time data (Step 4) as shown in Figure 5.3(d). This residual current data are then subjected 
to the FTACV procedure. Steps 1 to 4 are repeated to obtain progressively better 
estimations of θ1, θ2 and k02. 
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Figure 5.3 Application of Steps 1 ̶ 4 of the FTACV protocol using simulated data to determine the 
electrode area ratio (θ1:θ2) and k02 value at a dual-electrode configuration. Simulation parameters 
for the dual-electrode process (black line) are: θ1 = θ2 = 0.50, k01 = 1000 cm s-1, k02 = 0.10 cm s-1, 
c0 = 1.0 mM, D = 1.0 × 10-5 cm2 s-1, α = 0.50, T = 295.0 K, vAC = 0.1 V s-1, ∆E = 80.0 mV and f = 
10.0 Hz. The red lines illustrate the first estimation of θ1 = 0.665. The blue lines show the first 
estimate of θ2 and k02 are 0.335 and 0.0715 cm s-1, respectively. 
 
The values of θ1 and θ2 and k02 determined using the analysis protocol described 
above are summarised in Table 5.1.  With each protocol iteration, the values of θ1, θ2 and 
k02 become closer to the known input values for the dual-electrode simulation. In this 
example, an estimate of θ1 = 0.507 is obtained after 10 iterations which agrees well with 
the known input value of 0.50 while k02 is estimated to be 0.0987 cm s
-1 versus the known 
value of 0.10 cm s-1.  
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Table 5.1 Summary of data obtained using 10 iterations of the FTACV protocol applied to a 
simulated dual-electrode system with θ1:θ2 =1.0:1.0 and k02 = 0.10 cm s-1.  
  
Iteration No. θ1 θ2 k02 / cm s-1 
1 0.665 0.335 0.0715 
2 0.605 0.395 0.0810 
3 0.571 0.429 0.0868 
4 0.551 0.449 0.0900 
5 0.538 0.462 0.0928 
6 0.525 0.475 0.0953 
7 0.518 0.482 0.0965 
8 0.513 0.487 0.0975 
9 0.510 0.490 0.0982 
10 0.507 0.493 0.0987 
 
The analysis protocol was also applied to other dual-electrode scenarios with 
individual electrode size ratios, θ1:θ2 = 1:9 (Case 1) and 9:1 (Case 2). Results are 
summarised in Table 5.3 and Table 5.4 in Section 5.7.4. Estimations of θ1 and θ2 values of 
0.124 and 0.876 for Case 1 and 0.901 and 0.099 for Case 2 after 10 iterations and values 
for k02 of 0.097 and 0.099 cm s
-1, respectively, were obtained.   
These results confirm the attributes of relatively simple FTACV data analysis 
strategies to deconvolute a dual-heterogeneous electrochemical response without prior 
knowledge of the size distribution, provided that one process lies in Regime I for the 
highest harmonic considered, as long as mass transport can be described by linear diffusion 
and the uncompensated resistance, Ru is negligible. These conditions are achieved 
experimentally by careful selection of the AC timescale (f) and the use of highly conducting 
electrolyte media. 
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5.4. Experimental  
5.4.1. Chemicals 
Ferrocene methanol (FcCH2OH, 97 %) and potassium chloride (KCl, 99 %) were 
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used without further purification. All solutions were 
prepared using water purified with a Millipore Milli-Q purification system (resistivity ca. 
18.2 MΩ cm at 25 0C). 1 M KCl was added as the supporting electrolyte. 
 
5.4.2. Electrode Materials 
The Pt (0.5 mm-radius) macrodisk electrode was obtained from CH Instruments, Texas. 
The oxygen-terminated pBDD electrode (0.5 mm-radius) was provided by Element 6, 
Harwell, UK in the free-standing form, i.e. not attached to the growth substrate and 
polished to ~nm roughness on the growth (electrochemical measurement) face. An in-
house procedure for glass sealing the pBDD macrodisk electrodes is described in detail 
elsewhere.23,24 Before use, all working electrodes were polished with an aqueous alumina 
slurry (50 nm) on a soft microfiber polishing pad (MicroCloth, Buehler) and then 
subsequently on a clean wet microfiber pad, to produce clean reproducible electrode 
surfaces. Ag/AgCl (1 M KCl) and Pt wire served as the reference and counter electrodes, 
respectively. All experiments were carried out at 22 ± 1 oC.  
 
5.4.3. FTACV Instrumentation 
A CH Instruments 760E electrochemical workstation and a home-built (Monash) 
instrumentation10 were used for the DC CV and FTACV measurements, respectively. All 
FTACV experiments were recorded using a sine wave perturbation of ∆E = 160.0 mV and 
f = 9.98 Hz. Experimentally, the signal-to-noise current ratio is reduced due to a ‘ringing’ 
artefact at the initial and final parts of the time domain signal which is particularly 
pronounced at higher AC harmonics. A larger ∆E value is used experimentally (160 mV) 
compared to the simulations (80 mV) to overcome this issue and provide access to 12 AC 
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harmonic components. The Fourier-transformed resolved higher order AC harmonic 
current components were quantitatively modelled using the MECSim software package 
(www.garethkennedy.net/MECSim).  
 
5.5. Results and Discussion 
5.5.1. DC CV and FTACV at Individual and Dual (Pt and 
pBDD) Electrodes 
Heterogeneity in the oxidation of FcCH2OH was mimicked using a dual-electrode 
configuration comprising individual Pt (1 mm-diameter) and pBDD (1 mm-diameter) 
working electrodes which are electrically coupled but well-separated so that no overlapping 
of diffusion layers occurs. The ET kinetics for the FcCH2OH
0/+ couple has been shown to 
be facile (reversible) at metallic electrodes (k0Pt ≥ 21.0 cm s-1 25 and k0Au = 8 ± 1 cm s-1 26) 
while Fc derivatives such as ferrocenylmethyltrimethylammonium often display quasi-
reversible behaviour at pBDD electrodes on the typical voltammetric measurement 
timescale, with k0 being dependent on the local boron dopant concentration, [B], with k
0
BDD 
~ 0.04 cm s-1  with [B] ~ 1.2 × 1021 atoms cm-3 and k0BDD ~ 0.007 cm s
-1  with [B] ~ 1.5 × 
1020 atoms cm-3.27  
Experimental DC CV measurements for the FcCH2OH
0/+ process taken at the 
individual Pt and pBDD electrodes, as well as with the dual (Pt + pBDD) electrode 
configuration (θPt = θpBDD = 0.5) are shown in Figure 5.4(a). The individual Pt and pBDD 
voltammograms differ slightly, predominately due to large differences in the double layer 
capacitance, Cdl, values (Cdl,Pt = 80 μF cm-2 and Cdl,pBDD = 6 μF cm-2). Under the DC CV 
conditions employed, FcCH2OH oxidation is essentially reversible with ∆Ep = 61 ± 1 mV 
at v = 0.1 ̶ 1.0 V s-1 at the Pt electrode (Section 5.7.2., Figure 5.12). In contrast, ∆Ep is 61 
mV at a scan rate of 0.1 V s-1 and 79 mV at 10 V s-1 at the pBDD electrode (Section 5.7.2., 
Figure 5.13) indicating the process is quasi-reversible. The ∆Ep data from the Pt and pBDD 
voltammograms correspond to k0Pt ≥ 0.6 cm s-1 and k0pBDD = 0.13 ± 0.02 cm s-1 (α = 0.5), 
respectively, when determined from the Nicholson method.28,29 These k0 values are also in 
accordance with FTACV measurements performed on the individual Pt and pBDD 
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electrodes which gave k0Pt ≥ 0.6 cm s-1 (reversible) and k0pBDD = 0.12 cm s-1 (see Section 
5.7.3., Figure 5.14 and Figure 5.15, respectively). As expected, the dual (Pt + pBDD) 
electrode response is equal to the sum of the responses at the individual electrodes (see 
black and purple lines, respectively, in Figure 5.4(a)). Note that these findings apply only 
to conditions of planar diffusion with negligible impact of resistance (Ru ≤ 100 Ω)6 for the 
experimental conditions considered herein.  
 
Figure 5.4 (a) DC CV, (b) 1st, (c) 4th and (d) 8th AC harmonic components for the oxidation of 
0.50 mM FcCH2OH in 1 M KCl aqueous solution using individual Pt (red) and pBDD (blue) 
electrodes compared to a dual (Pt + pBDD) electrode configuration (black). The purple line 
represents the sum of the current responses from the individual Pt and pBDD electrodes. vDC = 0.1 
V s-1, vAC = 0.089 V s-1, ∆E = 160.0 mV and f = 9.98 Hz.  
 
Figure 5.4(b), (c) and (d) show FTACV data obtained for the fundamental, 4th and 
8th AC harmonic components for the FcCH2OH
0/+ process using a sine wave perturbation 
of ∆E = 160.0 mV and f = 9.98 Hz. Again, significant variation is evident in the Pt (much 
larger) and pBDD (much smaller) non-faradaic background regions of the fundamental 
component (Figure 5.4(b)). As in the DC CV data, this arises from the substantially 
different Cdl values of the electrode materials. In contrast, the 8
th AC harmonic component 
(Figure 3(d)) is essentially devoid from background capacitance current and in this short 
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time domain, the magnitude of the central lobe regions are very sensitive to the electrode 
kinetics. On comparison of the 8th AC harmonic, it is obvious that the kinetics at the pBDD 
electrode are slower than at Pt. Again both Pt and pBDD current contributions additively 
equal the total current measured at the dual (Pt + pBDD) electrode for all AC harmonics, 
as in the DC CV case, as expected for planar diffusion conditions and negligible effect of 
Ru. 
As established in the Theory Section, each AC harmonic component represents a 
different timescale measurement with the relative contributions of the individual currents 
to the total dual-electrode current being harmonic-dependent. This is evident in comparing 
the individual current responses at Pt and pBDD in the 4th and 8th AC harmonic in Figure 
5.4(c) and (d), respectively, with their dual-electrode configuration response. This 
harmonic-dependent property of FTACV is exploited below to deconvolve a dual-
heterogeneity response into its individual components using the protocol highlighted above 
(see Section 2.1).  
 
5.5.2. Deconvolution of a Dual (Pt and pBDD) Electrode 
Response 
FTACV data obtained with a dual (Pt + pBDD) electrode for the FcCH2OH
0/+
 process were 
analysed using the protocol described above to deconvolute the dual-electrode response 
into its individual electrode current components. In this example, the total area, Atotal, of 
the dual-electrode configuration is known to be 0.0157 cm2, c0 = 0.50 mM and 
2FcCH OH
D = 
7.8 × 10-6 cm2 s-1 and α1 and α2 are reasonably assumed to be 0.50. k01 is assumed to be 
reversible (≥ 0.6 cm s-1, in this case). The 8th AC harmonic component of the experimental 
dual-electrode response is first analysed by a homogeneous model using A1 as a variable 
to give the initial overestimated value of A1
 = 0.01399 cm2 (versus the known values of 
0.00785 cm2) (Step 1) as shown in Figure 5.5(a). Next, the simulated data for the reversible 
process are subtracted from the experimental dual-electrode current-time data (Step 2, 
Figure 5.5(b)). In Step 3, the residual current is then subjected to FTACV procedures and 
the 4th AC harmonic is fitted to give the first underestimated value of k02 = 0.055 cm s
-1 
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(versus the known value of 0.12 cm s-1), using A2 = Atotal – A1(estimation 1), as shown in Figure 
5.5(c). The current-time data for the simulated quasi-reversible process are then subtracted 
from the experimental dual-electrode data (Step 4, Figure 5.5(d)). The residual data are 
then subjected to FTACV procedures and Steps 1 ̶ 4 are repeated to give improved 
estimations of A1, A2 and k
0
2. 
 
Figure 5.5 Steps 1 ̶ 4 of the FTACV protocol applied to a dual (Pt + pBDD) electrode for the 
oxidation of 0.50 mM FcCH2OH in 1 M KCl aqueous solution. The red lines illustrate the first 
estimation of A1 = 0.01399 cm2. The blue lines illustrate the first estimation of A2 = 0.0171 cm2 
and k02 = 0.055 cm s-1. Other simulation parameters: c0 = 0.5 mM, D = 7.8 × 10-6 cm2 s-1, α = 0.50, 
T = 295.0 K, vAC = 0.089 V s-1, ∆E = 160.0 mV and f = 9.98 Hz.  
 
Table 5.2 provides a summary of the A1, A2 and k
0
2 values obtained from 15 
iterations using the analysis protocol. The estimated values of A1, A2 and k
0
2 slowly 
converge towards the known values of 0.00785 cm2, 0.00785 cm2 and 0.12 cm s-1, 
respectively. Note that the kinetic heterogeneities of the individual electrode4 are neglected 
in the analysis procedure as a low frequency is chosen for the FTACV measurement to 
ensure uniform diffusion on the individual electrode surfaces.  
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Table 5.2 Summary of the FTACV protocol applied to a dual (Pt + pBDD) electrode 
configuration for the one-electron oxidation of 0.50 mM FcCH2OH in 1 M KCl electrolyte 
aqueous solution. Simulations parameter: T = 295.0 K, 
2FcCH OH
D = 7.8 × 10-6 cm2 s-1, Atotal = 0.0157 
cm2, E0ʹ = 0.192 V, vAC = 0.089 V s-1, ∆E = 160.0 mV and f = 9.98 Hz. k01 is set to mimic a 
reversible process (≥ 0.6 cm s-1). 
Iteration No. A1 / cm2 A2 / cm2 k02 / cm s-1 
1 0.0140 0.0017 0.055 
2 0.0133 0.0024 0.060 
3 0.0128 0.0029 0.065 
4 0.0126 0.0031 0.072 
5 0.0124 0.0033 0.080 
6 0.0121 0.0036 0.087 
7 0.0117 0.0040 0.096 
8 0.0113 0.0044 0.105 
9 0.0109 0.0048 0.109 
10 0.0106 0.0051 0.111 
11 0.0104 0.0053 0.114 
12 0.0102 0.0055 0.116 
13 0.0100 0.0057 0.117 
14 0.0099 0.0058 0.118 
15 0.0097 0.0060 0.119 
 
 
5.6. Conclusions  
FTACV is shown to be a valuable tool for probing heterogeneously active electrode 
surfaces. The advantages over DC methods are largely due to the much higher sensitivity 
of the FTACV current on electrode kinetics and access to a series of higher order 
harmonics. A protocol is developed and applied to the one-electron oxidation of FcCH2OH 
at a dual (Pt + pBDD) electrode system allowing the deconvolution and quantification of 
the response into its individual electrode contributions. The analysis procedure is 
applicable to dual heterogeneous electrode surfaces regardless of the domain size ratio 
when one of the processes is reversible, the other quasi-reversible and mass transport is 
appropriately described by 1D diffusion with overlap of diffusion layers being negligible. 
The probability of these conditions being met using a single heterogeneous carbon 
electrode, such as pBDD, will be greatly enhanced in highly viscous ionic liquid media 
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where the diffusion coefficients are of the order of ~10-8 cm2 s-1 and will be considered in 
a future study.  
 
5.7. Supporting Information 
 DC CV and FTACV Simulation Results 
Figure 5.6 shows simulated DC CVs for an oxidation process at a homogeneously active 
electrode surface. It is observed that only DC CVs with an ET rate constant, k0 < 5.0 × 10-
2 cm s-1 can be distinguished from reversible at v = 0.1 V s-1 and give a separation of the 
oxidation and reduction peak potentials, ∆Ep, > 57 mV. As expected, diminishing values 
of k0 result in diminished peak current, ip, and increased ∆Ep values and slight changes in 
the voltammogram shape.   
 
Figure 5.6 Simulations for the DC CV response for an oxidation process at a homogeneously 
active electrode surface having k0 values in the range of 103  ̶10-6 cm s-1. Simulations parameters 
are: c0 = 1.0 mM, D = 1.0 × 10-5 cm2 s-1, α = 0.50, T = 295.0 K, vDC = 0.1 V s-1. 
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Figure 5.7 shows a plot of ∆Ep versus scan rate, v, for an oxidation process at a 
homogeneously active electrode surface with k0 = 6 cm s-1. This demonstrates how high 
scan rates are required to achieve the same kinetic sensitivity with DC CV compared to the 
moderate scan rates needed using FTACV. 
 
Figure 5.7 Plot of ∆Ep versus log10v for an oxidation process at a homogenously active electrode 
having k0 = 6 cm s-1. Simulations parameters are c0 = 1.0 mM, D = 1.0 × 10-5 cm2 s-1, α = 0.50 and 
T = 295.0 K. 
 
Figure 5.8 shows the simulated fundamental, 3rd, 6th and 10th AC harmonic current 
components for an oxidation process at a homogeneously active electrode surface as a 
function of k0 using FTACV. In FTACV and in contrast to DC CV, ip magnitudes decay 
rapidly as k0 values become progressively smaller. This phenomenon is harmonic-
dependent as it is contingent on the timescale of the electrochemical measurement.  
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Figure 5.8 Simulations of the (a) 1st, (b) 3rd, (c) 6th and (d)10th AC harmonic components for an 
oxidation redox process at a homogeneous electrode surface having k0 values in the range of 103  ̶
10-6 cm s-1. Simulations parameters are: c0 = 1.0 mM, D = 1.0 × 10-5 cm2 s-1, α = 0.50, T = 295.0 
K, vAC = 0.1 V s-1, ∆E = 80.0 mV and f = 10.0 Hz. 
 
Patterns of behaviour associated with the effect of uncompensated resistance, Ru, 
are far less informative with DC CV when compared to FTACV. Figure 5.9(a) shows the 
effect of Ru on the shape of a voltammograms with k
0 = 1000 cm s-1 (reversible) with v = 
0.1 V s-1. Clearly, the effects of slow ET kinetics and Ru distorts the DC CV response in a 
similar way, making it difficult to separate the influence of uncompensated resistance from 
kinetics9 (see earlier, Figure 5.6). Figure 5.9(b) shows the effect of Ru on the shape of the 
6th AC harmonic current component with k0 = 1000 cm s-1. It is observed that as the Ru 
value increase, the peak shapes start to change in a very characteristic way such that the 
effects of Ru and k
0
 can be differentiated in FTACV. These features also exhibit harmonic-
dependent sensitivity which allows for a ‘unique’ solution of the electrode mechanism9.  
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Figure 5.9 Simulations showing the effect of varying uncompensated resistance on the (a) DC CV 
and (b) 6th AC harmonic component response for an oxidation process at a homogenous electrode 
with k0 = 1000 cm s-1 (reversible). Simulation parameters: c0 = 1.0 mM, D = 1.0 × 10-5 cm2 s-1, A 
= 0.1 cm2, α = 0.50, T = 295.0 K, vDC = vAC = 0.1 V s-1 and ∆E = 80.0 mV and f = 10.0 Hz. 
 
Figure 5.10 shows the simulated ip/ip,rev  for an oxidation process as a function of 
∆E (50 mV to 200 mV) for the fundamental, 4th, 6th and 12th AC harmonic. Typically, larger 
∆E are employed to access higher order AC harmonic components with measurable current 
values. However, as observed here, increasing the ∆E values also results in a smaller kinetic 
sensitivity range and hence the value of ∆E used experimentally has to be carefully 
selected. For instance, within the example presented herein, the 12th AC harmonic currents 
are essentially zero at ∆E = 50 mV (Figure 5.10(d)) and hence cannot be used for any 
kinetic analysis. The ip values are obtained from the central lobe of the odd AC harmonics 
and the average of the two central lobes of the even AC harmonic components.  
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Figure 5.10 Simulations for the (a) 1st, (b) 4th, (c) 6th and (d) 12th AC harmonic component 
normalised peak current (ip/ip,rev) response for an oxidation redox process at a homogeneous 
electrode surface where ∆E is in the range of 50 ̶ 200 mV. Other simulations parameters are: c0 = 
1.0 mM, D = 1.0 × 10-5 cm2 s-1, α = 0.50, T = 295.0 K, vAC = 0.1 V s-1 and f = 10.0 Hz. 
 
In order to determine the FTACV experimental conditions at which planar diffusion 
dominates the electrode response, ip values derived from 1D simulations from MECSIM 
were compared to 2D simulations carried out in DigiElch digital simulation software (v. 
7F, Elchsoft, Germany) for a range of electrode radii, a, (1 to 100 μm) and f (10 to 100 Hz) 
values as previously described13. The peak currents are reported as the percentage of the 
ip,2D that is due to planar diffusion contributions in Figure 5.11 for the fundamental, 6
th and 
10th AC harmonic component. The proportion of planar diffusion increases with the applied 
frequency and the higher order harmonics for a given electrode size.  
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Figure 5.11 Simulated (a) 1st, (b) 6th and (c) 10th AC harmonic components showing how the 
currents deviate from a planar diffusion response as a function of electrode radii, a, for frequency, 
f, values in the range of 10 ̶ 100 Hz. Other simulations parameters include: c0 = 1.0 mM, D = 1.0 
× 10-5 cm2 s-1, E0’ = 0.0 V, α = 0.50, T = 295.0 K, vAC = 0.1 V s-1 and ∆E = 80.0 mV. 
 
 DC CV at Individual Pt and pBDD Electrodes 
The oxidation of FcCH2OH is considered in highly conducting 1 M KCl aqueous 
electrolyte. The DC CVs for the reversible FcCH2OH
0/+ process at a Pt electrode are shown 
in Figure 5.12(a) for vDC = 0.05 ̶ 1.0 V s-1. The mid-wave potential, Em = 0.191 ± 0.002 V 
vs Ag/AgCl (1 M KCl) ~ E0ʹ. A linear relationship between ip and v1/2, is indicative of a 
diffusion-controlled process (Figure 5.12(b)). The reversibility of this process is confirmed 
by ∆Ep = 61 ± 1 mV (Figure 5.12(c)).     
 
Figure 5.12 (a) DC CV for the oxidation of 0.5 mM FcCH2OH (1.0 M KCl aq.) at a Pt electrode 
(1 mm-diameter) with vDC = 0.05, 0.075, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 1.0 V s-1. (b) Plot of ip versus 
v1/2. (c) Plot of ∆Ep versus v.  
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DC CVs for the oxidation of FcCH2OH at a pBDD electrode are shown in Figure 
5.13 (a). Quasi-reversible behaviour is observed as evident by ∆Ep values increasing from 
61 mV to 79 mV at scan rates of 0.1 V s-1 and 10 V s-1, respectively.   
 
Figure 5.13 (a) DC CV for the oxidation of 0.5 mM FcCH2OH (1 M KCl aq.) at a pBDD 
electrode (1 mm-diameter) with vDC = 0.05, 0.075, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 1.0 V s-1. (b) Plot of ip 
versus v1/2. (c) Plot of ∆Ep versus v.  
 
 FTACV at Individual Pt and pBDD Electrodes 
A sine wave perturbation of amplitude, ∆E = 160.0 mV and frequency, f = 9.98 Hz was 
applied. E0ʹ = 0.192 V vs Ag/AgCl (1 M KCl) was determined from the potential of the 
minima and maxima of the central region of the even and odd harmonics, respectively. 
Excellent agreement between experimental data for the FcCH2OH
0/+ redox process at the 
Pt electrode and simulated data for a reversible redox process on the FTACV timescale is 
shown in Figure 5.14. The upper kinetic limit of detection is defined in this study as the k0 
value for which the major peak current magnitude of the highest harmonic examined (12th 
in this case) is 90 % of that predicted for the reversible process implies that k0Pt
 ≥ 0.6 cm s-
1.  A comparison of the experimental and simulated data for the quasi-reversible 
FcCH2OH
0/+ process at pBDD is shown in Figure 5.15 and leads to k0pBDD = 0.12 cm s
-1. 
At this electrode surface, experimental current values are significantly smaller than those 
predicted for a reversible process, as demonstrated by the blue lines for the 8th and 12th AC 
harmonic components.  
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Figure 5.14 Comparison of experimental (black) and simulated (red) FTACV curves (1st to 12th 
AC harmonic) for the one-electron oxidation of 0.5 mM FcCH2OH (1 M KCl aq.) at a Pt 
macroelectrode (1 mm-diameter). Simulation parameters: k0 = 1000 cm s-1 (reversible), α = 0.50, 
T = 295.0 K, f = 9.98 Hz, ∆E = 160.0 mV, vAC = 0.09 cm s-1, D = 7.8 × 10-6 cm2 s-1. 
 
 
Figure 5.15 Comparison of experimental (black) and simulated (red) FTACV curves (1st to 12th 
AC harmonic) for the one-electron oxidation of 0.5 mM FcCH2OH (1 M KCl aq.) at a pBDD 
macroelectrode (1 mm-diameter). Simulation parameters: k0 = 0.12 cm s-1 α = 0.50, T = 295.0 K, f 
= 9.98 Hz, ∆E = 160.0 mV, vAC = 0.09 cm s-1, D = 7.8 × 10-6 cm2 s-1. The blue lines show the 
simulated reversible (1000 cm s-1) response for the 8th and 12th AC harmonic components.  
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 Deconvolution of Simulated Dual-Electrode 
Responses 
Table 5.3 provides a summary of the values of θ1, θ2 and k02 determined using the analysis 
protocol described in the main text where a dual-electrode response comprising two ET processes 
one of which is reversible (k01 =1000 cm s-1) and the other quasi-reversible (k02 = 0.1 cm s-1) with 
respect to the AC timescale (f = 10.0 Hz and ∆E = 80.0 mV) is simulated with relative electrode 
areas of the two kinetic regions of θ1 = 0.1 and θ2 = 0.9, respectively. 
Estimation θ1 θ2 k02 / cm s-1 
1 0.463 0.537 0.0670 
2 0.337 0.663 0.0766 
3 0.270 0.730 0.0825 
4 0.227 0.773 0.0868 
5 0.196 0.804 0.0900 
6 0.173 0.827 0.0925 
7 0.155 0.845 0.0943 
8 0.141 0.859 0.0957 
9 0.131 0.869 0.0968 
10 0.124 0.876 0.0970 
 
 
Table 5.4 provides a summary of the values of θ1, θ2 and k02 determined using the analysis 
protocol described in the main text where a dual-electrode response comprising two ET processes 
one of which is reversible (k01 = 1000 cm s-1) and the other quasi-reversible (k02 = 0.1 cm s-1) with 
respect to the AC timescale (f = 10.0 Hz and ∆E = 80.0 mV) is simulated with relative electrode 
areas of the two kinetic regions of θ1 = 0.9 and θ2 = 0.1. 
Estimation θ1 θ2 k02 / cm s-1 
1 0.930 0.070 0.0740 
2 0.919 0.081 0.0830 
3 0.913 0.087 0.0880 
4 0.909 0.091 0.0910 
5 0.907 0.093 0.0934 
6 0.905 0.095 0.0952 
7 0.904 0.096 0.0962 
8 0.903 0.097 0.0971 
9 0.902 0.098 0.0980 
10 0.901 0.099 0.0990 
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Chapter 6 
Conclusions and Future Work 
 
This thesis has presented developments in strategies and methodologies for analysing 
advanced electrochemical processes using Fourier-transformed large amplitude alternating 
current voltammetry  (FTACV) and scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM)-
voltammetry, with the objective to achieve detailed quantification of fast outer-sphere 
electron transfer kinetics at conventional (e.g. platinum or gold) and carbon (e.g. highly 
oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) or polycrystalline boron-doped diamond (pBDD)) 
electrode materials.  
Chapter 2 provides a comparison between the standard electron rate constants, k0, 
determined from macroscopic FTACV and microscopic SECM measurements for the 
simple oxidation of tetrathiafulvalene (TTF) and tetracyanoquinodimethane (TCNQ). At 
three conventional electrode materials: Pt, Au and glassy carbon, all measurements found 
k0 to be fast and close to the upper limit of detection for both electrochemical techniques. 
However, at the semi-metallic pBDD electrodes, both redox couples are found to be 
kinetically-limited due to the lower number of available charge carriers. Key differences 
in the techniques emerged, with FTACV measurements providing the overall kinetic values 
of the entire electrode while SECM allows highly localised measurements which provides 
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kinetic information of the region of the pBDD electrode under the UME tip. For the TTF 
oxidation process, two regions of distinct kinetic activity were observed using SECM, 
relating to regions of high and low dopant densities of pBDD. These values are in good 
agreement with the overall kinetic activity determined by FTACV. Interestingly, highly 
distorted SECM voltammograms were observed for the TCNQ reduction process, 
diagnostic of increasing limitations from the electrode material as the potential was 
scanned in the negative direction, consistent with the degenerate p-doping of pBDD. This 
phenomenon was attributed to the high local current density of SECM that imposes a 
significant challenge on charge flow through the pBDD material and was not observed with 
FTACV which passes a significantly lower current density (by ca. 2 orders of magnitude) 
during the voltammetric measurement. This study thus identifies important differences 
between studies of electron transfer at metallic and semi-metallic electrode materials as 
revealed by simple redox couples. Further understanding of the electronic structure and 
charge carrier mobility near the surface of pBDD could be achieved by studies with 
additional redox couples as well as varying boron dopant concentrations.  
Numerous attempts have been made to measure the kinetics of rapid heterogeneous 
electron transfer reactions by a wide range of electrochemical techniques and this remains 
an extremely challenging area of research for electrochemists. This is because the 
heterogenous electron transfer rate constant can only be measured if it is smaller or 
comparable to the mass-transfer coefficient of the electrochemical technique employed. 
This has spearheaded the development of various nanostructured and nanogap systems. An 
intrinsic property of nanogap electrochemical cells in the high surface area-to-solution 
volume ratio. In this situation, precise knowledge of the physicochemical characteristics of 
the electrochemical system is imperative. For instance, surface effects such as weak 
adsorption of redox-active species may have profound impact on the voltammetric 
response. Chapter 3 considers the effect of adsorption on SECM voltammetric 
measurements. A holistic numerical simulation model for SECM has been developed that 
carefully considers the unequal diffusivities of FcTMA+ and FcTMA2+, and the adsorption 
of the reactant, FcTMA+, onto the HOPG substrate. The adsorption of highly-charged 
FcTMA2+ species onto the insulating glass sheath that encapsulates the UME was also 
considered along with direct electron transfer between FcTMA+ in solution and glass-
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bound FcTMA2+, which significantly affects the magnitude of limiting-current measured. 
The implications of these surface effects on the interpretation of the apparent electron 
transfer rate constants are considered and may lead to the incorrect kinetic and 
thermodynamic assignments. Another surface effect, the electrical double layer (EDL), is 
not considered in this work but could have serious consequences on voltammetric 
measurements in these nanogap systems. Recently, White et. al.1 showed that limiting-
currents can be strongly affected by the EDL at cell thickness ≤ 100 nm even for typical 
supporting electrolyte concentrations (200 mM) where the EDL is usually assumed to have 
negligible effect on mass transport.  
Partial blocking or spatial heterogeneities of electrode materials can result in non-
linear diffusion effects when the average size of the active sites and the average distance 
between them are small compared to the total diffusion layer. Advances in material science 
has fuelled the emergence of the field of carbon electrochemistry which inevitably provide 
electrochemically heterogeneous electrode surfaces. Chapter 4 and 5 focuses on the 
development of FTACV data analysis strategies for the deconvolution of current responses 
complicated by kinetics heterogeneities. In an initial model study (Chapter 4) using a dual-
electrode system comprising a GC and pBDD electrode, the total response from the 
[Ru(NH3)6]
3+/2+ redox process was successfully deconvolved into its individual electrode 
contributions. Although this represented a highly-simplified example, a general principle 
was established for solving this problem. Chapter 5 focuses on further developing FTACV 
as a tool for kinetic selectivity at heterogeneously active electrodes. This is achieved by 
taking advantage of the harmonic-dependent measurement timescale of FTACV to 
deconvolute a dual-heterogeneity electrochemical response into its individual components 
by implementing an iterative protocol procedure. This is successfully applied to the one-
electron oxidation of FcCH2OH at a dual (Pt + pBDD) electrode system. The analysis 
procedure is applicable to dual heterogeneous electrode surfaces regardless of the domain 
size ratio when one of the processes is reversible, while the other is quasi-reversible and 
mass transport is appropriately described by 1D diffusion with overlap of diffusion layers 
being negligible. The probability of these conditions being met using a single 
heterogeneous carbon electrode, such as pBDD, will be markedly enhanced in highly 
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viscous ionic liquid media where the diffusion coefficients are of the order of ~10-8 cm2 s-
1.  
In summary, this thesis reports on the positive strides made in the development of 
SECM and FTACV as powerful tools for the measurement of fast electron transfer kinetics. 
The importance of understanding the influence of measurement technique and the electrode 
material electronic structure in fundamental electrochemical studies is emphasised 
(Chapter 2). Throughout this work, the significance of numerical simulations to predict and 
quantify electrochemical responses is highlighted particularly when complications from 
surface effects exist, such as reactant adsorption (Chapter 3) and electrode surface 
electrochemical heterogeneities (Chapter 4 and 5).  
 
(1)  Xiong, J.; Chen, Q.; Edwards, M. A.; White, H. S. ACS Nano 2015, 9, 8520–8529. 
 
